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UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549

FORM 10-K
(Mark One)

x ANNUAL REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2008

or

¨ TRANSITION REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
For the transition period from                      to                     .

Commission File Number: 0-30260

eGain Communications Corporation
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)

Delaware 77-0466366
(State or other jurisdiction

of incorporation or organization)

(I.R.S. Employer

Identification No.)

345 E. Middlefield Road, Mountain View, California 94043 (650)230-7500
(Address of principal executive offices, including zip code) (Registrant�s telephone number, including area code)

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Act: None

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(g) of the Act:

Common Stock, par value $0.001 per share

Indicate by check mark if registrant is a well-known seasoned issuer, as defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act. Yes  ¨    No  x

Indicate by check mark if registrant is not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Act. Yes  ¨    No  x
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Indicate by check mark whether the registrant (1) has filed all reports required to be filed by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the registrant was required to file such reports), and (2) has been subject
to such filing requirements for the past 90 days: Yes  x    No  ¨

Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delinquent filers pursuant to Item 405 of Regulation S-K is not contained herein, and will not be
contained, to the best of registrant�s knowledge, in definitive proxy or information statements incorporated by reference in Part III of this Form
10-K or any amendment to this Form 10-K.  ¨

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer, or non-accelerated filer or a smaller reporting
company. See the definitions of �large accelerated filer�, �accelerated filer� and �smaller reporting company�, in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act
(check one):

Large accelerated filer ¨ Accelerated filer ¨
Non-accelerated filer ¨ (Do not check if a smaller reporting company) Smaller reporting company x
Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act): Yes  ¨    No  x

The aggregate market value of the voting and non-voting common equity held by non-affiliates, on the OTC Bulletin Board on December 31,
2007 (the last business day of registrant�s second quarter of fiscal 2008), was approximately $2,334,075. For purposes of the foregoing
calculation only, the registrant has included in the shares owned by affiliates the beneficial ownership of voting and non-voting common equity
of officers and directors, and affiliated entities, of the registrant and members of their families. Such inclusion shall not be construed as an
admission that any such person is an affiliate for any other purpose.

Indicate the number of shares outstanding of each of the issuer�s classes of common stock, as of the latest practicable date.

Class
Outstanding at

September 22, 2008
Common Stock $0.001 par value 15,333,247

DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

Items 10 (as to directors), 11, 12, 13 and 14 of Part III incorporate by reference information from the registrant�s proxy statement to be filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission in connection with the solicitation of proxies for the registrant�s 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders.
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eGAIN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

PART I

ITEM 1. BUSINESS
This report on Form 10-K and the documents incorporated herein by reference contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties. These statements may be identified by the use of the words such as �anticipates,� �believes,� �continue,� �could,� �would,�
�estimates,� �forecasts,� �expects,� �intends,� �may,� �might,� �plans,� �potential,� �predicts,� �should,� or �will� and similar
expressions or the negative of those terms. The forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, risks stemming from the failure to
improve our sales results and grow revenue, failure to compete successfully in the markets in which we do business, our history of net losses and
our ability to sustain profitability, The adequacy of our capital resources and need for additional financing, continued lengthy and delayed sales
cycles, the development of our strategic relationships and third party distribution channels, broad economic and political instability around the
world affecting the market for our goods and services, the continued adoption of customer service and contact center software solutions, our
ability to respond to rapid technological change and competitive challenges, risks from our substantial international operations, legal and
regulatory uncertainties and other risks related to protection of our intellectual property assets and the operational integrity and maintenance of
our systems. Our actual results could differ materially from those discussed in statements relating to our future plans, product releases,
objectives, expectations and intentions, and other assumptions underlying or relating to any of these statements. Factors that could contribute to
such differences include those discussed in �Factors That May Affect Future Results� and elsewhere in this document. These forward-looking
statements speak only as of the date hereof. We expressly disclaim any obligation or understanding to release publicly any updates or revisions
to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in our expectations with regard thereto or any change in events,
conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.

Overview

eGain is one of the world�s premier providers of multichannel customer service and knowledge management software for in-house or on-demand
software as a service, or SaaS, deployment. For more than a decade, several of the world�s largest companies have relied on eGain to transform
their traditional call centers, help desks, and web customer service operations into multichannel customer interaction hubs. Based on the Power
of One�, the concept of one unified platform for multichannel customer interaction and knowledge management, these hubs are designed to
enable dramatically improved customer experience, contact center agent productivity, service process efficiencies, sales, and overall contact
center performance. The company was incorporated in Delaware in September 1997.

Industry Background

Customer service has become a key, if not the only, differentiator for businesses as products continue to become commoditized. Furthermore,
businesses are under pressure to deliver a unified and seamless multichannel customer service experience, while �doing more with less.� Today�s
customers demand instant access to customer service and expect immediate, accurate, and consistent responses through a range of traditional and
new interaction channels. The ability to deliver consistent service across self-service and a multichannel contact center is a must in today�s
competitive business environment.

However, only a few innovative companies have been able to harness the web�s potential for rich interactions. Most businesses continue to
struggle with eService basics. With customers continuing to migrate to the web, executives across industries are struggling with how to provide
better web customer experiences while cutting service costs.

Over the past few years, numerous software vendors have developed point solutions designed to handle online customer communications
through a specific channel such as email, real-time web collaboration, or web
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self-service. We believe point solutions do not meet the demands of today�s customers since they increasingly use multiple channels of
communication. Point solutions also create interaction silos, making it difficult for customer service agents to easily reference a customer�s past
communications that originated from multiple channels. Nor do they use a common knowledge base to deliver consistent accurate responses.
Moreover, many of these solutions do not integrate easily with a company�s existing systems, making them difficult to implement and maintain.

To meet growing customer demand for seamless multichannel service, we believe businesses need a comprehensive, functionally rich, yet
deeply integrated customer service suite to serve customers across phone, web, email and other media. Our software suite is designed to enable
companies to transform their siloed contact centers into multichannel customer interaction hubs that improve service quality and customer
experience, dramatically reduce service costs, increase self-service adoption through highly flexible and adaptive self-service, boost agent
productivity, and enhance end-to-end service process efficiencies.

The eGain Solution

Recognized by leading industry analysts and customers alike, our application suite, eGain Service�, is available through licensed or hosted
models. It includes integrated, best-in-class applications for web self-service, email management, paper and fax management, chat, cobrowsing,
SMS, call tracking and resolution, proactive notifications, cross-channel knowledge management, case management, and service fulfillment.
These robust applications are built on the eGain CIH�, an integrated and flexible customer interaction hub platform that includes end-to-end
service process management, multichannel, multi-site contact center management, and certified out-of-the-box integrations with leading call
center, content, and business systems.

Our applications and platform are built on a service-oriented architecture and are designed to be modular (each application can be deployed
stand-alone) while ensuring complete and simple integration across all applications in the suite. Finally, the eGain application suite comes with
certified, out-of-the-box integrations with several industry leading call center and business systems through eGain Adapters�.

Our products are designed to provide companies with the following benefits:

� Build profitable long-term customer relationships.    Customers have taken their business to the Web, forcing companies to create
online presences and offer multiple service channels. Unified interactions make all the difference in this �always-on� environment.
Whether a customer is asking a question, seeking a resolution to an issue, or making a purchase, our solution allows businesses to
recognize customers and provide satisfying experiences at every touch point. Using our solution, businesses can provide 24x7 web
self-service, respond rapidly and effectively to large volumes of email, communicate over the web in real time with their customers,
answer questions using best-practice processes on the phone, track the history of individual customer interactions, fulfill service
requests, and send proactive notifications. Most importantly, a common customer interaction history record ensures that the customer
gets the same high-quality experience through every interaction channel and is able to seamlessly move between channels.

� Increase revenue through improved sales conversion and cross-sell.    In addition to strengthening customer relationships, our
products help businesses convert website visitors into customers, and help agents to contextually upsell and cross-sell products and
services. A visitor to a website utilizing eGain solutions can interact with a customer service representative live over the web through
chat and cobrowse to inquire about a specific product or issue, thereby catalyzing the sales process. Furthermore, customers calling
into a service center can be offered powerful cross-sell offers by agents using the best-practice capture and expert reasoning
capability of eGain�s knowledge management products.

� Reduce operating costs through improved agent productivity and self-service automation.    Our products are designed to enable
companies to provide highly effective and efficient customer service while reducing operating costs. Our intelligent routing,
autosuggest and autoresponse capabilities,
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tracking, and reporting features, complemented with agent-facing knowledge tools, measurably enhance the productivity of service
agents. From an online service perspective, our robust self-service tools, integrated escalation paths, and sophisticated artificial
intelligence engine help resolve business issues without human assistance.

� Reduce total cost of ownership (�TCO�) through open architecture, integration adapters, and scalable design.    Our products are
designed to integrate, not only with each other, but with data and processes residing in legacy systems and other enterprise data
sources. By integrating out-of-the-box with leading business applications and content systems, our platform allows companies to
leverage existing business data and content assets.

� Offer rapid time to value through flexible deployment options.    Our products are designed to allow companies to deploy on site or in
a hosted environment operated and maintained by us. Customers using eGain OnDemand�, our secure, enterprise-class hosted
solution, can take advantage of our on-demand expertise, thereby reducing the need for in-house information technology resources.
eGain OnDemand also enables customers to virtually eliminate risk in the purchase process by quickly proving the value of our
solution in the hosted mode. Thereafter, we can easily migrate the solution on-site to tightly integrate within the customer�s IT and
business infrastructure.

The eGain Strategy

Our objective is to further enhance our position as a leading provider of customer interaction hub software. Leading market analysts believe that
the customer interaction hub market continues to be a viable one within the larger enterprise business application space.

� In an economic slowdown, we believe efficiencies generated by self-service and agent productivity solutions are increasingly in
demand.

� Moreover, much of the arbitrage benefit from off-shoring and outsourcing is being eroded by wage inflation in emerging economies,
which we believe is leading businesses to rotate their investments into technology.

� Finally, the business case for retaining existing customers through differentiated service is even more compelling in a slow economy
as businesses struggle to acquire new customers.

The following are the key elements of our strategy.

Enhance and expand our leading integrated, multichannel customer service platform.    We believe we are one of the few companies that
provide software to enable unified, and not just integrated, communication across email, phone, paper, real-time web channels such as chat and
cobrowsing, emerging channels such as SMS and multimodal web self-service, including chatbot technology. We have a strong track record of
successfully extending our platform through internal development as well as acquisitions and continue to invest in research and development
efforts. We believe we were the first company to unify electronic channels of communication by integrating email and real-time web
interactions, and then to offer self-service and knowledge management applications integrated into a complete customer service platform. We
also believe that we were the first company in our industry to develop a unified email, chat, and call center solution through our OEM
partnership with Cisco Systems. In addition, our solution is designed to integrate easily with other leading call centers as well as CRM and ERP
systems, enabling customers to leverage investments in existing systems.

Provide demonstrable return on investment to customers.    In today�s age of prudent IT investments, we believe customers will only buy
enterprise software if they are convinced it will result in real return on investment, or �ROI�, in both the short and long run. A central element of
our strategy is the ability to provide companies with demonstrable ROI from our software. Among the ways we believe our solutions deliver
ROI to clients are:

� Increase self-service adoption through multi-modal web self service
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� Ensure compliance and security in customer interactions

� Enhance customer experience and retention

� Reduce escalations, field visits and service costs

� Increase sales through upsell and cross-sell at the point of service
We believe our comprehensive ROI assessment tools make it easier for our customers and prospects to invest in our solutions.

Technology leadership.    With the creation of our flagship product, eGain Mail, we were the first company to introduce a 100% web-architected
solution to address the need for online customer interaction management. Since inception, we have designed our products from the ground up for
easy browser access from anywhere at any time, and rapid, flexible deployment via in-house or on-demand options. We intend to maintain our
technology leadership by continuing to fine-tune our applications and user interfaces to a service-oriented architecture, or SOA for maximum
performance, user adoption and productivity. We believe that the SOA approach provides true global access, improved scalability, easier
integration with existing enterprise applications and systems, and lower deployment costs than alternative approaches.

Flexible delivery options.    Offering our solution on a hosted or licensed basis provides customers with a meaningful choice of deployment
options. Customers can choose to license applications for deployment at their facilities, or employ our hosted operations. They may also choose
hybrid options such as licensing the software but have it managed by us. Customers choosing to receive hosted access to our solutions can focus
on core aspects of their business while benefiting from the rapid deployment, 24x7 reliability and support, scalability on demand, and lower
up-front investment that the hosting option offers. We believe that we offer the highest level of deployment flexibility among enterprise-class
customer service software vendors, and are the only company in the market to have offered both on-demand and on-premise deployment of
customer service software to enterprises for over a decade. In 2008, we marked the tenth anniversary of our hosted network.

Expand global distribution capabilities.    We intend to expand our global distribution capabilities through our direct sales efforts as well as
strategic partnerships with systems integrators, resellers, technology vendors and solution providers. We have sales presence in 18 countries
through direct presence and distribution partnerships. We have offices in the United States, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Ireland, Italy and
India. We also plan to invest in our global customer care infrastructure as our enterprise clients increasingly want us to offer responsive 7x24
support for their global, mission-critical eGain deployments.

Strengthen partner ecosystem.    We plan to continue to invest in our Cisco OEM partnership to expand our global market reach. We delivered
the second phase of our multi-phase OEM product delivery agreement with Cisco in December 2007. The third and final deliverable is now
targeted for the second half of fiscal year 2009. We are also systematically investing in developing the rest of our partner ecosystem. We trained
solution implementation professionals from 23 partners during the fiscal year, and expanded our partner portal, eGain EcoNet� Portal, to provide
comprehensive sales, support and services information for channel partners, while enabling them to collaborate with one another through an
online forum.

Products and Services

eGain Service� 7.6 Suite of Applications

eGain Service 7.6 is a complete customer service management solution. Built for rapidly implementing next-generation contact-center strategies,
it consists of a multichannel customer interaction hub (CIH) platform�eGain CIH�and best-of-breed applications for web self-service and the
contact center. The suite combines industry best practices and powerful service process management capabilities built on a service-oriented
architecture and an industry-leading, browser-based rich user interface. The solution enables unified
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multichannel service and integrated work management, and is designed to leverage existing investments in contact centers, business systems,
and web sites. The eGain CIH platform centralizes business rules, interactions, knowledge bases, workflow, analytics, administration and
integrations in one common foundation, speeding up CIH implementation and time to value, while lowering total cost of ownership, �TCO�.

The individual applications in the suite are described below:

� eGain Mail is an industry-leading solution for processing inbound customer emails and providing mission-critical email customer
service, incorporating hundreds of best-practices developed over years of serving innovative global enterprises. Secure messaging,
lifecycle audits, and real-time archival are some of the features that provide our customers a next-generation email management
platform for their enterprises. The first email management application designed as a true �application utility,� it can be implemented by
corporate IT departments to deliver customer email management capability on-demand to multiple business units within the
enterprise. Designed to process very high volumes of email and webform requests, eGain Mail allows companies to deliver
consistent, high-quality service through flexible process automation, optimized user interface, and powerful reports. Additional
modules include:

� eGain Fax� to route, track, and respond to faxes with the same infrastructure that is used to handle emails and webform
submissions.

� eGain Calltrack� is a comprehensive and a flexible phone call logging system. Together with eGain knowledge agent, it provides an
integrated solution for phone call logging, tracking and resolution as well as follow on task management for service fulfillment.

� eGain Chat� gives contact center agents a comprehensive set of tools for serving customers in real-time. eGain Chat
supports two-way, �follow me� web browsing so that agents and customers can lead each other to specific web pages for
faster issue resolution. It also features powerful file-sharing capabilities. The system�s powerful, query-specific routing
and workflow maximize both agent productivity and the quality of service delivered.

� eGain Cobrowse� enables contact center agents to provide high-value, live collaboration options to online customers and prospects. It
gives companies the ability to deliver real-time assistance and convert site visitors into profitable, long-term customers. The
capabilities include: enabling the agent and the customer to fill out forms together, creation of business rules for specific web pages,
and allowing phone agents to provide richer experience by conducting a cobrowse session.

� eGain SelfService� is a comprehensive solution supporting what we believe to be the broadest set of self-service access options in the
industry�dynamic FAQs, topic-based browsing, natural language search, guided help, virtual agent technology and case tracking.
Shaped by our experience with enterprise customers, eGain Self-Service offers a unique combination of rich, multi-access
self-service capabilities built on a collaborative knowledge management framework within eGain CIH�. This framework makes it
easy for organizations to create, maintain, and enhance common content in a distributed manner, as well as leverage existing content
from across the enterprise. The key modules of this solution are:

� eGain Customer Portal� delivers a secure, flexible, personalized web self-service gateway through which customers can
retrieve information using a standard web browser. This online customer service portal delivers to customers the personal
information they want, the way they want to see it, and when they want to see it. Customers can view the top frequently asked
questions, manage their own accounts, review open ticket and service issues, and review their communications with the
company within a secure, personalized environment.

�
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eGain Guided Help� gives customers interactive access to the company�s knowledge base, allowing them to answer questions
and troubleshoot problems by themselves when it is convenient for them. It uses patented search and reasoning technology,
coupled with natural language and advanced linguistic processing to search, suggest additional questions, and recommend
solutions.
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� eGain MessageCenter� enables secure and authenticated email communications between the customer and the company. eGain
MessageCenter is designed to help businesses provide their customers a secure web-based message center to read emails with
confidential and sensitive information. Agent responses are automatically replaced with a dynamically generated URL which
directs the customer to a secure message center to retrieve the response. Customers are authenticated before they can view
their messages.

� eGain Chatbot� is used to create virtual customer service assistants to engage web site visitors, answer their queries, escort them on
the web site, and escalate seamlessly to agents when necessary. This helps deflect phone calls to the web, provide memorable and
brand-aligned customer service experiences, and increase online sales conversion.

� eGain Adviser� empowers agents�whether they are novice, expert, in-house, or outsourced�to handle complex customer interactions.
Agents receive guided help for providing contextual upsell and cross-sell, follow-on service fulfillment, and value-added advice
through conversations that are compliant with regulations and corporate best practices. The solution includes a highly flexible user
interface, integrated workflow, and interactive process guidance, powered by the eGain Inference® Reasoning Engine, a proven
technology used by enterprises for over 15 years.

� eGain KnowledgeAgent� empowers contact center agents with best-practice knowledge management and is designed to make every
agent as productive and capable as the enterprise�s best agent. This product delivers fast, consistent, and accurate answers to agents as
they use the rich conversational interface while engaging customers over the phone. eGain KnowledgeAgent uses patented search
and reasoning technology coupled with natural language and advanced linguistic processing to search, suggest additional questions,
and recommend solutions. In the course of a natural conversation with the customer, a service agent is guided to the right answer. In
addition, this solution, in conjunction with eGain Content Adapter�, allows an agent to access information stored in external systems.

� eGain Adapters include a set of out-of-the-box integration modules for connecting eGain applications with content repositories, call
center telephony or CTI solutions, databases, and business applications. Using eGain Adapters, companies can leverage existing
investments and realize the benefits of an enterprise-wide business operation platform at reduced cost of ownership and reduced time
to benefit. We offer three integration modules: eGain Content Adapter, eGain CTI Adapter, and eGain Data Adapter.

� eGain Campaign� is a full-featured, scalable outbound email management solution that offers comprehensive tools for planning,
targeting and executing high-volume customer service and direct marketing campaigns. Features of our outbound management
software include: targeting the right message to the right person, personalized one-to-one messages, high volume email delivery
architecture and the capability to integrate with eGain Service Suite.

� eGain Notify� is a flexible, easy-to-use application for managing and delivering automatic reminders, alerts, and updates at all stages
of the customer relationship cycle. It is used to provide proactive customer service by sending alerts to customers via multiple
interaction channels such as email, phone and SMS. These alerts could span various stages of a service transaction, a customer�s life
event, or a customer�s overall life progression where a business may want to add value by providing contextual customer service.

� eGain AutoClassify� enables companies to increase response turnaround and significantly improve problem resolution by intelligently
categorizing and routing incoming email and other inquiries. It can also be set up to provide auto-suggestions and auto-responses.
Powered by the patented eGain Inference® Reasoning Engine, it effectively adds a new staff member to the team�one that can handle
thousands of messages an hour, 24 x 7, without a break. eGain AutoClassify uses our powerful technology to understand the
customer�s issue and routes inquiries to queues based on categories and the confidence level assigned to those categories. Customer
interactions can be placed into multiple independent categories. For example, messages can be sorted by product type as well as
inquiry type.
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� eGain AutoWorkflow� enables businesses to automate complex fulfillment processes that require little or no agent interaction once
initiated. Tasks initiated from either emails, webforms, or time-driven processes are automatically handled using the powerful
capabilities of the eGain Workflow Engine.

� eGain SME� is an enterprise collaboration tool that allows subject matter experts to participate in the process of resolving customer
queries. SMEs, both internal in the contact center and external in other departments or companies, are able to fully participate in both
solving ongoing problems and suggesting new solutions for inclusion in the knowledge base.

eGain OnDemand�

eGain OnDemand, the software as a service version of our software suite, is a robust and scalable solution that is used by enterprises to rapidly
build customer interaction hubs. We believe we were one of the earliest proponents of the hosting model. We host our applications on servers
located in our third party SAS 70 Type II data center. The hosting solution allows rapid deployment of eGain products, including seamless
secure access to customer�s in-house data systems; 24x7 management of infrastructure, security, servers, operating systems and databases;
proprietary management systems to monitor servers and applications allowing for high availability and performance; easy migration from eGain
OnDemand to in-house option and vice-versa. In fiscal year 2008, we celebrated our 10 year anniversary of providing hosting excellence to our
global customers. As our solutions are 100% web-based, customers are able to receive all features provided by the eGain application suite
through a standard web browser over a secure connection. Value-added services include email spam and virus cleaning, post office services,
virtual private networks, remote data access, encrypted backups, and test/reporting/warm spare servers.

Consulting and Education Services

Our worldwide professional services organization provides consulting and education services designed to ensure customer success and build
customer loyalty.

� Consulting Services.    Our consulting services group offers rapid implementation services, custom solution development, and
systems integration services. Consultants work with customers to understand their specific requirements, analyze their business
needs, and implement integrated solutions. We provide these services independently or in partnership with systems integrators who
have developed consulting expertise on our platform.

� Consulting Strategy
Our consulting strategy is to increase margins by providing customers with a variety of pre-packaged solutions built on top of our product line.
The professional services team, which consists of consultants and project management staff with significant hands-on experience with our
products, collaborates with our product engineering and product management teams in defining the features for the next generation of our
products. We are also focusing on partner enablement for greater reach and increased margins worldwide.

� Education Services.    Our educational services group provides a comprehensive set of basic and customized training programs to our
customers and partners. Training programs are offered either in-person at the customer site, or at one of our worldwide training
centers.

Education Services Strategy eGain University offers certification programs for our partners and customers. In the last financial year, 108
attendees have been certified on the business administration and technical training tracks. Our future goal is to provide low-cost, easy-to-access
online courses.

As of fiscal year ended June 30, 2008 we had approximately 88 professionals providing worldwide services for systems installation, solutions
development, application management, and education and support.
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eGain Customer Service

We offer a comprehensive collection of support services designed to rapidly respond to inquiries. Our technical support services are available to
customers worldwide under maintenance agreements. Our customer service strategy is to provide dedicated customer support account managers
for large enterprise customers. Our customer service team uses our software suite to provide world-class service to all our customers. Our
Customer Service centers are located at California, the United Kingdom, and India.

Sales and Marketing

Sales Strategy

Our sales strategy is to pursue targeted accounts through a combination of our direct sales force and strategic alliances. We target our sales
efforts at Global 2000 companies. Our North American direct sales organization is based at our corporate headquarters in Mountain View,
California, with field sales presence throughout the United States. Internationally, we have field offices in Ireland, Italy, India, the Netherlands,
and the United Kingdom.

The direct sales force is organized into teams that include both sales representatives and sales consultants. Our direct sales force is
complemented by telemarketing representatives.

We also complement our direct sales force with reseller and sales alliances. We believe we are able to leverage additional sales, marketing and
deployment capabilities through these alliances.

Marketing and Partner Strategy

Our marketing strategy is to build market awareness that we are a leading provider of customer service and contact center software. We also
communicate to the market that we enable Global 2000 companies to transform traditional call centers into multichannel customer interaction
hubs that drive down service costs while enhancing customer service experience. Our marketing organization focuses on public relations, analyst
relations, marketing communications and demand generation.

We employ a wide range of marketing avenues to deliver our message, including print and Internet advertising, targeted electronic and postal
mailing, email newsletters and a variety of trade shows, seminars, webinars and interest groups.

Our marketing group also produces sales tools, including product collateral, customer case studies, demonstrations, presentations and
competitive analyses. In addition, the group performs market analyses and conducts focus group and customer reviews to identify and develop
key partnership opportunities and product capabilities.

We believe that our partners help extend the breadth and depth of our product offerings, drive market penetration, and augment our professional
service capabilities. We believe these relationships are important to delivering successful, integrated products and services to our customers, and
scaling our business. Our partner portal, EcoNet�, enables us to provide comprehensive sales, support and services information for channel
partners, while enabling them to collaborate with one another through an online forum. Partner enablement is a key focus area for our consulting
and training teams, too.

As of fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, there were approximately 80 employees engaged in worldwide sales and marketing activities.
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Customers

We serve a worldwide customer base across a wide variety of industry sectors including: telecommunications, financial services, insurance,
outsourced services, retail, technology, manufacturing and consumer goods. Our revenues are divided between growing medium sized
enterprises (companies with up to $250 million in annual revenues) and large enterprises (over $250 million in annual revenues). For the fiscal
year ended June 30, 2008, international revenue accounted for 48% and domestic revenue for 52% of total revenue, compared to 45% and 55%
respectively for fiscal year 2007 and 51% and 49% respectively for fiscal year 2006.

None of our customers accounted for more than 10% of our revenues in fiscal years 2008, 2007, or 2006.

Competition

The market for customer service and contact center software is intensely competitive. Other than product innovation and existing customer
relationships, there are no substantial barriers to entry in this market, and established or new entities may enter this market in the near future.
While software internally developed by enterprises represents indirect competition, we also compete directly with packaged application software
vendors in the customer service arena, including Art Technology Group, Inc., Avaya, Inc., Consona Corporation, Genesys Telecommunications
(a wholly-owned subsidiary of Alcatel), Kana Software, Inc., Live Person, Inc., RightNow Technologies, Inc., and Talisma Corp. In addition, we
face actual or potential competition from larger software companies such as Microsoft Corporation, Oracle Corporation and SAP Inc. and other
such broad software companies that may attempt to sell customer service software to their installed base.

We believe competition will continue to be strong as current competitors increase the sophistication of their offerings and with the possibility of
new participants entering the market. Many of our current and potential competitors have longer operating histories, larger customer bases,
broader brand recognition, and significantly greater financial, marketing and other resources. With more established and better-financed
competitors, these companies may be able to undertake more extensive marketing campaigns, adopt more aggressive pricing policies, and make
more attractive offers to businesses to induce them to buy and use their products or services.

Further, any delays in the general market acceptance of our applications would likely harm our competitive position by allowing our competitors
additional time to improve their product and service offerings, and also provide time for new competitors to develop applications and solicit
prospective customers within our target markets. Increased competition could result in pricing pressures, reduced operating margins and loss of
market share.

Research and Development

The market for our products changes rapidly and is characterized by evolving industry standards, swift changes in customer requirements and
frequent new product introductions and enhancements. We believe that strong product development capabilities are essential to our strategy of
maintaining technology leadership. This includes enhancing current technology, providing excellent quality, performance, and functionality, as
well as developing additional applications and maintaining the competitiveness of our product and service offerings. We have invested
significant time and resources to set up a comprehensive software development process that involves several functional groups at all levels
within our organization and is designed to provide a framework for defining and addressing the activities required in bringing product concepts
and development projects to market successfully.

In addition, we continuously analyze market and customer requirements and evaluate technology that we believe will enhance platform
acceptance in the market. We selectively choose partners with superior technology to enhance features and functionality of our product
offerings.

As of fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, there were approximately 79 employees engaged in worldwide product development activities.
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Intellectual Property

We regard our copyrights, service marks, trademarks and similar intellectual property as critical to our success. We rely on patent, trademark,
copyright, trade secret and other laws, as well as confidentiality procedures and licensing arrangements, to protect the proprietary aspects of our
technology and business. We own four patents in the field of case-based reasoning.

We are continually assessing the propriety of seeking patent and other intellectual property protection for those aspects of our technology that
we believe constitute innovations providing significant competitive advantages. Future applications may or may not receive the issuance of valid
patents and trademarks.

We routinely require our employees, customers, and potential business partners to enter into confidentiality and nondisclosure agreements before
we will disclose any sensitive aspects of our products, technology, or business plans. In addition, we require employees to agree to surrender to
us any proprietary information, inventions or other intellectual property they generate or come to possess while employed by us. Despite our
efforts to protect our proprietary rights through confidentiality and license agreements, unauthorized parties may attempt to copy or otherwise
obtain and use our products or technology. These precautions may not prevent misappropriation or infringement of our intellectual property. In
addition, some of our license agreements with certain customers and partners require us to place the source code for our products into escrow.
These agreements typically provide that some party will have a limited, non-exclusive right to access and use this code as authorized by the
license agreement if there is a bankruptcy proceeding instituted by or against us, or if we materially breach a contractual commitment to provide
support and maintenance to the party.

Third parties may infringe or misappropriate our copyrights, trademarks and similar proprietary rights. In addition, other parties may assert
infringement claims against us. Our products may infringe issued patents that may relate to our products. In addition, because patent applications
in the United States are not publicly disclosed until the patent is issued, applications may have been filed which relate to our software products.
We may be subject to legal proceedings and claims from time to time in the ordinary course of our business, including claims of alleged
infringement of the trademarks and other intellectual property rights of third parties. Intellectual property litigation is expensive and
time-consuming and could divert management�s attention away from running our business. This litigation could also require us to develop
non-infringing technology or enter into royalty or license agreements. These royalty or license agreements, if required, may not be available on
acceptable terms, if at all, in the event of a successful claim of infringement. Our failure or inability to develop non-infringing technology or
license the proprietary rights on a timely basis would harm our business.

Employees

As of fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, we had 279 full-time employees, of which 79 were in product development, 88 in services and support, 80
in sales and marketing, and 32 in finance and administration.

None of our employees are covered by collective bargaining agreements. While we believe our relations with our employees are good, our future
performance depends largely upon the continued service of our key technical, sales and marketing, and senior management personnel, none of
whom are bound by employment agreements requiring service for a defined period of time. The loss of services of one or more of our key
employees could have a material adverse effect on our business.

We may not be successful in attracting, training and retaining qualified personnel, and the failure to do so, particularly in key functional areas
such as product development and sales, could materially and adversely affect our business, results of operations and financial condition. Our
future success will likely depend largely on our ability to attract and retain experienced sales, technical, marketing and management personnel.
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ITEM 1A. RISK FACTORS
Our lengthy sales cycles and the difficulty in predicting timing of sales or delays may impair our operating results

The long sales cycle for our products may cause license revenue and operating results to vary significantly from period to period. The sales cycle
for our products can be six months or more and varies substantially from customer to customer. Because we sell complex and deeply integrated
solutions, it can take many months of customer education to secure sales. While our potential customers are evaluating our products before, if
ever, executing definitive agreements, we may incur substantial expenses and spend significant management effort in connection with the
potential customer. Our multi-product offering and the increasingly complex needs of our customers contribute to a longer and unpredictable
sales cycle. Consequently, we often face difficulty predicting the quarter in which expected sales will actually occur. This contributes to the
uncertainty and fluctuations in our future operating results. In particular, the corporate decision-making and approval processes of our customers
and potential customers has become more complicated. This has caused our average sales cycle to further increase and, in some cases, has
prevented sales from closing that we believed were likely to close. Consequently, we may miss our revenue forecasts and may incur expenses
that are not offset by corresponding revenue.

Our hybrid revenue model may impact our operating results

We have a hybrid delivery model meaning that we offer our solutions on a hosted or license basis to our customers. For license transactions, the
license revenue amount is generally recognized in the quarter delivery and acceptance of our software takes place whereas, for hosting
transactions, hosting revenue is recognized ratably over the term of the hosting contract, which is typically one to two years. As a result, our total
revenue may increase or decrease in future quarters as a result of the timing and mix of license and hosting transactions.

If we fail to improve our sales performance and marketing activities, we may be unable to grow our business, negatively impacting our
operating results and financial condition

Expansion and growth of our business is dependent on the ability of our sales force to become more productive. Moreover, many of our
competitors have sizeable sales forces and greater resources to devote to sales and marketing, which results in their enhanced ability to develop
and maintain customer relationships. Thus, failure of our sales and marketing investments to translate into increased sales volume and enhanced
customer relationships may hamper our efforts to achieve profitability. This may impede our efforts to ameliorate operations in other areas of the
company and may result in, further decline of our common stock price.

Due to the complexity of our customer interaction hub platform and related products and services, we must utilize highly trained sales personnel
to educate prospective customers regarding the use and benefits of our products and services as well as provide effective customer support.
Because, in the past, we have experienced turnover in our sales force and have fewer resources than many of our competitors, our sales and
marketing organization may not be able to successfully compete with those of our competitors.

We must compete successfully in our market segment

The market for customer service and contact center software is intensely competitive. Other than product innovation and existing customer
relationships, there are no substantial barriers to entry in this market, and established or new entities may enter this market in the near future.
While software internally developed by enterprises represents indirect competition, we also compete directly with packaged application software
vendors in the customer service arena, including Art Technology Group, Inc., Avaya, Inc., Consona Corporation, Genesys Telecommunications
(a wholly-owned subsidiary of Alcatel), Kana Software, Inc., Live Person, Inc., RightNow Technologies, Inc., and Talisma Corp. In addition, we
face actual or potential competition from larger software companies such as Microsoft Corporation, Oracle Corporation and SAP Inc. and
similar companies that may attempt to sell customer service software to their installed base.
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We believe competition will continue to be fierce as current competitors increase the sophistication of their offerings and as new participants
enter the market. Many of our current and potential competitors have longer operating histories, larger customer bases, broader brand
recognition, and significantly greater financial, marketing and other resources. With more established and better-financed competitors, these
companies may be able to undertake more extensive marketing campaigns, adopt more aggressive pricing policies, and make more attractive
offers to businesses to induce them to use their products or services.

Further, any delays in the general market acceptance of our applications would likely harm our competitive position by allowing our competitors
additional time to improve their product and service offerings, and also provide time for new competitors to develop applications and solicit
prospective customers within our target markets. Increased competition could result in pricing pressures, reduced operating margins and loss of
market share.

We have a history of losses and may not be able to be profitable in the future

We incurred a net loss of $4.1 million for the year ended June 30, 2008. As of June 30, 2008, we had an accumulated deficit of approximately
$329.3 million. We do not know if we will be profitable in the foreseeable future. However, we must continue to spend resources on maintaining
and strengthening our business, and this may, in the near term, have a continued negative effect on our operating results and our financial
condition. If we incur net losses in future periods, we may not be able to retain employees, or fund investments in capital equipment, sales and
marketing programs, and research and development to successfully compete against our competitors. We also expect to continue to spend
financial and other resources on developing and introducing product and service offerings. Accordingly, if our revenue declines despite such
investments, our business and operating results could suffer. This may also, in turn, cause the price of our common stock to demonstrate
volatility and/or continue to decline.

We may not be able to pay our debt and other obligations

If our cash flow is inadequate to meet our obligations, we could face substantial liquidity problems. If we are unable to generate sufficient cash
flow or otherwise obtain funds necessary to make required payments on our outstanding debt or restructure such outstanding debt, we would be
in default under the terms thereof. Any such default could have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects, financial condition and
operating results. Any restructuring of outstanding debt may be on terms that are more onerous than the existing terms or could result in
substantial dilution to our existing stockholders.

Our failure to expand strategic and third-party distribution channels would impede our revenue growth

To grow our revenue base, we need to increase the number of our distribution partners, including software vendors and resellers. Our existing or
future distribution partners may choose to devote greater resources to marketing and supporting the products of our competitors which could
harm our financial condition or results of operations. Our failure to expand third-party distribution channels would impede our future revenue
growth.

In August 2006, we entered into an OEM agreement with Cisco Systems. Under this agreement, we will supply unified communications
technology for use in certain Cisco products. This OEM agreement with Cisco includes multiple elements, including significant product
customizations that are subject to Cisco�s acceptance. We have and will continue to invest a significant amount of time and resources into this
relationship. We have limited control, if any, as to whether Cisco will devote adequate resources to promoting and selling their products that
incorporate our technology. For example, to date this OEM agreement has not contributed significantly to our annual revenues. If Cisco changes
its strategy, reduces its efforts on our behalf or discontinues or alters its relationship with us, our reputation as a technology partner with them
could be damaged and our revenues and operating results could decline.
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To increase our revenue and implementation capabilities, we must continue to develop and expand relationships with systems integrators. We
sometimes rely on systems integrators to recommend our products to their customers and to install and support our products for their customers.
We likewise depend on broad market acceptance by these systems integrators of our product and service offerings. Our agreements generally do
not prohibit competitive offerings and systems integrators may develop market or recommend software applications that compete with our
products. Moreover, if these firms fail to implement our products successfully for their customers, we may not have the resources to implement
our products on the schedule required by their customers. To the extent we devote resources to these relationships and the partnerships do not
proceed as anticipated or provide revenue or other results as anticipated, our business may be harmed. Once partnerships are forged, there can be
no guarantee that such relationships will be renewed in the future or available on acceptable terms. If we lose strategic third party relationships,
fail to renew or develop new relationships, or fail to fully exploit revenue opportunities within such relationships, our results of operations and
future growth may suffer.

Due to our limited operating history and the emerging market for our products and services, revenue and operating expenses are
unpredictable and may fluctuate, which may harm our operating results and financial condition

Due to the emerging nature of the multichannel contact center market and other similar factors, our revenue and operating results may fluctuate
from quarter to quarter. Our revenues in certain past quarters fell and could continue to fall short of expectations if we experience delays or
cancellations of even a small number of orders. It is possible that our operating results in some quarters will be below the expectations of
financial analysts or investors. In this event, the market price of our common stock is also likely to decline.

A number of factors are likely to cause fluctuations in our operating results, including, but not limited to, the following:

� demand for our software and budget and spending decisions by information technology departments of our customers;

� the mix of hosted and license transactions;

� seasonal trends in technology purchases;

� our ability to attract and retain customers; and

� litigation relating to our intellectual proprietary rights.
In addition, we base our expense levels in part on expectations regarding future revenue levels. In the short term, expenses, such as employee
compensation and rent, are relatively fixed. If revenue for a particular quarter is below expectations, we may be unable to reduce our operating
expenses proportionately for that quarter. Accordingly, such a revenue shortfall would have a disproportionate effect on expected operating
results for that quarter. For this reason, period-to-period comparisons of our operating results may also not be a good indication of our future
performance.

Changes to current accounting policies could have a significant effect on our reported financial results or the way in which we conduct
our business

Generally accepted accounting principles and the related accounting pronouncements, implementation guidelines and interpretations for some of
our significant accounting policies are highly complex and require subjective judgments and assumptions. Some of our more significant
accounting policies that could be affected by changes in the accounting rules and the related implementation guidelines and interpretations
include:

� recognition of revenues;
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� accounting for income taxes; and

� stock-based compensation.
Changes in these or other rules, or scrutiny of our current accounting practices, could have a significant adverse effect on our reported operating
results or the way in which we conduct our business.

We may need additional capital, and raising such additional capital may be difficult or impossible and will likely significantly dilute
existing stockholders

We believe that existing capital resources will enable us to maintain current and planned operations for the next 12 months. However, our
working capital requirements in the foreseeable future are subject to numerous risks and will depend on a variety of factors, in particular, that
revenues maintain at the levels achieved in fiscal year 2008 and that customers continue to pay on a timely basis. We may need to secure
additional financing due to unforeseen or unanticipated market conditions. Such financing may be difficult to obtain on terms acceptable to us
and will almost certainly dilute existing stockholder value.

We depend on broad market acceptance of our applications and of our business model

We depend on the widespread acceptance and use of our applications as an effective solution for businesses seeking to manage high volumes of
customer interactions across multiple channels, including web, phone, email, print and in-person. While we believe the potential to be very large,
we cannot accurately estimate the size or growth rate of the potential market for such product and service offerings generally, and we do not
know whether our products and services in particular will achieve broad market acceptance. The market for customer interaction software is
relatively new and rapidly evolving, and concerns over the security and reliability of online transactions, the privacy of users and quality of
service or other issues may inhibit the growth of the Internet and commercial online services. If the market for our applications fails to grow or
grows more slowly than we currently anticipate, our business will be seriously harmed.

Furthermore, our business model is premised on business assumptions that are still evolving. Historically, customer service has been conducted
primarily in person or over the telephone. Our business model assumes that both customers and companies will increasingly elect to
communicate via multiple channels, as well as demand integration of the online channels into the traditional telephone-based call center. Our
business model also assumes that many companies recognize the benefits of a hosted delivery model and will seek to have their customer
interaction software applications hosted by us. If any of these assumptions is incorrect, our business will be seriously harmed and our stock price
will decline.

Difficulties in implementing our products could harm our revenues and margins

We generally recognize license revenue from a customer sale when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, the product has been
delivered, the arrangement does not involve significant customization of the software, the license fee is fixed or determinable and collection of
the fee is probable. If an arrangement requires significant customization or implementation services from us, recognition of the associated
license and service revenue could be delayed. The timing of the commencement and completion of these services is subject to factors that may
be beyond our control, as this process requires access to the customer�s facilities and coordination with the customer�s personnel after delivery of
the software. In addition, customers could delay product implementations. Implementation typically involves working with sophisticated
software, computing and communications systems. If we experience difficulties with implementation or do not meet project milestones in a
timely manner, we could be obligated to devote more customer support, engineering and other resources to a particular project. Some customers
may also require us to develop customized features or capabilities. If new or existing customers have difficulty deploying our products or require
significant amounts of our professional services, support, or customized features, revenue recognition could be further delayed or canceled and
our costs could increase, causing increased variability in our operating results.
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We may not be able to respond to the rapid technological change of the customer service and contact center industry

The customer service and contact center industry is characterized by rapid technological change, changes in customer requirements and
preferences, and the emergence of new industry standards and practices that could render our existing services, proprietary technology and
systems obsolete. We must continually develop or introduce and improve the performance, features and reliability of our products and services,
particularly in response to competitive offerings. Our success depends, in part, on our ability to enhance our existing services and to develop
new services, functionality and technology that address the increasingly sophisticated and varied needs of prospective customers. If we do not
properly identify the feature preferences of prospective customers, or if we fail to deliver product features that meet the standards of these
customers, our ability to market our service and compete successfully and to increase revenues could be impaired. The development of
proprietary technology and necessary service enhancements entails significant technical and business risks and requires substantial expenditures
and lead-time. We may not be able to keep pace with the latest technological developments. We may also be unable to use new technologies
effectively or adapt services to customer requirements or emerging industry standards or regulatory or legal requirements. More generally, if we
cannot adapt or respond in a cost-effective and timely manner to changing industry standards, market conditions or customer requirements, our
business and operating results will suffer.

Our international operations involve various risks

We derived 48% of our revenues from international sales for the fiscal year 2008 compared to 45% for the fiscal year 2007, and 51% for fiscal
year 2006. Including those discussed above, our international sales operations are subject to a number of specific risks, such as:

� foreign currency fluctuations and imposition of exchange controls;

� expenses associated with complying with differing technology standards and language translation issues;

� difficulty and costs in staffing and managing our international operations;

� difficulties in collecting accounts receivable and longer collection periods;

� various trade restrictions and tax consequences; and

� reduced intellectual property protections in some countries.
More than 50% of our workforce is employed in India. Of these employees more than 42% are allocated to research and development. Although
the movement of certain operations internationally was principally motivated by cost cutting, the continued management of these remote
operations requires significant management attention and financial resources that could adversely affect our operating performance. In addition,
with the significant increase in the numbers of foreign businesses that have established operations in India, the competition to attract and retain
employees there has increased significantly. As a result of the increased competition for skilled workers, we experienced increased
compensation costs and expect these costs to increase in the future. Our reliance on our workforce in India makes us particularly susceptible to
disruptions in the business environment in that region. In particular, sophisticated telecommunications links, high speed data communications
with other eGain offices and customers, and overall consistency and stability of our business infrastructure are vital to our day to day operations,
and any impairment of such infrastructure will cause our financial condition and results to suffer. The maintenance of stable political relations
between the United States, European Union and India are also of great importance to our operations.

Any of these risks could have a significant impact on our product development, customer support or professional services. To the extent the
benefit of maintaining these operations abroad does not exceed the expense of establishing and maintaining such activities, our operating results
and financial condition will suffer.
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Fluctuations in exchange rates between the Euro, the British pound, the Rupee and the U.S. dollar in which we do business, may
adversely affect our operating results.

We transact business in an international environment. As we report our results in U.S. dollars, the difference in exchange rates in one period
compared to another directly impacts period to period comparisons of our operating results. We generate a substantial portion of our revenues
and expenses in currencies other than the U.S. dollar, including the euro and the British pound and we incur Indian rupee expenses. Furthermore,
currency exchange rates have been especially volatile in the recent past and these currency fluctuations may make it difficult for us to predict or
provide guidance on our results.

Our international revenues and expenses are denominated in local currency. Therefore, a weakening of other currencies compared to the U.S.
dollar could make our products less competitive in foreign markets and could negatively affect our operating results and cash flows. We have
not yet experienced, but may in the future experience, significant foreign currency transaction losses, especially because we generally do not
engage in currency hedging. To the extent the international component of our revenue grows, our results of operations will become more
sensitive to foreign exchange rate fluctuations.

Our reserves may be insufficient to cover receivables we are unable to collect

We assume a certain level of credit risk with our customers in order to do business. Conditions affecting any of our customers could cause them
to become unable or unwilling to pay us in a timely manner, or at all, for products or services we have already provided them. In the past, we
have experienced collection delays from certain customers, and we cannot predict whether we will continue to experience similar or more severe
delays in the future. Although we have established reserves to cover losses due to delays or inability to pay, there can be no assurance that such
reserves will be sufficient to cover our losses. If losses due to delays or inability to pay are greater than our reserves, it could harm our business,
operating results and financial condition.

Litigation and infringement claims could be costly to defend and distract our management team

We may be involved in legal proceedings and claims from time to time in the ordinary course of our business, including claims of alleged
infringement of the intellectual property or proprietary rights of third parties, employment claims and other commercial contract disputes. Third
parties may also infringe or misappropriate our copyrights, trademarks and other proprietary rights for which we may be required to file suit to
protect or mediate our rights. In the past we have had lawsuits brought or threatened against us in a variety of contexts including but not limited
to claims related to issues associated with our initial public offering of common stock, breach of contract and litigation associated with the
termination of employees.

From time to time, parties have also asserted or threatened infringement claims, and may continue to do so. Because the contents of patent
applications in the United States are not publicly disclosed until the patent is issued, applications may have been filed which relate to our
software products. In particular, intellectual property litigation is expensive and time-consuming and could also require us to develop
non-infringing technology or enter into royalty or license agreements. These royalty or license agreements, if required, may not be available on
acceptable terms, if at all, in the event of a successful claim of infringement. Our failure or inability to develop non-infringing technology or
license the proprietary rights on a timely basis would harm our business.

Where appropriate, we intend to vigorously defend all claims. However, any actual or threatened claims, even if not meritorious or material,
could result in the expenditure of significant financial and managerial resources. The continued defense of these claims and other types of
lawsuits could divert management�s attention away from running our business. Negative developments in lawsuits could cause our stock price to
decline as well. In addition, required amounts to be paid in settlement of any claims, and the legal fees and other costs associated with such
settlement cannot be estimated and could, individually or in the aggregate, materially harm our financial condition.
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We rely on trademark, copyright, trade secret laws, contractual restrictions and patent rights to protect our intellectual property and
proprietary rights and if these rights are impaired our ability to generate revenue will be harmed

We regard our patents, copyrights, service marks, trademarks, trade secrets and similar intellectual property as critical to our success, and rely on
trademark and copyright law, trade secret protection and confidentiality and/or license agreements with our employees, customers and partners
to protect our proprietary rights. We have numerous registered trademarks as well as common law trademark rights in the United States and
internationally. In addition, we own several patents in the area of case-based reasoning. We plan to seek additional trademark and patent
protection in the future. We do not know if our trademark and patent applications will be granted, or whether they will provide the protection we
desire, or whether they will subsequently be challenged or invalidated. It is difficult to monitor unauthorized use of technology, particularly in
foreign countries, where the laws may not protect our proprietary rights as fully as in the United States. Furthermore, our competitors may
independently develop technology similar to our technology.

Despite our efforts to protect our proprietary rights through confidentiality and license agreements, unauthorized parties may attempt to copy or
otherwise obtain and use our products or technology. These precautions may not prevent misappropriation or infringement of our intellectual
property. In addition, we routinely require employees, customers, and potential business partners to enter into confidentiality and nondisclosure
agreements before we will disclose any sensitive aspects of our products, technology, or business plans. In addition, we require employees to
agree to surrender any proprietary information, inventions or other intellectual property they generate or come to possess while employed by us.
In addition, some of our license agreements with certain customers and partners require us to place the source code for our products into escrow.
These agreements typically provide that some party will have a limited, non-exclusive right to access and use this code as authorized by the
license agreement if there is a bankruptcy proceeding instituted by or against us, or if we materially breach a contractual commitment to provide
support and maintenance to the party.

Unknown software defects could disrupt our products and services and problems arising from our vendors� products or services could
disrupt operations, which could harm our business and reputation

Our product and service offerings depend on complex software, both internally developed and licensed from third parties. Complex software
often contains defects or errors in translation or integration, particularly when first introduced or when new versions are released or localized for
international markets. We may not discover software defects that affect our new or current services or enhancements until after they are
deployed. It is possible that, despite testing by us, defects may occur in the software and we can give no assurance that our products and services
will not experience such defects in the future. Furthermore, our customers generally use our products together with products from other
companies. As a result, when problems occur in the integration or network, it may be difficult to identify the source of the problem. Even when
our products do not cause these problems, these problems may cause us to incur significant warranty and repair costs, divert the attention of our
engineering personnel from product development efforts and cause significant customer relations problems. These defects or problems could
result in damage to our reputation, lost sales, product liability claims, delays in or loss of market acceptance of our products, product returns and
unexpected expenses, and diversion of resources to remedy errors.

Our common stock has been delisted and thus the price and liquidity of our common stock has been affected and our ability to obtain
future equity financing may be further impaired

In February 2004, we were delisted from the Nasdaq SmallCap Market due to noncompliance with Marketplace Rule 4310(c)(2)(B), which
requires companies listed to have a minimum of $2,500,000 in stockholders� equity or $35,000,000 market value of listed securities or $500,000
of net income from continuing operations for the most recently completed fiscal year or two of the three most recently completed fiscal years.

Our common stock now trades on the OTC Bulletin Board owned by the Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc., which was established for securities that do
not meet the listing requirements of the Nasdaq Global Market. The OTC
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Bulletin Board is generally considered less efficient than the Nasdaq Global Market. Consequently, selling our common stock is likely more
difficult because of diminished liquidity in smaller quantities of shares likely being bought and sold, transactions could be delayed, and
securities analysts� and news media coverage of us may be further reduced. These factors could result in lower prices and larger spreads in the
bid and ask prices for shares of common stock.

Our listing on the OTC Bulletin Board, or further declines in our stock price, may greatly impair our ability to raise additional necessary capital
through equity or debt financing, and significantly increase the dilution to our current stockholders caused by any issuance of equity in financing
or other transactions. The price at which we would issue shares in such transactions is generally based on the market price of our common stock
and a decline in the stock price could result in our need to issue a greater number of shares to raise a given amount of funding.

In addition, as our common stock is not listed on a principal national exchange, we are subject to Rule 15g-9 under the Securities and Exchange
Act of 1934, as amended. That rule imposes additional sales practice requirements on broker-dealers that sell low-priced securities to persons
other than established customers and institutional accredited investors. For transactions covered by this rule, a broker-dealer must make a special
suitability determination for the purchaser and have received the purchaser�s written consent to the transaction prior to sale. Consequently, the
rule may affect the ability of broker-dealers to sell our common stock and affect the ability of holders to sell their shares of our common stock in
the secondary market. Moreover, investors may be less interested in purchasing low-priced securities because the brokerage commissions, as a
percentage of the total transaction value, tend to be higher for such securities, and some investment funds will not invest in low-priced securities
(other than those which focus on small-capitalization companies or low-priced securities).

Our stock price has demonstrated volatility and overall declines since being listed on the public market and continued market
conditions may cause further declines or fluctuations

The price at which our common stock trades has been and will likely continue to be highly volatile and show wide fluctuations and substantial
declines due to factors such as the following:

� the thinly traded nature of our stock on the OTC Bulletin Board;

� concerns related to liquidity of our stock, financial condition or cash balances;

� actual or anticipated fluctuations in our operating results, our ability to meet announced or anticipated profitability goals and changes
in or failure to meet securities analysts� expectations;

� announcements of technological innovations and/or the introduction of new services by us or our competitors;

� developments with respect to intellectual property rights and litigation, regulatory scrutiny and new legislation;

� conditions and trends in the Internet and other technology industries; and

� general market and economic conditions.
Furthermore, the stock market has recently and in the past experienced significant price and volume fluctuations that have affected the market
prices for the common stock of technology companies, regardless of the specific operating performance of the affected company. These broad
market fluctuations may cause the market price of our common stock to increase and decline.

In addition, in past periods of volatility in the market price of a particular company�s securities, securities class action litigation has been brought
against that company following such declines. To the extent our stock price precipitously drops in the future, we may become involved in this
type of litigation. Litigation of this kind, or involving intellectual property rights, is often expensive and diverts management�s attention and
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Ability to hire and retain key personnel

Our success will also depend in large part on the skills, experience and performance of our senior management, engineering, sales, marketing
and other key personnel. The loss of the services of any of our senior management or other key personnel, including our Chief Executive Officer
and co-founder, Ashutosh Roy, could harm our business.

Increased levels of attrition in the Indian workforce on which we deeply rely for research and development and where we have moved
significant resources in recent years would have significant effects on the company and its results of operations.

Unplanned system interruptions and capacity constraints and failure to effect efficient transmission of customer communications and
data over the Internet could harm our business and reputation

Our customers have in the past experienced some interruptions with the eGain-hosted operations. We believe that these interruptions will
continue to occur from time to time. These interruptions could be due to hardware and operating system failures. As a result, our business will
suffer if we experience frequent or long system interruptions that result in the unavailability or reduced performance of our hosted operations or
reduce our ability to provide remote management services. We expect to experience occasional temporary capacity constraints due to sharply
increased traffic or other Internet wide disruptions, which may cause unanticipated system disruptions, slower response times, impaired quality,
and degradation in levels of customer service. If this were to continue to happen, our business and reputation could be seriously harmed.

The growth in the use of the Internet has caused interruptions and delays in accessing the Internet and transmitting data over the Internet.
Interruptions also occur due to systems burdens brought on by unsolicited bulk email or �Spam,� malicious service attacks and hacking into
operating systems, viruses, worms and �Trojan� horses, the proliferation of which is beyond our control and may seriously impact our and our
customers� businesses.

Because we provide Internet-based eService software, interruptions or delays in Internet transmissions will harm our customers� ability to receive
and respond to online interactions. Therefore, our market depends on ongoing improvements being made to the entire Internet infrastructure to
alleviate overloading and congestion.

Our success largely depends on the efficient and uninterrupted operation of our computer and communications hardware and network systems.
Most of our computer and communications systems are located in Mountain View, California. Due to our locations, our systems and operations
are vulnerable to damage or interruption from fire, earthquake, power loss, telecommunications failure and similar events.

We have entered into service agreements with some of our customers that require minimum performance standards, including standards
regarding the availability and response time of our remote management services. If we fail to meet these standards, our customers could
terminate their relationships with us, and we could be subject to contractual refunds and service credits to customers. Any unplanned interruption
of services may harm our ability to attract and retain customers.

We may be liable for activities of customers or others using our hosted operations

As a provider of customer service and contact center software for the Internet, we face potential liability for defamation, negligence, copyright,
patent or trademark infringement and other claims based on the actions of our customers, and their customers, or others using our solutions or
communicating through our networks. This liability could result from the nature and content of the communications transmitted by customers
through the hosted operations. We do not and cannot screen all of the communications generated by our customers, and we could be exposed to
liability with respect to this content. Furthermore, some foreign governments, including
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Germany and China, have enforced laws and regulations related to content distributed over the Internet that are more strict than those currently
in place in the United States. In some instances criminal liability may arise in connection with the content of Internet transmissions.

Although we carry general liability and umbrella liability insurance, our insurance may not cover claims of these types or may not be adequate to
indemnify us for all liability that may be imposed. There is a risk that a single claim or multiple claims, if successfully asserted against us, could
exceed the total of our coverage limits. There also is a risk that a single claim or multiple claims asserted against us may not qualify for coverage
under our insurance policies as a result of coverage exclusions that are contained within these policies. Should either of these risks occur, capital
contributed by our stockholders might need to be used to settle claims. Any imposition of liability, particularly liability that is not covered by
insurance or is in excess of our insurance coverage could harm our reputation and business and operating results, or could result in the
imposition of criminal penalties.

If our system security is breached, our business and reputation could suffer and we may face liability associated with disclosure of
sensitive customer information

A fundamental requirement for online communications and transactions is the secure transmission of confidential information over public
networks. Third parties may attempt to breach our security or that of our customers. We may be liable to our customers for any breach in our
security and any breach could harm our business and reputation. Although we have implemented network security measures, our servers are
vulnerable to computer viruses, physical or electronic break-ins and similar disruptions, which could lead to interruptions, delays, or loss of data.
We may be required to expend significant capital and other resources to license encryption technology and additional technologies to protect
against security breaches or to alleviate problems caused by any breach since our applications frequently manage sensitive and personally
identifiable customer information. We may also be subject to claims associated with invasion of privacy or inappropriate disclosure, use or loss
of this information and fraud and identity theft crimes associated with such use or loss. Any imposition of liability, particularly liability that is
not covered by insurance or is in excess of insurance coverage, could harm our reputation and our business and operating results.

The regulatory environment for and certain legal uncertainties in the operation of our business and our customer�s business could
impair our growth or decrease demand for our services or increase our cost of doing business

Few laws currently apply directly to activity on the Internet and related services for businesses operating commercial online service. However,
new laws are frequently proposed and other laws made applicable to Internet communications every year both in the U.S. and internationally. In
particular, in the operation of our business we face risks associated with privacy, confidentiality of user data and communications, consumer
protection and pricing, taxation, content, copyright, trade secrets, trademarks, antitrust, defamation and other legal issues. In particular, legal
concerns with respect to communication of confidential data have affected our financial services and health care customers due to newly enacted
federal legislation. The growth of the industry and the proliferation of ecommerce services may prompt further legislative attention to our
industry and thus invite more regulatory control of our business. Further, the growth and development of the market for commercial online
transactions may prompt calls for more stringent consumer protection laws that may impose additional burdens on those companies engaged in
ecommerce. Moreover, the applicability to the Internet of existing laws in various jurisdictions governing issues such as property ownership,
sales and other taxes, libel and personal privacy is uncertain and may take years to resolve.

In addition, the applicability of laws and regulations directly applicable to the businesses of our customers, particularly customers in the fields of
financial services, will continue to affect us. The security of information about our customers� end-users continues to be an area where a variety
of laws and regulations with respect to privacy and confidentiality are enacted. As our customers implement the protections and prohibitions
with respect to the transmission of end-user data, our customers will look to us to assist them in remaining in
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compliance with this evolving area of regulation. In particular the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act contains restrictions with respect to the use and
protection of financial services records for end-users whose information may pass through our system.

The imposition of more stringent protections and/or new regulations and the application of existing laws to our business could burden our
company and those with which we do business. Further, the adoption of additional laws and regulations could limit the growth of our business
and that of our business partners and customers. Any decreased generalized demand for our services, or the loss/decrease in business by a key
partner or customer due to regulation or the expense of compliance with any regulation, could either increase the costs associated with our
business or affect revenue, either of which could harm our financial condition or operating results.

Finally, we face increased regulatory scrutiny and potential criminal liability for our executives associated with various accounting and corporate
governance rules promulgated under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. We have reviewed and will continue to monitor all of our accounting
policies and practices, legal disclosure and corporate governance policies under the new legislation, including those related to relationships with
our independent accountants, enhanced financial disclosures, internal controls, board and board committee practices, corporate responsibility
and loan practices, and intend to fully comply with such laws. Nevertheless, such increased scrutiny and penalties involve risks to both eGain
and our executive officers and directors in monitoring and insuring compliance. A failure to properly navigate the legal disclosure environment
and implement and enforce appropriate policies and procedures, if needed, could harm our business and prospects.

We may need to license third-party technologies and may be unable to do so

To the extent we need to license third-party technologies, we may be unable to do so on commercially reasonable terms or at all. In addition, we
may fail to successfully integrate any licensed technology into our products or services. Third-party licenses may expose us to increased risks,
including risks associated with the integration of new technology, the diversion of resources from the development of our own proprietary
technology, and our inability to generate revenue from new technology sufficient to offset associated acquisition and maintenance costs. Our
inability to obtain and successfully integrate any of these licenses could delay product and service development until equivalent technology can
be identified, licensed and integrated. This in turn would harm our business and operating results.

We may engage in future acquisitions or investments that could dilute our existing stockholders, cause us to incur significant expenses
or harm our business.

We may review acquisition or investment prospects that might complement our current business or enhance our technological capabilities.
Integrating any newly acquired businesses or their technologies or products may be expensive and time-consuming. To finance any acquisitions,
it may be necessary for us to raise additional funds through public or private financings. Additional funds may not be available on terms that are
favorable to us, if at all, and, in the case of equity financings, may result in dilution to our existing stockholders. We may not be able to operate
acquired businesses profitably. If we are unable to integrate newly acquired entities or technologies effectively, our operating results could
suffer. Future acquisitions by us could also result in large and immediate write-offs, incurrence of debt and contingent liabilities, or amortization
of expenses related to goodwill and other intangibles, any of which could harm our operating results.

ITEM 1B. UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS
None.
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ITEM 2. PROPERTIES
We lease all facilities used in our business. The following table summarizes our principal properties.

Location Principal Use

Approximate

Square Footage

Lease

Expiration Date
Mountain View, California Corporate Headquarters 16,000 2011
Pune, India Corporate Offices 24,331 2013
Delhi, India Corporate Offices 6,000 2016
Slough, England European Headquarters 7,000 2013

Including a new office in Delhi, India which opened in October, 2007, we believe our facilities are suitable for our uses and are generally
adequate to support the current level of operations for the next 12 months.
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ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
Beginning on October 25, 2001, a number of securities class action complaints were filed against us, and certain of our then officers and
directors and underwriters connected with our initial public offering of common stock in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New
York (consolidated into In re Initial Public Offering Sec. Litig.). The complaints alleged generally that the prospectus under which such
securities were sold contained false and misleading statements with respect to discounts and excess commissions received by the underwriters as
well as allegations of �laddering� whereby underwriters required their customers to purchase additional shares in the aftermarket in exchange for
an allocation of IPO shares. The complaints sought an unspecified amount in damages on behalf of persons who purchased the common stock
between September 23, 1999 and December 6, 2000. Similar complaints were filed against 55 underwriters and more than 300 other companies
and other individuals. The over 1,000 complaints were consolidated into a single action. We reached an agreement with the plaintiffs to resolve
the cases as to our liability and that of our officers and directors. The settlement involved no monetary payment or other consideration by us or
our officers and directors and no admission of liability. On August 31, 2005, the court issued an order preliminarily approving the settlement and
setting a public hearing on its fairness for April 24, 2006 (the postponement from January 2006 to April 2006 was because of difficulties in
mailing the required notice to class members). On October 27, 2005, the court issued an order making some minor changes to the form of notice
to be sent to class members. On January 17, 2006, the court issued an order modifying the preliminary settlement approval order to extend the
time within which notice must be given to the class, which time had expired on January 15, 2006. The underwriter defendants filed further
objections to the settlement on March 20, 2006 and asked that the April 24, 2006 final settlement approval hearing be postponed until after the
Second Circuit rules on the underwriters� appeal from the Court�s class certification order (which appeal is briefed and awaiting oral
argument). On March 29, 2006, the Court denied the request, stating that it would address the underwriters� points at the April 24, 2006
hearing. On April 24, 2006, the Court held a public hearing on the fairness of the proposed settlement. Meanwhile the consolidated case against
the underwriters has proceeded. In October 2004, the district court certified a class. On December 5, 2006, however, the Second Circuit
reversed, holding that a class could not be certified. In re Initial Public Offering Sec. Litig., 471 F.3d 24 (2d Cir. 2006). the Second Circuit�s
holding, while directly affecting only the underwriters, raised some doubt as to whether the settlement class contemplated by the proposed issuer
settlement will be approved in its present form. A petition for rehearing was filed January 5, 2007. The court of appeals denied a petition for
rehearsing on April 6, 2007. On June 25, 2007, the district court entered a stipulated order terminating the proposed issuer settlement. Plaintiffs
are proceeding with discovery as to underwriters and issuers, although principally with respect to focus or test cases that do not name the
Company as a defendant. Defendants moved to dismiss the focus cases; on March 26, 2008, the court largely denied that motion. The parties are
briefing a new class certification motion, which is expected to be heard in late 2008. We have not accrued any liability or expect the outcome of
this litigation to have a material impact on our financial condition.

With the exception of this matter, we are not a party to any other material pending legal proceedings, nor is our property the subject of any
material pending legal proceeding, except routine legal proceedings arising in the ordinary course of our business and incidental to our business,
none of which are expected to have a material adverse impact, as taken individually or in the aggregate, upon our business, financial position or
results of operations. However, even if these claims are not meritorious, the ultimate outcome of any litigation is uncertain, and it could divert
management�s attention and impact other resources.

ITEM 4. SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS
None.
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PART II

ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT�S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER
PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES

(a) Market Information

eGain�s Common Stock trades on the OTC Bulletin Board under the symbol �EGAN.OB�. The following table sets forth, for the periods indicated,
high and low bid prices for eGain�s Common Stock as reported by the OTC Bulletin Board.

High Low
Year Ended June 30, 2008
First Quarter $ 1.30 $ 0.88
Second Quarter 1.25 0.45
Third Quarter 0.95 0.45
Fourth Quarter 1.00 0.53

Year Ended June 30, 2007
First Quarter $ 1.65 $ 1.04
Second Quarter 1.80 1.20
Third Quarter 1.45 1.01
Fourth Quarter 1.26 0.94

(b) Holders

As of September 22, 2008, there were approximately 369 stockholders of record. This number does not include stockholders whose shares are
held in trust by other entities. We estimate that there were approximately 4,800 beneficial stockholders of our common stock as of
September 22, 2008.

(c) Dividends

We have never declared or paid any cash dividends on our common stock. We currently anticipate that we will retain all available funds for use
in the operation of our business and do not intend to pay any cash dividends in the foreseeable future.

(d) Equity Compensation Plan Information

The following table summarizes our equity compensation plans as of June 30, 2008.

Plan Category

Number of securities
to be issued upon exercise

of outstanding options
and rights

(a)

Weighted-average
exercise price

of
outstanding options

and rights

(b)

Number of securities remaining
available for future issuance
under equity compensation
plans (excluding securities

reflected in column (a))

(c)
Equity compensation plans approved
by security holders
Assumed Stock Option Plans (1) 6,606 $ 59.98 �  
1998 Stock Plan 588,905 $ 5.92 11,211
2005 Stock Incentive Plan 384,064 $ 1.07 75,936
Equity compensation plans not
approved by security holders
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2000 Non-Management Plan 165,876 $ 10.04 28,969
2005 Management Plan 1,132,800 $ 0.77 325,850

Total 2,278,324 $ 3.00 441,966
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(1) Includes the aggregate number of securities to be issued upon exercise of options assumed in connection with our acquisition of several
companies. There are no remaining options available for future issuance under these plans.

Equity Compensation Plans Not Approved By Security Holders

2000 Non-Management Plan

In July 2000, eGain�s Board of Directors adopted the 2000 Non-Management Plan (the �2000 Non-Management Plan�) which provides for the
grant of non-statutory stock options and stock purchase rights to employees of eGain. A total of 200,000 shares of common stock were reserved
for issuance under the Non-Management Plan.

2005 Management Stock Option Plan

In May 2005, eGain�s Board of Directors adopted the 2005 Management Stock Option Plan (the �2005 Management Plan�) pursuant to which, the
Compensation Committee may grant NSOs to purchase up to 962,400 shares of eGain common stock, at an exercise price of not less than 100%
of the fair market value of such common stock, to directors, officers and key employees of the Company and its subsidiaries. Options granted
under the 2005 Management Plan are subject to vesting as determined by the Compensation Committee. The options are exercisable for up to
five (5) years from the date of grant.
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ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
The selected consolidated financial data set forth on the following page should be read in conjunction with �Management�s Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations,� our Consolidated Financial Statements and Notes thereto, and other financial
information included elsewhere in this Form 10-K. Historical results are not necessarily indicative of results that may be expected for future
periods.

Fiscal Years Ended June 30,
2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

(in thousands, except per share information)
Revenue:
License $ 6,570 $ 3,407 $ 5,967 $ 5,960 $ 4,058
Support and Services 23,537 19,066 16,597 14,468 15,545

Total revenue 30,107 22,473 22,564 20,428 19,603
Cost of license 80 99 231 406 1,646
Cost of support and services 11,556 9,132 6,985 6,215 6,462

Gross profit 18,471 13,242 15,348 13,807 11,495

Operating costs and expenses:
Research and development 5,098 3,973 3,046 2,367 2,942
Sales and marketing 11,747 12,853 9,570 8,855 8,284
General and administrative 4,240 2,884 2,637 3,295 3,447
Amortization of intangible assets �  �  �  �  1,203
Restructuring and other �  �  �  (922) 23

Total operating costs and expenses 21,085 19,710 15,253 13,595 15,899

Income / (Loss) from operations (2,614) (6,468) 95 212 (4,404)
Interest expense, net (1,659) (1,167) (1,040) (954) (596)
Other income 332 72 32 100 106

Loss before income tax (3,941) (7,563) (913) (842) (4,894)
Income tax (206) (136) (146) �  �  

Net loss (4,147) (7,699) (1,059) (842) (4,894)
Dividends on convertible preferred stock �  �  �  (3,732) (7,384)

Net loss applicable to common stockholders $ (4,147) $ (7,699) $ (1,059) $ (4,574) $ (12,278)

Per share information:
Basic/Diluted net loss per common share $ (0.27) $ (0.50) $ (0.07) $ (0.47) $ (3.33)

Weighted average shares used in computing basic/diluted net loss per
common share 15,330 15,317 15,308 9,731 3,688

Below is summary of stock based compensation included in the costs and expenses above:
Cost of support and services $ 41 $ 47 $ 34 $ �  $ �  
Research and development 57 39 53 �  �  
Sales and marketing 67 127 80 �  �  
General and administrative 153 62 95 �  �  

Total stock-based compensation expense $ 318 $ 273 $ 262 $ �  $ �  
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June 30,
2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

(in thousands)
Consolidated Balance Sheet Data:
Cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments $ 3,790 $ 6,195 $ 6,916 $ 4,498 $ 5,181
Working capital (2,666) (4,111) 347 794 2,009
Total assets 13,914 15,362 16,105 15,904 15,161
Deferred revenue 5,164 5,541 4,259 4,144 3,731
Long-term debt 16,553 11,820 8,729 7,648 6,607
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ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT�S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
This report on Form 10-K and the documents incorporated herein by reference contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties. These statements may be identified by the use of the words such as �anticipates,� �believes,� �continue,� �could,� �would,�
�estimates,� �forecasts,� �expects,� �intends,� �may,� �might,� �plans,� �potential,� �predicts,� �should,� or �will� and similar
expressions or the negative of those terms. The forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, risks stemming from: our failure to
improve our sales results and grow revenue; our failure to compete successfully in the markets in which we do business; the impact of our
hybrid revenue model; our history of net losses and our ability to achieve profitability; the adequacy of our capital resources and need for
additional financing; the continued lengthy and delayed sales cycles of our goods and services; the development of our strategic relationships
and third party distribution channels; broad economic and political instability around the world affecting the market for our goods and services;
the continued adoption of customer service and contact center software solutions; our ability to respond to rapid technological change and
competitive challenges; our substantial international operations; legal and regulatory uncertainties and other risks related to protection of our
intellectual property assets; and the operational integrity and maintenance of our systems. Our actual results could differ materially from those
discussed in statements relating to our future plans, product releases, objectives, expectations and intentions, and other assumptions underlying
or relating to any of these statements. Factors that could contribute to such differences include those discussed in �Factors That May Affect
Future Results� and elsewhere in this document. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date hereof. We expressly disclaim any
obligation or understanding to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect any
change in our expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.

Overview

We are a pioneer in, and a leading provider of, customer service and contact center software that enables companies to build customer
interaction hubs. An innovative approach to customer service, these hubs are designed to reduce customer service costs while enhancing
customer experience within and across interaction channels by centralizing interaction history, knowledge management, business rules,
analytics, workflow and application management in one platform. Trusted by prominent enterprises and growing mid-sized companies
worldwide, eGain�s award winning software has been helping organizations achieve and sustain customer service excellence for more than a
decade.

We were founded in September 1997. Since inception, we have incurred substantial costs developing our proprietary technological solutions,
recruiting and compensating personnel, and purchasing operating assets. In response to our revenues declining during fiscal years 2001 through
2004, we took actions to reduce overall expense rates.

Based upon the increased revenues and income from operations in fiscal years 2006 and 2005 as well as the positive cash flow from operating
activities in fiscal year 2006, we made increased investments in our business in fiscal year 2007 including an expansion of the product and sales
and marketing teams. This investment was driven in part by the OEM agreement we signed with Cisco Systems in August 2006. The investment
we made in our sales and marketing teams did not convert into revenue in fiscal year 2007 due to the ramp up time of the new sales personnel
and the shift in our business mix from license arrangements to hosting arrangements. In fiscal year 2007, we recorded revenue of $22.5 million,
loss from operations of $6.5 million and net cash used in operations of $2.8 million.

In fiscal year 2008, we began to see the benefits from the investments we made in our business in fiscal year 2007 and as a result, recorded
revenue of $30.1 million and reduced our loss from operations to $2.6 million. We anticipate an increase in revenue in fiscal year 2009.
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We believe that existing capital resources will enable us to maintain current and planned operations for the next 12 months. We intend to
continue to make investments in product development and technology to enhance our current products and services, develop new products and
services and further advance our solution offerings. We have only achieved profitability on an operating basis in fiscal years 2006 and 2005, and
in view of the rapidly evolving nature of our business and limited operating history, we believe that period-to-period comparisons of our revenue
and operating results may not be meaningful and should not be relied upon as indications of future performance.

Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates

Management�s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations discusses our consolidated financial statements, which
have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. The preparation of these
financial statements requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and the
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during
the reporting period. On an on-going basis, management evaluates its estimates and judgments, including those related to revenue recognition,
valuation allowance and accrued liabilities, long-lived assets and stock-based compensation. Management bases its estimates and judgments on
historical experience and on various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis
for making judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may
differ from these estimates under different assumptions or conditions.

Revenue Recognition

We derive revenues from two sources: license fees, and support and services. Support and services includes hosting, software maintenance and
support and professional services. Maintenance and support consists of technical support and software upgrades and enhancements. Professional
services primarily consist of consulting and implementation services and training. Significant management judgments and estimates are made
and used to determine the revenue recognized in any accounting period. Material differences may result in the amount and timing of our revenue
for any period if different conditions were to prevail.

We apply the provisions of Statement of Position (�SOP�) No. 97-2, Software Revenue Recognition, (�SOP 97-2�) as amended by SOP No. 98-9,
Modification of SOP 97-2, Software Revenue Recognition, With Respect to Certain Transactions, (�SOP 98-9�) to all transactions involving the
licensing of software products. In the event of a multiple element arrangement for a license transaction we evaluate the transaction as if each
element represents a separate unit of accounting taking into account all factors following the guidelines set forth in SOP 97-2, or for a hosting
transaction, Emerging Issues Task Force Issue (�EITF�) No. 00-21, Accounting for Revenue Arrangements with Multiple Deliverables, (�EITF
00-21�). For fixed fee arrangements the services revenues are recognized in accordance with the provisions of SOP No. 81-1, Accounting for
Performance of Construction Type and Certain Production Type Contracts, (�SOP 81-1�) when reliable estimates are available for the costs and
efforts necessary to complete the implementation services. When such estimates are not available, the completed contract method is utilized.

When licenses are sold together with system implementation and consulting services, license fees are recognized upon shipment, provided that
(i) payment of the license fees is not dependent upon the performance of the consulting and implementation services, (ii) the services are
available from other vendors, (iii) the services qualify for separate accounting as we have sufficient experience in providing such services, have
the ability to estimate cost of providing such services, and we have vendor specific objective evidence of pricing, and (iv) the services are not
essential to the functionality of the software.

We use signed software license and services agreements and order forms as evidence of an arrangement for sales of software, hosting,
maintenance and support. We use signed engagement letters to evidence an arrangement for professional services.
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License Revenue

We recognize license revenue when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, the product has been delivered, no significant obligations
remain, the fee is fixed or determinable, and collection of the resulting receivable is probable. In software arrangements that include rights to
multiple software products and/or services, we use the residual method under which revenue is allocated to the undelivered elements based on
vendor specific objective evidence of the fair value of such undelivered elements. The residual amount of revenue is allocated to the delivered
elements and recognized as revenue assuming all other criteria for revenue recognition have been met. Such undelivered elements in these
arrangements typically consist of software maintenance and support, implementation and consulting services and in some cases hosting services.

Software is delivered to customers electronically or on a CD-ROM, and license files are delivered electronically. We assess whether the fee is
fixed or determinable based on the payment terms associated with the transaction. We have standard payment terms included in our contracts.
We assess collectibility based on a number of factors, including the customer�s past payment history and its current creditworthiness. If we
determine that collection of a fee is not reasonably assured, we defer the revenue and recognize it at the time collection becomes reasonably
assured, which is generally upon receipt of cash payment. If an acceptance period is required, revenue is recognized upon the earlier of customer
acceptance or the expiration of the acceptance period.

We periodically sell to resellers. License sales to resellers as a percentage of total revenue was approximately 1% in fiscal 2008 and 4% in fiscal
2007. Revenue from sales to resellers is generally recognized upon delivery to the reseller but depends on the facts and circumstances of the
transaction, such as our understanding of the reseller�s plans to sell the software, if there are any return provisions, price protection or other
allowances, the reseller�s financial status and our past experience with the particular reseller. Historically sales to resellers have not included any
return provisions, price protections or other allowances.

Professional Services Revenue

Included in support and services revenues are revenues derived from system implementation, consulting and training. For license transactions,
the majority of our consulting and implementation services and accompanying agreements qualify for separate accounting. We use vendor
specific objective evidence of fair value for the services and maintenance to account for the arrangement using the residual method, regardless of
any separate prices stated within the contract for each element. Our consulting and implementation service contracts are bid either on a fixed-fee
basis or on a time-and-materials basis. Substantially all of our contracts are on a time-and-materials basis. For time-and-materials contracts,
where the services are not essential to the functionality, we recognize revenue as services are performed. If the services are essential to
functionality, then both the product license revenue and the service revenues are recognized under the percentage of completion method. For a
fixed-fee contract, we recognize revenue based upon the costs and efforts to complete the services in accordance with the percentage of
completion method provided we are able to estimate such cost and efforts.

In August 2006, we entered into an OEM agreement with Cisco Systems. Under this agreement we will supply unified communications
technology for use in certain Cisco products. Pursuant to the agreement, there are certain minimum royalty payments due to us from Cisco based
upon our successful delivery of certain milestones that are projected over the first eighteen months of the agreement. The first major milestone
was delivered and accepted in December 2006. This OEM agreement with Cisco includes multiple elements, including significant product
customizations that are subject to Cisco�s acceptance. We have determined that this arrangement should be accounted for under the contract
accounting method per paragraph 74 of SOP 97-2. In addition, we have determined that no loss will be incurred in the arrangement, however, at
present the lowest probable level of profit cannot be determined, and therefore, a zero estimate of profit is used in calculating revenue. Revenue
from this arrangement as a percentage of total revenue was approximately 3% for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, and is all related to
professional services revenue.
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For hosting, consulting and implementation services that do not qualify for separate accounting, we recognize the services revenue ratably over
the estimated life of the customer hosting relationship.

Training revenue is recognized when training is provided, or in the case of hosting, when the customer also has access to the hosting services, if
such training services meet the separable criteria.

Hosting Services Revenue

Included in support services revenues are revenues derived from our hosted service offerings. We recognize hosting services revenue ratably
over the period of the applicable agreement as services are provided. Hosting agreements are typically for a period of one or two years and
automatically renew unless either party cancels the agreement. The majority of the hosting services customers purchase a combination of our
hosting service and professional services. In some cases the customer may also acquire a license for the software.

We evaluate whether each of the elements in these arrangements represents a separate unit of accounting, as defined by EITF 00-21, using all
applicable facts and circumstances, including whether (i) we sell or could readily sell the element unaccompanied by the other elements, (ii) the
element has stand-alone value to the customer, (iii) there is objective reliable evidence of the fair value of the undelivered item, and (iv) there is
a general right of return. We consider the applicability of EITF No. 00-03, Application of SOP 97-2 to Arrangements That Include the Right to
Use Software Stored on Another Entity�s Hardware, (�EITF 00-03�) on a contract-by-contract basis. In hosted term-based agreements, where the
customer does not have the contractual right to take possession of the software, the revenue is recognized on a monthly basis over the term of the
contract. Amounts that have been invoiced are recorded in accounts receivable and in deferred revenue or revenue, depending on whether the
revenue recognition criteria have been met. For professional services that we determine do not have stand-alone value to the customer, we
recognize the services revenue ratably over the longer of the remaining contractual period or the remaining estimated life of the customer
hosting relationship, once hosting has gone live. We currently estimate the life of the customer hosting relationship to be 20 months, based on
the average life of all hosting customer relationships.

If we determine that the customer has the contractual right to take possession of our software at any time during the hosting period without
significant penalty, and can feasibly run the software on its own hardware or enter into another arrangement with a third party to host the
software, a software element covered by SOP 97-2 exists. When a software element exists in a hosting services arrangement, we recognize the
license, professional services and hosting services revenues pursuant to SOP 97-2. We have established vendor specific objective evidence for
the hosting and support elements of perpetual license sales, based on the prices charged when sold separately and substantive renewal terms.
Accordingly, revenue for the perpetual software license element is determined using the residual method and is recognized upon delivery.
Revenue for the hosting and support elements is recognized ratably over the contractual time period. Professional services are recognized as
described above under �Professional Services Revenue.� If evidence of fair value cannot be established for the undelivered elements of an
agreement, the entire amount of revenue from the arrangement is recognized ratably over the period that these elements are delivered.

Maintenance and Support Revenue

Included in support services revenues are revenues derived from maintenance and support. Maintenance and support revenue is recognized
ratably over the term of the maintenance contract, which is typically one year. Maintenance and support is renewable by the customer on an
annual basis. Rates for maintenance and support, including subsequent renewal rates, are typically established based upon a specified percentage
of net license fees as set forth in the arrangement.
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Stock-Based Compensation

We adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (�SFAS�) No. 123 (revised 2004), Share-Based Payment, (�SFAS 123R�) effective July 1,
2005. SFAS 123R is a complex accounting standard, the application of which requires significant judgment and the use of estimates, particularly
surrounding Black-Scholes valuation assumptions such as stock price volatility and expected option lives, as well as expected option forfeiture
rates to value equity-based compensation. We determine the appropriate measure of expected volatility by reviewing historic volatility in the
share price of our common stock. We base our assumptions for forfeiture rates on our historic activity. We used a temporary �shortcut approach�
to develop the estimate of the expected life of a �plain vanilla� employee stock option. Under this approach, the expected life would be presumed
to be the mid-point between the vesting date and the end of the contractual term. SFAS 123R also requires that the benefit of tax deductions in
excess of recognized compensation cost be reported as a financing cash flow, rather than as an operating cash flow as required under current
literature. This requirement reduces net operating cash flows and increases net financing cash flows in periods after the effective date. This tax
difference for unexercised options must also be recorded as a deferred tax item and recorded in additional paid in capital.

Valuation of Goodwill

We review goodwill annually for impairment (or more frequently if impairment indicators arise). We perform an annual goodwill impairment
review April 1 every year and we have found no impairment in the last three years.

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts

We maintain an allowance for doubtful accounts to reserve for potential uncollectible trade receivables. We review our trade receivables by
aging category to identify specific customers with known disputes or collectibility issues. We exercise judgment when determining the adequacy
of these reserves as we evaluate historical bad debt trends, general economic conditions in the U.S. and internationally, and changes in customer
financial conditions. If we make different judgments or utilize different estimates, material differences may result in additional reserves for trade
receivables, which would be reflected by charges in general and administrative expenses for any period presented. We write off a receivable
after all collection efforts have been exhausted and the amount deemed uncollectible.

Deferred tax valuation allowance

When we prepare our consolidated financial statements, we estimate our income tax liability for each of the various jurisdictions where we
conduct business. This requires us to estimate our actual current tax exposure and to assess temporary differences that result from differing
treatment of certain items for tax and accounting purposes. The net deferred tax assets are reduced by a valuation allowance if, based upon
weighted available evidence, it is more likely than not that some or all of the deferred tax assets will not be realized. We must make significant
judgments to determine our provision for income taxes, our deferred tax assets and liabilities and any valuation allowance to be recorded against
our net deferred asset. As of June 30, 2008, we had a valuation allowance of approximately $76.2 million, of which approximately $75.1 million
was attributable to U.S. and state net operating loss and research and development credit carryforwards.

We adopted the FASB Interpretation No. 48 (FIN48), �Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes-An Interpretation of FASB Statement No.
109,� effective July 1, 2007. FIN 48 is an interpretation of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 109, �Accounting for Income
Taxes,� and it seeks to reduce the diversity in practice associated with certain aspects of measurement and recognition in accounting for income
taxes. FIN 48 prescribes a recognition threshold and measurement attribute for the financial statement recognition and measurement of a tax
position that an entity takes or expects to take in a tax return. Additionally, FIN 48 provides guidance on de-recognition, classification, interest
and penalties, accounting in interim periods,
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disclosure and transition. Under FIN 48, an entity may only recognize or continue to recognize tax positions that meet a �more likely than not�
threshold. In accordance with our accounting policy, we recognize accrued interest and penalties related to unrecognized tax benefits as a
component of other income and expense. This policy did not change as a result of our adoption of FIN 48.

Results of Operations

The following table sets forth certain items reflected in our consolidated statements of operations expressed as a percent of total revenues for the
periods indicated.

Fiscal Year
2008 2007 2006

Revenue:
License 22% 15% 26%
Support and Services 78% 85% 74%

Total revenue 100% 100% 100%
Cost of license 0% 0% 1%
Cost of support 39% 41% 31%

Gross profit 61% 59% 68%
Research and development 17% 18% 13%
Sales and marketing 39% 57% 42%
General and administrative 14% 13% 12%

Total operating costs and expenses 70% 88% 67%

(Loss) / Income from operations (9)% (29)% 1%

Revenue

Total revenue, which consists of license revenue and support and services revenue, was $30.1 million, $22.5 million, and $22.6 million, in fiscal
years 2008, 2007, and 2006, respectively. In fiscal year 2008, total revenue increased 34%, or $7.6 million from the prior year. There was an
increase in all revenue types in fiscal year 2008. Our international sales accounted for approximately 48% of total revenue in fiscal year 2008 an
increase from 45% in the prior year. The impact of the strengthening of the European currencies against the US dollar contributed to an increase
of about $565,000 in total revenue compared to fiscal year 2007.

Total revenue in fiscal year 2007 remained substantially unchanged from fiscal year 2006. The unchanged total revenue in fiscal year 2007 was
primarily due to the increase in support and services revenue offset by the decrease in license revenue.

We are continuing to see increased interest from medium to large-sized companies in our customer interaction solutions. Based upon this
interest, we recorded our highest total revenue in the past six years. There is however general unpredictability of the length of our current sales
cycles, the timing of revenue recognition on more complex license transactions, seasonal buying patterns and global economic concerns. For
example, in fiscal year 2007 we deferred license revenue of $2.1 million due to the complexity of three large transactions we executed in the
fourth quarter of fiscal year 2007 and recognized this revenue in fiscal year 2008. Also, because we offer a hybrid delivery model, the mix of
new hosting and license business in a quarter could also have an impact on our revenue in a particular quarter. We are continuing to see the mix
of license and hosting business fluctuate from quarter to quarter. The value of new hosting transactions, as a percentage of combined new
hosting and license business was over 43% and 39% for the fiscal years 2008 and 2007, respectively. For license transactions the license revenue
amount is generally recognized in the quarter delivery and acceptance of our software takes place whereas, for hosting transactions, hosting
revenue is recognized ratably over the term of the hosting contract, which is typically one to two years. As a result, our total revenue may
increase or decrease in future quarters as a result of the timing and mix of license and hosting transactions.
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License

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
2008 2007 2006 2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Revenue:
License $ 6,570 $ 3,407 $ 5,967 $ 3,163 93% $ (2,560) (43)%
Percentage of total revenue 22% 15% 26%
License revenue was $6.6 million, $3.4 million, and $6.0 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007, and 2006, respectively. This represents an increase
of 93% or $3.2 million in fiscal year 2008 from fiscal year 2007 compared to a decrease of 43% or $2.6 million in fiscal year 2007 from fiscal
year 2006. License revenue represented 22%, 15% and 26% of total revenue for the fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. The increase
in fiscal year 2008 was primarily due to the increase in the average size of license transactions recognized that included approximately $2.1
million from transactions we signed in fiscal year 2007.

The decrease in fiscal year 2007 was primarily due in part to: (i) the shift in our customer�s buying patterns resulting in an increase in new
hosting business and (ii) the deferral of revenue for three large license transactions totaling $2.1 million in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2007.
Even though license revenue decreased in fiscal year 2007, the size of license transactions signed in fiscal year 2007 increased from fiscal year
2006. The total revenue of the three largest license contracts signed in fiscal year 2007 was $3.8 million including two transactions over $1.0
million and one of approximately $800,000 compared to two license transactions over $1.0 million in fiscal year 2006. The total revenue of the
three largest license contracts signed in fiscal year 2007 was $3.8 million and $2.1 million of this amount was deferred to fiscal year 2008.
Given the general unpredictability of the length of current sales cycles, the mix of new hosting and license business and the uncertainty in global
economy, license revenue may increase or decrease in the future quarters but we anticipate the total license revenues to increase in fiscal year
2009.

Support and Services

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
2008 2007 2006 2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Revenue:
Hosting services $ 5,825 $ 4,356 $ 3,658 $ 1,469 34% $ 698 19%
Maint. and support services $ 9,505 $ 8,832 $ 8,431 $ 673 8% $ 401 5%
Professional services $ 8,207 $ 5,878 $ 4,508 $ 2,329 40% $ 1,370 30%

Total support and services $ 23,537 $ 19,066 $ 16,597 $ 4,471 23% $ 2,470 15%
Percentage of total revenue 78% 85% 74%
Support and services includes hosting, software maintenance and support and professional services. Maintenance and support consists of
technical support and software upgrades and enhancements. Professional services primarily consist of consulting and implementation services
and training. Support and services revenue was $23.5 million, $19.1 million and $16.6 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.
This represented an increase of 23% or $4.5 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 15% or $2.5 million in
fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006. Support and services revenue represented 78%, 85% and 74% of total revenue for the fiscal years
2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.

Hosting revenue was $5.8 million, $4.4 million and $3.7 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This represented an increase
of 34% or $1.5 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to 19% or $698,000 in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006. Hosting revenues
increased in fiscal year 2008 from fiscal year 2007 primarily due to the increased size of new hosting contracts with larger enterprises. There
were three new large hosting contracts totaling over $2.8 million in fiscal year 2008. Hosting revenues increased year-over-year from fiscal year
2006 to fiscal year 2007 primarily due to the increased size of new hosting contracts
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with larger enterprises. There were two new large hosting contracts totaling over $2.5 million in fiscal year 2007 compared to four new hosting
contracts over $100,000 in fiscal year 2006. We expect hosting revenue to increase in fiscal year 2009 based upon current renewal rates for
existing hosted customers, the new hosting agreements entered into in recent quarters that we expect to start generating hosting revenue in future
quarters and the increased interest we are seeing for our hosting or on demand services from our target customers.

Maintenance and support revenue was $9.5 million, $8.8 million and $8.4 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This
represented an increase of 8% or $673,000 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 5% or $401,000 in fiscal year 2007 compared to
fiscal year 2006. The increase in fiscal year 2008 was primarily due to the increase in license revenue. The increase in fiscal year 2007 was
primarily related to the change in the exchange rate between the US dollar and British pound. We expect maintenance and support revenue to
increase slightly or remain relatively constant in fiscal year 2009 based upon current renewal rates for existing maintenance and support
customers and the projected levels of new license sales.

Professional services revenue was $8.2 million, $5.9 million and $4.5 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This represented
an increase of 40% or $2.3 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 30% or $1.4 million in fiscal year 2007
compared to fiscal year 2006. The increase in fiscal year 2008 was primarily due to the increase in multi-application sales and larger customer
deployments. The increase in fiscal year 2007 was primarily due to (i) services delivered associated with the OEM Agreement we entered into
with Cisco Systems in August 2006, (ii) our increased focus in selling our products and services to larger organizations has resulted in an
increase in the size of professional services engagements with these larger companies deploying our customer interaction solutions within their
organizations, contributing to an increase of approximately $600,000 in North America and (iii) the ratable recognition of hosting
implementation services deferred in fiscal year 2006. Based upon our current sales pipeline and our current sales strategy we expect professional
services revenue to increase slightly or remain relatively constant in fiscal year 2009.

In fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, no single customer accounted for more than 10% of total revenue.

Cost of Revenue

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
2008 2007 2006 2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Cost of revenue $ 11,636 $ 9,231 $ 7,216 $ 2,405 26% $ 2,015 28%
Percentage of total revenue 39% 41% 32%
Gross Margin 61% 59% 68%
Total cost of revenue was $11.6 million, $9.2 million and $7.2 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This represented an
increase of 26% or $2.4 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 28% or $2.0 million in fiscal year 2007
compared to fiscal year 2006. Total cost of revenue as a percentage of total revenues was 39% (a gross margin of 61%) in fiscal year 2008 as
compared to 41% (a gross margin of 59%) in fiscal year 2007. The increase in fiscal year 2008 was primarily due to an increase in (i) personnel
and personnel-related expenses of $1.2 million relating to an increase in headcount and an increase in compensation for existing employees,
(ii) outside consulting expense of $464,000 primarily for services subcontracted through a partner in Europe, (iii) international subsidiaries�
expenses of approximately $256,000 related to the strengthening of the European and Indian currencies against the U.S. dollar, (iv) hosting
related cost of approximately $233,000 and (v) the research and development personnel cost related to the Cisco OEM agreement of
approximately $107,000.

The increase in fiscal year 2007 was primarily due to (i) the research and development personnel cost related to the Cisco OEM agreement of
approximately $699,000, (ii) increased personnel expenses of $629,000 from the additional headcount from our operations in North America and
India (iii) the increase in hosting related cost of approximately $177,000 and depreciation and software expenses of $204,000, and (iv) an
increase in
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European expenses of approximately $229,000 related to the change in the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and British pound.

Gross margin for fiscal year 2008 was 61%, a slight increase from 59% in fiscal year 2007. Gross margin for fiscal year 2007 was 59%
compared to 68% in fiscal 2006. The decrease in gross margin in fiscal year 2007 from fiscal year 2006 was primarily due to the mix between
license revenue and support and services revenue.

In order to better understand the changes within our cost of revenues and resulting gross margins, we have provided the following discussion of
the individual components of our cost of revenues.

Cost of License

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
  2008    2007    2006  2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Cost of license $ 80 $ 99 $ 231 $ (19) (19)% $ (132) (57)%
Percentage of license revenue 1% 3% 4%
Gross Margin 99% 97% 96%
Cost of license primarily includes third-party software royalties and delivery costs for shipments to customers. Total cost of license was $80,000,
$99,000 and $231,000 in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This represented a decrease of 19% or $19,000 in fiscal year 2008
compared to 2007 and a decrease of 57% or $132,000 in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006. Total cost of license decreased as a
percentage of total license revenues to 1% in fiscal year 2008 as compared to 3% in the fiscal year 2007 but the gross margin increased to 99%
in fiscal year 2008 as compared to 97% in fiscal year 2007. There was no significant change in cost of license in fiscal year 2008 from fiscal
year 2007. The decrease in fiscal year 2007 was due to the expiration and renegotiation of certain royalty agreements that resulted in a reduction
in the amortization of prepaid royalties. We anticipate cost of license to remain relatively constant in future periods.

Cost of Support and Services

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
2008 2007 2006 2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Cost of support and services $ 11,556 $ 9,132 $ 6,985 $ 2,424 27% $ 2,147 31%
Percentage of supp. and serv. revenue 49% 48% 42%
Gross Margin 51% 52% 58%
Cost of support and services includes personnel costs for our hosting services, consulting services and customer support. It also includes
depreciation of capital equipment used in our hosted network, cost of support for the third-party software and lease costs paid to remote
co-location centers. In addition, as the Cisco OEM arrangement is being accounted for under the contract accounting method per paragraph 74 of
SOP 97-2 and a zero estimate of profit is being used in calculating revenue, we recorded costs associated with this agreement of approximately
$1.0 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to $911,000 in fiscal year 2007. The majority of the services delivered in connection with this
agreement have been performed by research and development personnel totaling approximately $806,000 and $680,000 for fiscal years 2008 and
2007, respectively, and the remainder was being performed by services and sales personnel.

Total cost of support and services was $11.6 million, $9.1 million, and $7.0 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This
represented an increase of 27% or $2.4 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 31% or $2.1 million in fiscal
year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006. Total cost of support and services as a percentage of total support and services revenue was 49% (a
gross margin of 51%) in the fiscal year 2008 compared to 48% (a gross margin of 52%) in the fiscal year 2007 period and 42% (a gross margin
of 58%) in the fiscal year 2006 period.
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The increase in cost of support and services in fiscal year 2008 was primarily due to an increase in (i) personnel and personnel-related expenses
of $1.2 million relating to an increase in headcount and an increase in compensation for existing employees, (ii) outside consulting expense of
$464,000 primarily for services subcontracted through a partner in Europe, (iii) international subsidiaries� expenses of approximately $256,000
related to the strengthening of the European and Indian currencies against the U.S. dollar, and (iv) hosting related cost of approximately
$233,000.

The increase in fiscal year 2007 was primarily due to (i) the research and development personnel cost related to the Cisco OEM agreement of
approximately $699,000, (ii) increased personnel expenses of $627,000 from the additional headcount from our operations in North America and
India operations, (iii) the increase in hosting costs of approximately $177,000 and depreciation and software expenses of $204,000, and (iv) an
increase in European expenses of approximately $229,000 related to the change in the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and British pound.

Based upon current revenue expectations, we anticipate cost of support and services to increase in absolute dollars in future periods. While we
continue to account for the Cisco OEM agreement with no profit for development related revenue the gross margins are subject to fluctuate
based upon the level of Cisco-related services.

Research and Development

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
2008 2007 2006 2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Research and Development $ 5,098 $ 3,973 $ 3,046 $ 1,125 28% $ 927 30%
Percentage of total revenue 17% 18% 13%
Research and development expenses primarily consist of compensation and benefits for our engineering, product management and quality
assurance personnel and, to a lesser extent, occupancy costs and related overhead. Research and development expense was $5.1 million, $4.0
million and $3.0 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This represented an increase of 28% or $1.1 million in the fiscal year
2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 30% or $927,000 in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006. Total research and
development expenses as a percentage of total revenues was 17% in the fiscal year 2008 compared to 18% in the fiscal year 2007. The
year-over-year increases are consistent with our continued commitment to invest in product innovation.

The increase in fiscal year 2008 was primarily due to (i) a net increase of $713,000 in personnel related costs related to the compensation
adjustment and increased headcount in North America partially offset by a reduction in the research and development personnel in India,
(ii) increased outside consulting services of $334,000 and (iii) an increase in international subsidiaries� expenses of approximately $165,000
related to the strengthening of the European and Indian currencies against the U.S. dollar and was partially offset by a decrease of $107,000 for
the services performed by research and development personnel in connection with the Cisco OEM agreement charged to cost of support and
services.

The increase in fiscal year 2007 included primarily (i) increased personnel and personnel-related costs of $1.1 million and (ii) an increase of
$423,000 in outside consulting expenses. The increase was partially offset by the services performed by research and development personnel in
connection with the Cisco OEM agreement.

Based upon our current product development plans, we anticipate the research and development expense to increase in fiscal year 2009.
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Sales and Marketing

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
2008 2007 2006 2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Sales $ 9,528 $ 10,673 $ 7,846 $ (1,145) (11)% $ 2,827 36%
Marketing $ 2,219 $ 2,180 $ 1,724 $ 39 2% $ 456 26%

Total Sales and Marketing $ 11,747 $ 12,853 $ 9,570 $ (1,106) (9)% $ 3,283 34%
Percentage of total revenue 39% 57% 42%
Sales and marketing expenses primarily consist of compensation and benefits for our sales, marketing and business development personnel, lead
generation activities, advertising, trade show and other promotional costs and, to a lesser extent, occupancy costs and related overhead. Sales and
marketing expense was $11.7 million, $12.9 million and $9.6 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This represented a
decrease of 9% or $1.1 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 34% or $3.3 million in fiscal year 2007
compared to fiscal year 2006. Total sales and marketing expenses as a percentage of total revenues was 39% in the fiscal year 2008 compared to
57% in the fiscal year 2007.

Total sales expense was $9.5 million for fiscal year 2008 compared to $10.7 million for fiscal year 2007 and $7.8 million for the fiscal year
2006. The decrease in fiscal year 2008 was primarily due to a decrease in personnel related cost of $1.5 million from the reduction in headcount
of the worldwide sales force and was partially offset by (i) an increase of $106,000 in outside consulting services and (ii) an increase of
$317,000 from the strengthening of the European currencies against the dollar.

The increase in fiscal year 2007 was primarily due to the increased personnel and personnel related costs of approximately $2.5 million and an
increase in European expenses of approximately $338,000 related to the change in the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and British pound.

The sales expenses also included the tele-marketing sales group that had previously been managed within the marketing group. The changes in
sales personnel costs related to the tele-marketing group included the increased expenses of $251,000 and $123,000 in fiscal years 2008 and
2007, respectively.

Total marketing expenses were $2.2 million, $2.2 million and $1.7 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006 respectively. Total marketing
expense in fiscal year 2008 remained unchanged from fiscal year 2007.The overall increase in fiscal year 2007 was primarily due to the increase
in lead generation and marketing programs as well as the expansion of the marketing groups in both Europe and India.

We expect sales and marketing expenses to remain relatively constant in fiscal year 2009.

General and Administrative

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
2008 2007 2006 2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
General and administrative $ 4,240 $ 2,884 $ 2,637 $ 1,356 47% $ 247 9%
Percentage of total revenue 14% 13% 12%
General and administrative expenses primarily consist of compensation and benefits for our finance, human resources, administrative and legal
services personnel, fees for outside professional services, provision for doubtful accounts and, to a lesser extent, occupancy costs and related
overhead. General and administrative expense was $4.2 million, $2.9 million and $2.6 million in the fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006,
respectively. This represented an increase of 47% or $1.3 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 9% or
$247,000 in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006. Total general and administrative expenses as a percentage of total revenues increased
to 14% in fiscal year 2008 as compared to 13% in the fiscal year 2007 period.
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The increase in fiscal 2008 was primarily due to (i) increased legal expense of $344,000 primarily related to the patent lawsuit that was settled in
September 2007, (ii) an increase of $570,000 in auditing and outside consulting expense primarily due to the costs associated with the
completion of the last fiscal year-end audit and annual report and consulting services for the implementation of SOX 404 and the new
accounting rule FIN 48, (iii) a $256,000 increase in personnel related expense, and (iv) the increase in international subsidiaries� expenses of
approximately $78,000 related to the strengthening of the European and Indian currencies against the U.S dollar and was partially offset by the
decrease of $139,000 in the bad debt reserve resulting from a settlement of an uncollectible account.

The increase in fiscal 2007 was primarily due to (i) increased legal expense of $171,000, (ii) an increase of $115,000 in personnel expenses
related to additional headcount and compensation adjustment for the North America and India operations and (iii) an increase in bad debt
expense of $101,000 that was primarily related to increased specific reserves for overdue accounts in our European Receivables and was
partially offset by (i) a decrease in sales tax expense by $94,000 and (ii) D&O insurance premiums reduced by $83,000.

Based upon current revenue expectations we anticipate general and administrative expenses to remain relatively constant in fiscal year 2009.

Impairment of Long Lived Assets

In connection with the transitional goodwill impairment evaluation provisions of SFAS No. 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets, (�SFAS
142�) we performed an annual goodwill impairment review on April 1 every year, and we found no impairment in the last three years.

In accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets, (�SFAS 144�), we review
long-lived assets for impairment, including property and equipment and intangible assets, whenever events or changes in business circumstances
indicate that the carrying amounts of the assets may not be fully recoverable. Under SFAS 144, an impairment loss would be recognized when
estimated undiscounted future cash flows expected to result from the use of the asset and its eventual disposition are less than its carrying
amount. Impairment, if any, is assessed using discounted cash flows. During fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, we did not have any such losses.

Valuation and Amortization of Stock-Based Compensation

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
  2008    2007    2006  2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Cost of support and services $ 41 $ 47 $ 34 $ (6) (13)% $ 13 38%
Research and development $ 57 $ 39 $ 53 $ 18 46% $ (14) (26)%
Sales and marketing $ 67 $ 127 $ 80 $ (60) (47)% $ (47) 59%
General and administrative $ 153 $ 60 $ 95 $ 93 155% $ (35) (37)%
Total Stock-Based Compensation $ 318 $ 273 $ 262 $ 45 16% $ 11 4%
Percentage of total revenue 1% 1% 1%
Stock based compensation expenses include the amortization of the fair value of share-based payments made to employees, members of our
Board of Directors and consultants, primarily in the form of stock options as we adopted the provision of SFAS 123R on July 1, 2005. The fair
value of stock options granted is recognized as an expense as the underlying stock options vest.

We use the modified prospective method to value our share-based payments under SFAS 123R. Accordingly, we accounted for stock
compensation under SFAS 123R and record compensation expense for all share-based payments made to employees based on the fair value at
the date of the grant.
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Based upon recent and anticipated option grants, we do not expect our stock compensation expense to increase significantly in fiscal year 2009.

Income / (Loss) from Operations

Fiscal Year Ended June 30 Year-Over-Year Change
2008 2007 2006 2007 to 2008 2006 to 2007

(in thousands)
Operating income / (loss) $ (2,614) $ (6,468) $ 95 $ 3,854 60% $ (6,563) (6908)%
Operating margin (14)% (49)% 1%
Loss from operations was $2.6 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to a loss of $6.5 million in fiscal year 2007 and income of $95,000 in fiscal
year 2006 This represented a decrease in operating loss of $3.8 million in fiscal year 2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase in
operating loss of $6.6 million in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal year 2006. The operating margin was a negative 14% in fiscal year 2008 and
a negative 49% in the fiscal year 2007 compared to a 1% margin in fiscal year 2006.

The reduction in operating loss in fiscal year 2008 was a net of (i) significant increase in total revenue of $7.6 million or 34% from the prior year
and (ii) an increase in overall costs and operating expense of $3.8 million which was primarily driven by costs associated with the increased
revenue and our continued commitment to product innovation.

The operating loss in fiscal 2007 was primarily related to (i) the increased cost from our investment in research and development and expansion
of the sales team and (ii) the shift in our customer�s buying patterns that resulted in an increase in new hosting business as percentage of total new
business booked in fiscal year 2007, where the hosting revenue is recognized ratably over the term of the hosting contract, which is typically one
to two years.

Interest Expense and Other Income (Expense)

Interest expense was $1.7 million, $1.2 million and $1.1 million in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. This represents an increase of
36% or $493,000 in fiscal year 2008 compared to fiscal year 2007 and an increase of 12% or $138,000 in fiscal year 2007 compared to fiscal
year 2006. The increase was primarily due to the compound interest rate applied to the related party notes.

Other income was $332,000 in fiscal year 2008 compared to other income of $72,000 in fiscal year 2007 and other expense of $32,000 in fiscal
year 2006. The other income in fiscal year 2008 was primarily from a foreign exchange gain related to the payments from international trade
receivables.

Income Tax Expense

Income tax expense for fiscal year 2008 was $206,000 compared to $136,000 and $146,000 in fiscal years 2007 and 2006 respectively. Income
tax expense was primarily related to the income tax provision for foreign subsidiaries.

Related Party Transactions

On December 24, 2002, we entered into a note and warrant purchase agreement with Ashutosh Roy, our Chief Executive Officer, pursuant to
which Mr. Roy made loans to us evidenced by subordinated secured promissory notes and received warrants to purchase shares of our common
stock in connection with each of such loans. Each five-year subordinated secured promissory note bears interest at an effective annual rate of
12% due and payable upon the term of such note. We have the option to prepay each note at any time subject to the prepayment penalties set
forth in such note. On December 31, 2002, Mr. Roy loaned to us $2.0 million under the agreement and received warrants that allow him to
purchase up to 236,742 shares at an exercise price equal to $2.11 per share. These warrants expired in December 2005. In connection with this
loan, we recorded $1.83
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million in related party notes payable and $173,000 of discount on the note related to the relative value of the warrants issued in the transaction
that will be amortized to interest expense over the five-year life of the note. The fair value of these warrants was determined using the
Black-Scholes valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 75%, a risk
free interest rate of 2%, and a dividend yield of 0%. On October, 31, 2003, we entered into an amendment to the 2002 note and warrant purchase
agreement with Mr. Roy, pursuant to which he loaned to us an additional $2.0 million and received additional warrants to purchase up to
128,766 shares at $3.88 per share. In connection with this additional loan we recorded $1.8 million in related party notes payable and $195,000
of discount on the notes related to the relative value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will be amortized to interest expense over the
five-year life of the note. The fair value of these warrants was determined using the Black-Scholes valuation method with the following
assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate of 2.25%, and a dividend yield of 0%.
On June 29, 2007, we entered into an agreement that amends and restates the 2002 and 2003 notes with Mr. Roy pursuant to which he loaned to
us an additional $2.0 million and received additional warrants that allowed him to purchase up to 333,333 shares at $1.20 per share. In
connection with this additional loan we recorded $1.8 million in related party notes payable and $187,000 of discount on the notes related to the
relative value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will be amortized to interest expense over the three�year life of the note. The fair value
of these warrants was determined using the Black-Scholes valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an
expected stock price volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate of 4.28%, and a dividend yield of 0%. In addition, the amendment extended the
maturity date of the previous notes through March 31, 2009. The principal and interest due on the loans as of June 30, 2008 was $9.3 million. As
of June 30, 2008, warrants to purchase 462,099 shares of common stock related to these financings were vested and outstanding.

On March 31, 2004, we entered into a note and warrant purchase agreement with Ashutosh Roy, our Chief Executive Officer, Oak Hill Capital
Partners L.P., Oak Hill Capital Management Partners L.P., and FW Investors L.P. (the �lenders�) pursuant to which the lenders loaned to us $2.5
million evidenced by secured promissory notes and received warrants to purchase shares of our common stock in connection with such loan. The
secured promissory notes have a term of five years and bear interest at an effective annual rate of 12% due and payable upon the maturity of
such notes. We have the option to prepay the notes at any time subject to the prepayment penalties set forth in such notes. The warrants allow the
lenders to purchase up to 312,500 shares at an exercise price of $2.00. These warrants expired in March 2007. We recorded $2.3 million in
related party notes payable and $223,000 of discount on the notes related to the relative value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will
be amortized to interest expense over the five year life of the notes. The fair value of these warrants was determined using the Black-Scholes
valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate
of 1.93%, and a dividend yield of 0%. The principal and interest due on the loans as of June 30, 2008 was $4.0 million. As of June 30, 2008,
there were no warrants outstanding related to this financing.

On September 24, 2008 we entered into an amendment that converts a portion of the outstanding related party debt under the prior notes into
shares of our common stock and extends the maturity date of the remaining outstanding related party debt to March 31, 2012 in addition to
providing warrants in consideration for the note extension (See Note 11 Subsequent Events).

New Accounting Pronouncements

In May 2008, the FASB issued SFAS No. 162, The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. SFAS 162 identifies the sources of
accounting principles and provides entities with a framework for selecting the principles used in preparation of financial statements that are
presented in conformity with GAAP. The current GAAP hierarchy has been criticized because it is directed to an entity�s auditor rather than the
entity. The FASB believes the GAAP hierarchy should be directed to entities because it is the entity that is responsible for selecting accounting
principles for financial statements that are presented in conformity with GAAP. The adoption of FASB 162 is not expected to have a material
impact on our consolidated financial position and results of operation.
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In April 2008, FASB issued FSP FAS No. 142-3, Determination of Useful Life of Intangible Assets, (FSP 142-3). FSP 142-3 amends the factors
that should be considered in developing renewal or extension assumptions used to determine the useful life of a recognized intangible asset
under SFAS 142, Goodwill and other intangible assets. FSP 142-3 is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2008. We are
currently assessing the impact of FSP 142-3 on our consolidated financial position results of operation.

In December 2007, the FASB issued SFAS No. 141 (revised 2007) (�SFAS 141R�), Business Combinations and SFAS No. 160 (�SFAS 160�),
Noncontrolling interests in Consolidated Financial Statements, an amendment of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51. SFAS 141R will change
how business acquisitions are accounted for and will impact financial statements both on the acquisition date and in subsequent periods. SFAS
160 will change the accounting and reporting for minority interests, which will be recharacterized as noncontrolling interests and classified as a
component of equity. SFAS 141R and SFAS 160 are effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15,
2008, and interim periods within those fiscal years. Early adoption is not permitted. We are currently assessing the impact of SFAS 141R and
SFAS 160 on our financial statements.

In June 2007, EITF issued, Issue No. 07-3, Accounting for Nonrefundable Advance Payments for Goods or Services to Be Used in Future
Research and Development Activities. Companies involved in research and development activities may make prepayments for goods or services
that will be used in future research and development activities. These fees generally relate to a variety of activities, and the business purpose of
these payments varies. In these types of arrangements, a portion of the advanced payment may be refundable; however, it is common for at least
a portion of the fees to be non-refundable. The issue is whether non-refundable advance payments for goods that will be used or for services that
will be performed in future research and development activities should be accounted for pursuant to FASB Statement No. 2, Accounting for
Research and Development Costs. We are currently assessing the impact of Issue No. 07-3 on our financial statements.

In February 2007, the FASB issued SFAS. 159, The Fair Value Option for Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities, (�SFAS 159�). SFAS 159
permits companies to choose to measure certain financial instruments and certain other items at fair value. The standard requires that unrealized
gains and losses on items for which the fair value option has been elected be reported in earnings. SFAS 159 is effective for the company
beginning in the first quarter of fiscal year 2009, although earlier adoption is permitted. We are currently assessing the impact of SFAS 159 on
our financial statements.

In September 2006, the FASB issued SFAS No. 157, Fair Value Measurement, and (�SFAS 157�). SFAS 157 defines fair value, establishes a
framework for measuring fair value in generally accepted accounting principles, and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. This
statement does not require any new fair value measurements. SFAS 157 is effective for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007 and
interim periods within those fiscal years. We are currently assessing the impact of SFAS 157 on our financial statements.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

Overview

Based upon the increased revenues and income from operations in fiscal years 2006 and 2005 as well as the positive cash flow from operating
activities in fiscal year 2006, we made increased investments in our business in fiscal year 2007 including the expansion in our product and sales
and marketing teams. This investment was driven in part by the OEM agreement we signed with Cisco Systems in August 2006. Resulting from
these investments we recorded annual revenue of $30.1 million in fiscal year 2008 our highest revenue in the last five fiscal years. Furthermore
we reduced our operating loss to $2.6 million from $6.5 million in the prior year. The increased operating costs and expense was primarily
driven by the increased revenue and our continued investment in product development in fiscal year 2008. In addition, net cash used in operating
activities was $2.8 million in both fiscal years 2008 and 2007. To assist in the financing of our operating activities in fiscal year 2008, we
changed to a new bank which provided us more flexibility in loan borrowing (see note 4 Bank
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Borrowing to the accompanying consolidated financial statements). As of June 30, 2008, our cash and cash equivalents were $3.8 million
compared to $6.2 million on June 30, 2007 and $6.9 million on June 30, 2006. As of June 30, 2008 we had a negative working capital of $2.7
with the restructuring of related party notes on September 24, 2008 (See Note 11�Subsequent Events), compared to a negative working capital of
$4.1 million at June 30, 2007. As of June 30, 2008, our deferred revenue was $5.2 million compared to $5.5 million on June 30, 2007. Based
upon our fiscal year 2009 plan, we believe that existing capital resources will enable us to maintain current and planned operations for at least
the next 12 months. However, if we do not experience the anticipated demand for our products, we will need to reduce costs, issue debt or equity
securities or borrow money to meet our cash requirements. From time to time, however, we may consider opportunities for raising additional
capital and/or exchanging all or a portion of our existing debt for equity. We can make no assurances that such opportunities will be available to
us on economic terms we consider favorable, if at all.

If adequate funds are not available on acceptable terms, our ability to achieve or sustain positive cash flows, maintain current operations, fund
any potential expansion, take advantage of unanticipated opportunities, develop or enhance products or services, or otherwise respond to
competitive pressures would be significantly limited. Our expectations as to our future cash flows and our future cash balances are subject to a
number of assumptions, including assumptions regarding anticipated increases in our revenue, the mix of new hosting and license business, our
ability to retain existing customers and customer purchasing and payment patterns, many of which are beyond our control.

On September 24, 2008 we entered into an amendment that converts a portion of the outstanding related party debt under the prior notes into
shares of our common stock and extends the maturity date of the remaining outstanding related party debt to March 31, 2012 in addition to
providing warrants in consideration for the note extension (See Note 11 Subsequent Events).

On June 27, 2008, we entered into a Loan and Security Agreement (�the Bridge Bank Credit Facility�) with Bridge Bank, N. A. (�Bridge Bank�)
(See Note 4��Bank Borrowings�). The Bridge Bank Credit Facility provides for the advance of up to the lesser of $3.0 million under a revolving
line of credit, or the sum of (i) 80% of certain qualified receivables, (ii) 75% of cash on deposit with Bridge Bank, (iii) the lesser of $1.5 million
or 60% of eligible unbilled license and hosting contracts, less (iv) the amount of any outstanding obligations to Bridge Bank. In addition, the
Bridge Bank Credit Facility allows for borrowings of up to $300,000 to pay off existing obligations to SVB and up to $300,000 to be used to
finance equipment purchases. There are financial covenants under this Agreement that require us to meet certain revenue performance and net
loss excluding non-cash charges requirements. If we fail to comply with our covenants under the Facility, Bridge Bank can declare any
outstanding amounts immediately due and payable and cease advancing money or extending credit to us. As of June 30, 2008 we were compliant
with these financial covenants.

On December 28, 2007, we entered into an amendment to our loan and security agreement (the �Credit Facility�) with Silicon Valley Bank (�SVB�)
(See Note 4��Bank Borrowings�). The Credit Facility provides for the advance of up to the lesser of $3.0 million or the sum of (i) 80% of certain
qualified receivables, (ii) 50% of our unrestricted cash on deposit with SVB, less the total outstanding obligations to SVB, (iii) 50% of certain
qualified hosting orders, less (iv) the amount of any outstanding letters of credit. This Credit Facility has been terminated as of June 30, 2008.

On June 29, 2007 we entered into an agreement that amends and restates outstanding notes issued to Mr. Roy. Pursuant to this amendment,
Mr. Roy loaned to us an additional $2.0 million and extended the maturity date of the previous notes through March 31, 2009. The principal and
interest due on the loans as of June 30, 2008 was $9.3 million. As of June 30, 2008, warrants to purchase 462,099 shares of common stock were
vested and outstanding.

On March 31, 2004, we entered into a note and warrant purchase agreement with Mr. Roy, Oak Hill Capital Partners L.P., Oak Hill Capital
Management Partners L.P., and FW Investors L.P. pursuant to which they loaned to us $2.5 million evidenced by secured promissory notes and
received warrants to purchase shares of our
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common stock in connection with such loan. The principal and interest due on the loans as of June 30, 2008 was $4.0 million. As of June 30,
2008, no warrants were outstanding.

Please refer to Note 3 to the accompanying consolidated financial statements for a further discussion of our related party notes.

Cash Flows

Net cash used in operating activities was $2.8 million in fiscal year 2008 unchanged from fiscal year 2007 compared to net cash provided by
operating activities of $3.0 million in fiscal year 2006. The net cash provided by or used in operating activities consisted primarily of net loss,
plus non-cash expenses related to depreciation, accrued interest and amortization of discount on related party notes, and the net change in
operating assets and liabilities. It also included a non-cash charge of stock-based compensation starting in fiscal year 2006.

The net change in operating assets and liabilities in fiscal year 2008 primarily consisted of the increase of $895,000 in accounts receivables and
decreases in accrued compensation by $224,000 and deferred revenue by $414,000. The increase in accounts receivables was a result of our
increase in revenue partially offset by continued improvement of our collection efforts. The decrease in accrued compensation was associated
with the decreased commission resulting from the decrease in new license and hosting contracts in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008. The
decrease in deferred revenue is primarily due to the decrease in deferred support and was partially offset by the increases in deferred hosting and
consulting services.

The net change in operating assets and liabilities in fiscal year 2007 primarily consisted of the increases in deferred revenue by $1.1 million,
accrued compensation by $576,000 and accounts payable by $522,000 and the decrease of $344,000 in accounts receivables. The significant
increase in deferred revenue primarily consisted of increases in deferred hosting and consulting services which was due to an increase in
prepayments from larger hosting customers and an increase in deferred hosting implementation services that will be recognized over the
estimated life of the hosting arrangements. The increase in accrued compensation was associated with the increased commission resulting from
the increase in new license and hosting contracts in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2007, when compared to new contracts in the fourth quarter
of fiscal year 2006. Accounts payable increase was related to the increased operating costs and expense from the investments in our business.
The decrease in accounts receivables was primarily due to the continued improvement of our collection efforts proven by the reductions in days
sales outstanding to 30 days for the quarter ended June 30, 2007 from 37 days for the comparable quarter a year ago.

To operate a cash-positive business depends on our ability to realize the benefits from the increased investments we made in fiscal years 2007
and 2008, including those made in connection with the Cisco OEM agreement, by increasing the level of our revenues, and continuing to
effectively manage working capital including collecting outstanding receivables within our standard payment terms. In addition, our ability to
generate future cash flows from operations could be negatively impacted by a decrease in demand for our products, which are subject to rapid
technological change or a reduction of capital expenditures by our customers as a result of a downturn in the global economy, among other
factors.

Net cash used in investing activities was $530,000 in fiscal year 2008 compared to $722,000 in fiscal year 2007 and $840,000 in fiscal year
2006. Cash used in investing activities in fiscal year 2008 consisted primarily of purchase of equipment for increased hosted customers and new
employees.

Net cash provided by financing activities was $838,000, $2.7 million and $123,000 in fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. Cash
provided by financing activities year-over-year consisted primarily of proceeds from new bank borrowings, net of payments on existing bank
borrowings. Cash provided by financing activities in fiscal year 2007 consisted primarily of proceeds from related party notes payable and
proceeds from new bank borrowing, partially offset by the payments on existing bank borrowings.
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Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

As of June 30, 2008, we did not have any off-balance sheet arrangements as defined by Securities and Exchange Commission regulations.

Commitments

The following table summarizes eGain�s contractual obligations, excluding interest payments, as of June 30, 2008 and the effect such obligations
are expected to have on its liquidity and cash flow in future periods (in thousands):

Year Ended June 30, 2008
Thereafter Total2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Operating and capital leases $ 796 $ 990 $ 975 $ 790 $ 807 $ 562 $ 4,920
Bank borrowings 100 3,192 �  �  �  �  3,292
Related party notes payable �  �  �  10,840 �  �  10,840
Co-Location 316 131 �  �  �  �  447

Total $ 1,212 $ 4,313 $ 975 $ 11,630 $ 807 $ 562 $ 19,499
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Quarterly Results of Operations

The following tables set forth certain unaudited consolidated statement of operations data for the eight quarters ended June 30, 2008. This data
has been derived from unaudited consolidated financial statements that, in the opinion of management, include all adjustments consisting only of
normal recurring adjustments, necessary for a fair presentation of such information when read in conjunction with the Consolidated Financial
Statements and Notes thereto.

The unaudited quarterly information should be read in conjunction with the Consolidated Financial Statements and Notes thereto included
elsewhere in this Form 10-K. We believe that period-to-period comparisons of our financial results are not necessarily meaningful and should
not be relied upon as an indication of future performance.

Quarters Ended
Jun. 30,

2008
Mar. 31,

2008
Dec. 31,

2007
Sep. 30,

2007
Jun. 30,

2007
Mar. 31,

2007
Dec. 31,

2006
Sep. 30,

2006
(in thousands)

Consolidated Statements of Operations
Data:

Revenue:
License $ 721 $ 2,234 $ 2,192 $ 1,423 $ 322 $ 599 $ 850 $ 1,635
Support and services 5,971 6,585 5,933 5,048 5,073 4,794 4,833 4,368

Total revenue 6,692 8,819 8,125 6,471 5,395 5,393 5,683 6,003
Cost of license 20 20 20 20 20 20 18 41
Cost of support and services 2,874 3,087 2,920 2,675 2,613 2,372 2,206 1,941

Gross profit 3,798 5,712 5,185 3,776 2,762 3,001 3,459 4,021
Operating costs and expenses:
Research and development 1,433 1,266 1,255 1,144 1,182 933 833 1,025
Sales and marketing 2,843 2,763 3,000 3,141 3,484 3,161 2,921 3,287
General and administrative 912 942 963 1,423 659 802 484 940

Total operating costs and expenses 5,188 4,971 5,218 5,708 5,325 4,896 4,238 5,252

Income / (Loss) from operations (1,390) 741 (33) (1,932) (2,563) (1,895) (779) (1,231)
Interest expense, net (432) (421) (402) (404) (329) (294) (276) (270)
Other income (expense), net 75 222 (7) 42 42 11 (5) 27

Income / (Loss) before income tax (1,747) 542 (442) (2,294) (2,850) (2,178) (1,060) (1,474)
Income tax (110) 10 (106) (64) (3) (54) (15)

Net income / (loss) $ (1,857) $ 542 $ (432) $ (2,400) $ (2,914) $ (2,181) $ (1,114) $ (1,489)

Per share information:
Basic and Diluted net income / (loss) per
common share $ (0.12) $ 0.04 $ (0.03) $ (0.16) $ (0.19) $ (0.14) $ (0.07) $ (0.10)

Weighted average shares used in computing
basic and diluted net income / (loss) per
common share 15,333 15,333 15,332 15,323 15,322 15,317 15,315 15,314
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ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK
We develop products in the United States and India and sell these products internationally. Generally, sales are made in local currency. As a
result, our financial results and cash flows could be affected by factors such as changes in foreign currency exchange rates or weak economic
conditions in foreign markets. To date, the effect of changes in foreign currency exchange rates on revenues and operating expense has not been
material. Identifiable assets denominated in foreign currencies at June 30, 2008 totaled approximately $4.0 million. We do not currently use
derivative instruments to hedge against foreign exchange risk. As such, we are exposed to market risk from fluctuations in foreign currency
exchange rates, principally from the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and the Euro and the British pound and the Rupee. Based on our
overall foreign currency rate exposure at June 30, 2008, we do not believe that a hypothetical 10% change in foreign currency rates would have a
material adverse affect on our financial position or results of operations.
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ITEM 8. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
eGain Communications Corporation

Consolidated Financial Statements

June 30, 2008 and 2007
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

Board of Directors and Stockholders

eGain Communications Corporation

Mountain View, California

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of eGain Communications Corporation and its subsidiaries (�the Company�) as of
June 30, 2008 and the related consolidated statements of operations, stockholders� deficit and comprehensive loss, and cash flows for the year
then ended. Our audit also included the financial statement schedule listed in the index to this Annual Report on Form 10-K at Part IV item
15(a)(2) as of and for the year ended June 30, 2008. These consolidated financial statements and the financial statement schedule are the
responsibility of the Company�s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements and financial
statement schedule based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight

Board (United States). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. The Company is not required to have, nor were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal
control over financial reporting. Our audit included consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company�s
internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of eGain
Communications Corporation and its subsidiaries as of June 30, 2008, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for the year, then
ended, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Also, in our opinion, the related financial
statement schedule, as of and for the year ended June 30, 2008, when considered in relation to the consolidated financial statements taken as a
whole, presents fairly, in all material respects, the information set forth therein.

/s/ BURR, PILGER & MAYER, LLP

San Jose, California

September 26, 2008
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Board of Directors and Stockholders

eGain Communications Corporation

Mountain View, California

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of eGain Communications Corporation as of June 30, 2007 and the related
consolidated statements of operations, stockholders� deficit and comprehensive loss, and cash flows for the years ended June 30, 2007 and 2006.
We have also audited the schedule listed in the accompanying index for the years ended June 30, 2007 and 2006. These financial statements are
the responsibility of the Company�s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. The Company is not required to have, nor were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal control over financial reporting.
Our audits included consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company�s internal control over financial reporting.
Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of eGain
Communications at June 30, 2007, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years ended June 30, 2007 and 2006, in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Also in our opinion, the schedule for the years ended June 30, 2007 and 2006 presents fairly, in all material respects, the information set forth
there in.

/s/ BDO Seidman, LLP

San Francisco, California

September 27, 2007
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eGAIN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

(in thousands, except per share amounts)

June 30,
2008 2007

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 3,790 $ 6,195
Restricted cash 13 13
Accounts receivable, less allowance for doubtful accounts of $204 and $221 at June 30, 2008 and 2007,
respectively 2,749 1,790
Prepaid and other current assets 818 662

Total current assets 7,370 8,660
Property and equipment, net 1,230 1,336
Goodwill 4,880 4,880
Other assets 434 486

Total Assets $ 13,914 $ 15,362

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS� DEFICIT
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable $ 1,669 $ 1,557
Accrued compensation 1,712 1,884
Accrued liabilities 1,632 1,496
Deferred revenue 4,871 5,541
Current portion of capital lease obligation 52 �  
Bank borrowings 100 2,293

Total current liabilities 10,036 12,771
Deferred revenue 293 �  
Capital lease obligation, net of current portion 78 �  
Related party notes payable 13,283 11,653
Bank borrowings, net of current portion 3,192 167
Other long term liabilities 321 185

Total liabilities 27,203 24,776

Commitments and contingencies (notes 6,9 and 10)

Stockholders� deficit:
Common stock, $0.001 par value, 50,000 shares authorized, 15,333 and 15,322 shares issued and
outstanding at June 30, 2008 and 2007 15 15
Additional paid-in capital 316,527 316,202
Notes receivable from stockholders (74) (77)
Accumulated other comprehensive loss (494) (438)
Accumulated deficit (329,263) (325,116)

Total stockholders� deficit (13,289) (9,414)

Total liabilities and stockholders� deficit $ 13,914 $ 15,362
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eGAIN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

(in thousands, except per share information)

Years Ended June 30,
2008 2007 2006

Revenue:
License $ 6,570 $ 3,407 $ 5,967
Support and services 23,537 19,066 16,597

Total revenue 30,107 22,473 22,564
Cost of license 80 99 231
Cost of support and services 11,556 9,132 6,985

Gross profit 18,471 13,242 15,348

Operating costs and expenses:
Research and development 5,098 3,973 3,046
Sales and marketing 11,747 12,853 9,570
General and administrative 4,240 2,884 2,637

Total operating costs and expenses 21,085 19,710 15,253

(Loss) Income from operations (2,614) (6,468) 95
Interest expense, net (1,659) (1,167) (1,040)
Other income 332 72 32

Loss before income tax (3,941) (7,563) (913)
Income tax (206) (136) (146)

Net loss $ (4,147) $ (7,699) $ (1,059)

Per share information:
Basic and Diluted net loss per common share (0.27) (0.50) $ (0.07)

Weighted average shares used in computing basic and diluted net loss per common share 15,330 15,317 15,308

Below is a summary of stock based compensation included in the costs and expenses above :
Cost of support and services $ 41 $ 47 $ 34
Research and development 57 39 53
Sales and marketing 67 127 80
General and administrative 153 60 95

Total stock-based compensation expense $ 318 $ 273 $ 262

See accompanying notes.
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eGAIN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS� DEFICIT AND COMPREHENSIVE LOSS

(in thousands)

Common Stock

Additional

Paid-in
Capital

Notes

Receivable

From
Stock-
holders

Accumulated

Other
Compre-
hensive

Income
(Loss)

Accum-
ulated
Deficit

Total
Stock-
holders

�(Deficit)
Equity

Compre-
hensive

LossShares Amount
BALANCES AT JUNE 30, 2005 15,288 $ 15 $ 315,467 $ (72) $ (456) $ (316,358) $ (1,404)

Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock
options, net of repurchases 22 �  5 �  �  �  5
Issuance of common stock under stock purchase
plan 4 �  2 �  �  �  2
Interest on stockholder notes �  �  �  (2) �  �  (2)
Stock based compensation FAS 123R �  �  262 �  �  �  262
Comprehensive loss:
Net loss �  �  �  �  �  (1,059) (1,059) $ (1,059)

Comprehensive loss �  �  �  �  �  �  �  $ (1,059)

BALANCES AT JUNE 30, 2006 15,314 15 315,736 (74) (456) (317,417) (2,196)
Interest on stockholder notes �  �  �  (3) �  �  (3)
Exercise of Common Stock 8 �  6 �  �  �  6 �  
Stock Based Compensation FAS 123 �  �  273 �  �  �  273
Warrant on related party note �  �  187 �  �  �  187
Comprehensive loss:
Net loss �  �  �  �  �  (7,699) (7,699) $ (7,699)
Foreign Currency translation adjustments �  �  �  �  18 �  18 18

Comprehensive loss �  �  �  �  �  �  $ (7,681)

BALANCES AT JUNE 30, 2007 15,322 15 316,202 (77) (438) (325,116) (9,414)
Interest on stockholder notes �  �  �  (3) �  �  (3) �  
Repayment on stockholders notes �  �  �  6 �  �  6
Exercise of Common Stock 11 �  7 �  �  7 �  
Stock Based Compensation FAS 123 �  �  318 �  �  �  318
Comprehensive loss:
Net loss �  �  �  �  �  (4,147) (4,147) (4,147)
Foreign Currency translation adjustments �  �  �  �  (56) �  (56) (56)

Comprehensive loss �  �  �  �  �  �  �  $ (4,203)

BALANCES AT JUNE 30, 2008 15,333 $ 15 $ 316,527 $ (74) $ (494) $ (329,263) $ (13,289)

See accompanying notes.
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eGAIN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

(in thousands)

Years Ended June 30,
2008 2007 2006

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net loss $ (4,147) $ (7,699) $ (1,059)
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization 752 645 413
Stock based compensation 318 273 262
Provisions for doubtful accounts and sales returns (76) 101 (146)
Accrued interest and amortization of discount on related party notes 1,630 1,189 1,074
Changes in operating assets and liabilities
Accounts receivable (895) 344 2,475
Prepaid and other current assets 96 (158) 493
Other assets (47) 57 (290)
Accounts payable 117 522 (125)
Accrued compensation (224) 576 (145)
Other accrued liabilities 112 219 (36)
Deferred revenue (414) 1,127 111
Other long term liabilities (33) (32) (13)

Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities (2,811) (2,836) 3,018
Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchases of property and equipment (530) (722) (840)

Net cash used in investing activities (530) (722) (840)
Cash flows from financing activities:
Payments on borrowings (13,139) (7,476) (5,835)
Proceeds from borrowings 13,970 8,162 5,953
Proceeds from related party notes payable �  2,000 �  
Proceeds from issuance of common stock, net of repurchases 7 6 5

Net cash provided by financing activities 838 2,692 123
Effect of exchange rate differences on cash 98 145 117

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents (2,405) (721) 2,418
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 6,195 6,916 4,498

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year $ 3,790 $ 6,195 $ 6,916

Supplemental cash flow disclosures:
Cash paid for interest $ 86 $ 72 $ 60
Cash paid for income taxes 206 136 83

Non cash item:
Purchase of equipment under capital lease $ 130 $ �  $ �  
Debt issue costs for issuance of warrants $ 168 $ �  $ �  

See accompanying notes.
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eGAIN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.    SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Organization, Nature of Business and Basis of Presentation

We are a leading provider of customer service and contact center software, used by global enterprises and fast-growing businesses. Trusted by
prominent enterprises and growing mid-sized companies worldwide, eGain�s award winning software has been helping organizations achieve and
sustain customer service excellence for more than a decade.

We have prepared the condensed consolidated financial statements pursuant to the rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange
Commission and included the accounts of our wholly-owned subsidiaries. All significant intercompany balances and transactions have been
eliminated.

Liquidity

On September 24, 2008 the company and related party note holders agreed to (i) convert approximately $6.5 million of the outstanding
indebtedness of approximately $13.3 million of principal and interest, into shares of eGain�s common stock at a price per share of $0.95, and (ii)
extend the maturity date of the remaining outstanding indebtedness to March 31, 2012. We believe that the conversion of a substantial portion of
the accrued debt into common stock along with the extension of the remainder of the debt through March 31, 2012, will allow us to avoid a
significant expenditure of cash or the need to obtain alternate financing necessary for the repayment of the promissory notes next fiscal year.
Please refer to Note 11. for a further discussion of this related party transaction.

Based upon our fiscal year 2009 plan, which incorporates the subsequent event on September 24, 2008, we believe that existing capital resources
will enable us to maintain current and planned operations at least through September 30, 2009. However, if we do not experience the anticipated
demand for our products, we will need to reduce costs, issue debt or equity securities or borrow money to meet our cash requirements. We can
make no assurances that such opportunities will be available to us on economic terms we consider favorable, if at all. If we are unable to obtain
any necessary additional financing, we may be required to further reduce the scope of our planned sales and marketing and product development
efforts, which could materially adversely affect our business, financial condition and operating results.

Principles of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of eGain and our wholly-owned subsidiaries. All significant intercompany balances
and transactions have been eliminated.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. The estimates are based upon information available
as of the date of the financial statements. Actual results could differ from those estimates.

We evaluate our significant estimates, including those related to revenue recognition, provision for doubtful accounts, valuation of stock-based
compensation, valuation of long-lived assets, valuation of deferred tax assets, and litigation, among others. We base our estimates on historical
experience and on various other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for
making judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. We refer to accounting
estimates of this type as �critical accounting estimates.�
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eGAIN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS�(Continued)

Foreign Currency Translation

The functional currency of each of our international subsidiaries is the local currency of the country in which it operates. Assets and liabilities of
our foreign subsidiaries are translated at month-end exchange rates, and revenues and expenses are translated at the average monthly exchange
rates. The resulting cumulative translation adjustments are recorded as a component of accumulated other comprehensive loss. Gains and losses
resulting from foreign currency transactions are included in the consolidated statements of operations and, to date, have not been significant.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

We consider all highly liquid investments with an original maturity of three months or less to be cash equivalents. As of June 30, 2008 and 2007,
we had only cash deposits at banks.

Fair Value of Financial Instruments

Our financial instruments consist of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable and debt. We do not have any derivative
financial instruments. We believe the reported carrying amounts of these financial instruments approximate fair value, based upon their
short-term nature and comparable market information available at the respective balance sheet dates and for the notes payable that the interest
rates remained substantially unchanged between the date of the notes payable and the balance sheet date.

Concentration of Credit Risk

Financial instruments that subject us to concentrations of credit risk consist principally of cash and cash equivalents and trade accounts
receivable. We are exposed to credit risk in the event of default by these institutions to the extent of the amount recorded on the balance sheet.
We invest excess cash primarily in money market funds, which are highly liquid securities that bear minimal risk. Our cash and cash equivalents
were $3.8 million as of June 30, 2008 which exceeded the FDIC limit. In addition, we have investment policies and procedures that are reviewed
periodically to minimize credit risk.

Our customer base extends across many different industries and geographic regions. We perform ongoing credit evaluations of our customers
with outstanding receivables and generally do not require collateral. In addition, we established an allowance for doubtful accounts based upon
factors surrounding the credit risk of customers, historical trends and other information. In the fiscal years ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006,
no single customer accounted for more than 10% of total revenue.

Sales to customers outside of North America accounted for $14.6 million, $10.2 million and $11.6 million of our total revenue in the fiscal years
2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are stated at cost, net of accumulated depreciation and amortization. Depreciation is computed using the straight-line
method over the estimated useful life of the respective assets (3 years). Leasehold improvements are amortized over the lesser of their
corresponding lease term or the estimated useful lives of the improvements (5 years). Leased equipment is depreciated over the lesser of the
lease term or 3 years.

Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets

Effective July 1, 2002, we adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (�SFAS�) No. 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets, (�SFAS
142�) and ceased amortization of goodwill and began reviewing
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS�(Continued)

it annually for impairment (or more frequently if impairment indicators arise). In addition, we evaluated our remaining purchased intangible
assets to determine that all such assets have determinable lives. We operate under a single reporting unit and accordingly, all of our goodwill is
associated with the entire company. Prior to the adoption of SFAS 142, we amortized goodwill on a straight-line basis over its estimated useful
life of three years. The purchased intangible assets including customer base and acquired technology are being amortized over the asset�s
estimated useful life, which ranges from three to four years. The amortizable intangibles were fully amortized in fiscal year 2004 and remaining
intangibles are for goodwill only. We performed annual impairment reviews for fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006 and found no impairment.

Impairment of Long-Lived Assets

In connection with the goodwill impairment evaluation provisions of SFAS 142, we performed an annual goodwill impairment review at April 1
every year and we found no impairment in the last three years.

In accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets, (�SFAS 144�), we review
long-lived assets for impairment, including property and equipment and intangible assets, whenever events or changes in business circumstances
indicate that the carrying amounts of the assets may not be fully recoverable. Under SFAS 144, an impairment loss would be recognized when
estimated undiscounted future cash flows expected to result from the use of the asset and its eventual disposition are less than its carrying
amount. Impairment, if any, is assessed using discounted cash flows. During fiscal 2008 and 2007, we did not have any such losses.

Revenue Recognition

Revenue Recognition

We derive revenues from two sources: license fees, and support and services. Support and services includes hosting, software maintenance and
support and professional services. Maintenance and support consists of technical support and software upgrades and enhancements. Professional
services primarily consist of consulting and implementation services and training. Significant management judgments and estimates are made
and used to determine the revenue recognized in any accounting period. Material differences may result in the amount and timing of our revenue
for any period if different conditions were to prevail.

We apply the provisions of Statement of Position (�SOP�) No. 97-2, Software Revenue Recognition, (�SOP 97-2�) as amended by SOP No. 98-9,
Modification of SOP 97-2, Software Revenue Recognition, With Respect to Certain Transactions, (�SOP 98-9�) to all transactions involving the
licensing of software products. In the event of a multiple element arrangement for a license transaction we evaluate the transaction as if each
element represents a separate unit of accounting taking into account all factors following the guidelines set forth in SOP 97-2, or for a hosting
transaction, Emerging Issues Task Force Issue (�EITF�) No. 00-21, Accounting for Revenue Arrangements with Multiple Deliverables, (�EITF
00-21�). For fixed fee arrangements the services revenues are recognized in accordance with the provisions of SOP No. 81-1, Accounting for
Performance of Construction Type and Certain Production Type Contracts, (�SOP 81-1�) when reliable estimates are available for the costs and
efforts necessary to complete the implementation services. When such estimates are not available, the completed contract method is utilized.

When licenses are sold together with system implementation and consulting services, license fees are recognized upon shipment, provided that
(i) payment of the license fees is not dependent upon the performance of the consulting and implementation services, (ii) the services are
available from other vendors, (iii) the services qualify for separate accounting as we have sufficient experience in providing such services, have
the ability to
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS�(Continued)

estimate cost of providing such services, and we have vendor specific objective evidence of pricing, and (iv) the services are not essential to the
functionality of the software.

We use signed software license and services agreements and order forms as evidence of an arrangement for sales of software, hosting,
maintenance and support. We use signed engagement letters to evidence an arrangement for professional services.

License Revenue

We recognize license revenue when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, the product has been delivered, no significant obligations
remain, the fee is fixed or determinable, and collection of the resulting receivable is probable. In software arrangements that include rights to
multiple software products and/or services, we use the residual method under which revenue is allocated to the undelivered elements based on
vendor specific objective evidence of the fair value of such undelivered elements. The residual amount of revenue is allocated to the delivered
elements and recognized as revenue assuming all other criteria for revenue recognition have been met. Such undelivered elements in these
arrangements typically consist of software maintenance and support, implementation and consulting services and in some cases hosting services.

Software is delivered to customers electronically or on a CD-ROM, and license files are delivered electronically. We assess whether the fee is
fixed or determinable based on the payment terms associated with the transaction. We have standard payment terms included in our contracts.
We assess collectibility based on a number of factors, including the customer�s past payment history and its current creditworthiness. If we
determine that collection of a fee is not reasonably assured, we defer the revenue and recognize it at the time collection becomes reasonably
assured, which is generally upon receipt of cash payment. If an acceptance period is required, revenue is recognized upon the earlier of customer
acceptance or the expiration of the acceptance period.

We periodically sell to resellers. License sales to resellers as a percentage of total revenue was approximately 1% in fiscal 2008 and 4% in fiscal
2007. Revenue from sales to resellers is generally recognized upon delivery to the reseller but depends on the facts and circumstances of the
transaction, such as our understanding of the reseller�s plans to sell the software, if there are any return provisions, price protection or other
allowances, the reseller�s financial status and our past experience with the particular reseller. Historically sales to resellers have not included any
return provisions, price protections or other allowances.

Professional Services Revenue

Included in support and services revenues are revenues derived from system implementation, consulting and training. For license transactions,
the majority of our consulting and implementation services and accompanying agreements qualify for separate accounting. We use vendor
specific objective evidence of fair value for the services and maintenance to account for the arrangement using the residual method, regardless of
any separate prices stated within the contract for each element. Our consulting and implementation service contracts are bid either on a fixed-fee
basis or on a time-and-materials basis. Substantially all of our contracts are on a time-and-materials basis. For time-and-materials contracts,
where the services are not essential to the functionality, we recognize revenue as services are performed. If the services are essential to
functionality, then both the product license revenue and the service revenues are recognized under the percentage of completion method. For a
fixed-fee contract, we recognize revenue based upon the costs and efforts to complete the services in accordance with the percentage of
completion method provided we are able to estimate such cost and efforts.

In August 2006, we entered into an OEM agreement with Cisco Systems. Under this agreement we will supply unified communications
technology for use in certain Cisco products. Pursuant to the agreement, there are
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS�(Continued)

certain minimum royalty payments due to us from Cisco based upon our successful delivery of certain milestones that are projected over the first
eighteen months of the agreement. The first major milestone was delivered and accepted in December 2006. This OEM agreement with Cisco
includes multiple elements, including significant product customizations that are subject to Cisco�s acceptance. We have determined that this
arrangement should be accounted for under the contract accounting method per paragraph 74 of SOP 97-2. In addition, we have determined that
no loss will be incurred in the arrangement, however, at present the lowest probable level of profit cannot be determined, and therefore, a zero
estimate of profit is used in calculating revenue. Revenue from this arrangement as a percentage of total revenue was approximately 3% for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, and is all related to professional services revenue.

For hosting, consulting and implementation services that do not qualify for separate accounting, we recognize the services revenue ratably over
the estimated life of the customer hosting relationship.

Training revenue is recognized when training is provided, or in the case of hosting, when the customer also has access to the hosting services, if
such training services meet the separable criteria.

Hosting Services Revenue

Included in support services revenues are revenues derived from our hosted service offerings. We recognize hosting services revenue ratably
over the period of the applicable agreement as services are provided. Hosting agreements are typically for a period of one or two years and
automatically renew unless either party cancels the agreement. The majority of the hosting services customers purchase a combination of our
hosting service and professional services. In some cases the customer may also acquire a license for the software.

We evaluate whether each of the elements in these arrangements represents a separate unit of accounting, as defined by EITF 00-21, using all
applicable facts and circumstances, including whether (i) we sell or could readily sell the element unaccompanied by the other elements, (ii) the
element has stand-alone value to the customer, (iii) there is objective reliable evidence of the fair value of the undelivered item, and (iv) there is
a general right of return. We consider the applicability of EITF No. 00-03, Application of SOP 97-2 to Arrangements That Include the Right to
Use Software Stored on Another Entity�s Hardware, (�EITF 00-03�) on a contract-by-contract basis. In hosted term-based agreements, where the
customer does not have the contractual right to take possession of the software, the revenue is recognized on a monthly basis over the term of the
contract. Amounts that have been invoiced are recorded in accounts receivable and in deferred revenue or revenue, depending on whether the
revenue recognition criteria have been met. For professional services that we determine do not have stand-alone value to the customer, we
recognize the services revenue ratably over the longer of the remaining contractual period or the remaining estimated life of the customer
hosting relationship, once hosting has gone live. We currently estimate the life of the customer hosting relationship to be 20 months based on the
average life of all hosting customer relationships.

If we determine that the customer has the contractual right to take possession of our software at any time during the hosting period without
significant penalty, and can feasibly run the software on its own hardware or enter into another arrangement with a third party to host the
software, a software element covered by SOP 97-2 exists. When a software element exists in a hosting services arrangement, we recognize the
license, professional services and hosting services revenues pursuant to SOP 97-2. We have established vendor specific objective evidence for
the hosting and support elements of perpetual license sales, based on the prices charged when sold separately and substantive renewal terms.
Accordingly, revenue for the perpetual software license element is determined using the residual method and is recognized upon delivery.
Revenue for the hosting and support elements is recognized ratably over the contractual time period. Professional services are recognized as
described
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS�(Continued)

above under �Professional Services Revenue�. If evidence of fair value cannot be established for the undelivered elements of an agreement, the
entire amount of revenue from the arrangement is recognized ratably over the period that these elements are delivered.

Maintenance and Support Revenue

Included in support services revenues are revenues derived from maintenance and support. Maintenance and support revenue is recognized
ratably over the term of the maintenance contract, which is typically one year. Maintenance and support is renewable by the customer on an
annual basis. Rates for maintenance and support, including subsequent renewal rates, are typically established based upon a specified percentage
of net license fees as set forth in the arrangement.

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts

We maintain an allowance for doubtful accounts to reserve for potential uncollectible trade receivables. We review our trade receivables by
aging category to identify specific customers with known disputes or collectability issues. We exercise judgment when determining the
adequacy of these reserves as we evaluate historical bad debt trends, general economic conditions in the U.S. and internationally, and changes in
customer financial conditions. If we made different judgments or utilized different estimates, material differences may result in additional
reserves for trade receivables, which would be reflected by charges in general and administrative expenses for any period presented. We write
off a receivable after all collection efforts have been exhausted and the amount deemed uncollectible.

Software Development Costs

We account for software development costs in accordance with SFAS No. 86, Accounting for the Costs of Computer Software to be Sold, Leased
or Otherwise Marketed, (�SFAS 86�) whereby costs for the development of new software products and substantial enhancements to existing
software products are included in research and development expense as incurred until technological feasibility has been established, at which
time any additional costs are capitalized. Technological feasibility is established upon completion of a working model. To date, software
development costs incurred in the period between achieving technological feasibility and general availability of software have not been material
and have been charged to operations as incurred.

Advertising Costs

We expense advertising costs as incurred. Total advertising expenses for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006 were $254,000,
$358,000 and $520,000, respectively.

Stock-Based Compensation

We adopted SFAS No. 123 (revised 2004), Share-Based Payment, (�SFAS 123R�) effective July 1, 2005. SFAS 123R is a complex accounting
standard, the application of which requires significant judgment and the use of estimates, particularly surrounding Black-Scholes valuation
assumptions such as stock price volatility and expected option lives, as well as expected option forfeiture rates to value equity-based
compensation. SFAS 123R also requires that the benefit of tax deductions in excess of recognized compensation cost be reported as a financing
cash flow, rather than as an operating cash flow as required under current literature. This requirement will reduce net operating cash flows and
increase net financing cash flows in periods after the effective date. This tax difference for unexercised options must also be recorded as a
deferred tax item and recorded in additional paid in capital. Based on preliminary reviews we do not believe that this will have a material impact.
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Income Taxes

Income taxes are accounted for using the liability method in accordance with SFAS No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes, (�SFAS 109�). Under
this method, deferred tax liabilities and assets are recognized for the estimated future tax consequences attributable to differences between the
financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases. A valuation allowance is recorded to reduce
deferred tax assets to an amount where realization is more likely than not.

In June 2006, the FASB issued Interpretation No. 48 (FIN48), �Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes�An Interpretation of FASB
Statement No. 109�. FIN 48 clarifies the accounting for uncertainty in income taxes recognized in an entity�s financial statements in accordance
with FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (�SFAS�) No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes and prescribes a recognition threshold
and measurement attributes for financial statement disclosure of tax positions taken or expected to be taken on a tax return. Additionally, FIN 48
provides guidance on de-recognition, classification, interest and penalties, accounting in interim periods, disclosure and transition. We adopted
FIN 48 on July 1, 2007 and the adoption of FIN 48 did not have a material impact on our financial positions, results of operations or cash flows.
See Note 5 for additional information on FIN 48.

Comprehensive Loss

eGain reports comprehensive loss and its components in accordance with SFAS No. 130, Reporting Comprehensive Income, (�SFAS 130�). Under
SFAS 130, comprehensive income includes all changes in equity during a period except those resulting from investments by or distributions to
owners. Total comprehensive loss for each of the three years in the period ended June 30, 2008 is shown in the statement of stockholders� equity
(deficit). Accumulated other comprehensive loss presented in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets at June 30, 2008 and 2007 consist
solely of accumulated foreign currency translation adjustments.

Net Loss Per Common Share

Basic net loss per common share is computed using the weighted-average number of shares of common stock outstanding.

The following table represents the calculation of basic and diluted net loss per common share (in thousands, except per share data):

Year ended June 30,
2008 2007 2006

Net loss applicable to common stockholders $ (4,147) $ (7,699) $ (1,059)

Basic and diluted net loss per common share $ (0.27) $ (0.50) $ (0.07)

Weighted average common shares used in computing basic and diluted net loss per
common share 15,330 15,317 15,308

Outstanding options and warrants to purchase 2,814,313, 2,402,507, 2,326,300 shares of common stock at June 30, 2008, 2007, and 2006,
respectively, were not included in the computation of diluted net loss per common share for the periods presented as a result of their anti-dilutive
effect. Such securities could have a dilutive effect in future periods.
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Segment Information

We operate in one segment, the development, license, implementation and support of our customer service infrastructure software solutions.
Operating segments are identified as components of an enterprise for which discrete financial information is available and regularly reviewed by
the company�s chief operating decision-maker to make decisions about resources to be allocated to the segment and assess its performance. Our
chief operating decision-makers, as defined under SFAS No. 131, Disclosures about Segments of an Enterprise and Related Information, (�SFAS
131�) are our executive management team. Our chief operating decision-maker reviews financial information presented on a consolidated basis
for purposes of making operating decisions and assessing financial performance. Information relating to our geographic areas for the fiscal years
ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006 is as follows (in thousands):

Total
Revenues

Operating

Earning
(Loss)

Identifiable
Assets

Year ended June 30, 2008:
North America $ 15,512 $ (1,459) $ 5,098
Europe 14,297 2,052 2,773
Asia Pacific 298 (3,207) 1,163

$ 30,107 $ (2,614) $ 9,034

Year ended June 30, 2007:
North America $ 12,258 $ (2,911) $ 6,901
Europe 9,788 (651) 2,531
Asia Pacific 427 (2,906) 1,120

$ 22,473 $ (6,468) $ 10,552

Year ended June 30, 2006:
North America $ 10,957 $ (1,065) $ 6,744
Europe 11,036 2,684 3,736
Asia Pacific 571 (1,524) 745

$ 22,564 $ 95 $ 11,225

The following table provides the revenue for the fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006:

June 30,
2008 2007 2006

Revenue:
License $ 6,570 $ 3,407 $ 5,967
Hosting services 5,825 4,356 3,658
Maint. and support services 9,505 8,832 8,431
Professional services 8,207 5,878 4,508
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For the twelve months ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006 there were no customers that accounted for more than 10% of total revenue.
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New Accounting Pronouncements

In May 2008, the FASB issued SFAS No. 162 (�SFAS 162�), The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. SFAS 162 identifies
the sources of accounting principles and provides entities with a framework for selecting the principles used in preparation of financial
statements that are presented in conformity with GAAP. The current GAAP hierarchy has been criticized because it is directed to auditor rather
than the entity. The FASB believes the GAAP hierarchy should be directed to entities because it is the entity that is responsible for selecting
accounting principles for financial statements that are presented in conformity with GAAP. The adoption of FASB 162 is not expected to have a
material impact on the company�s consolidated financial position and results of operation.

In April 2008 FASB issued FSP FAS No. 142-3 (�FSP 142-3�), Determination of Useful Life of Intangible Assets. FSP 142-3 amends the factors
that should be considered in developing renewal or extension assumptions used to determine the useful life of a recognized intangible asset
under SFAS 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets. FSP 142-3 is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2008. The
company is currently assessing the impact of FSP 142-3 on its consolidated financial position results of operation.

In December 2007, the FASB issued SFAS No. 141 (revised 2007) (�SFAS 141R�), Business Combinations and SFAS No. 160 (�SFAS 160�),
Noncontrolling interests in Consolidated Financial Statements, an amendment of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51. SFAS 141R will change
how business acquisitions are accounted for and will impact financial statements both on the acquisition date and in subsequent periods. SFAS
160 will change the accounting and reporting for minority interests, which will be recharacterized as noncontrolling interests and classified as a
component of equity. SFAS 141R and SFAS 160 are effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15,
2008, and interim periods within those fiscal years. Early adoption is not permitted. We are currently assessing the impact of SFAS 141R and
SFAS 160 on our financial statements.

In June 2007, EITF issued, Issue No. 07-3, Accounting for Nonrefundable Advance Payments for Goods or Services to Be Used in Future
Research and Development Activities. Companies involved in research and development activities may make prepayments for goods or services
that will be used in future research and development activities. These fees generally relate to a variety of activities, and the business purpose of
these payments varies. In these types of arrangements, a portion of the advanced payment may be refundable; however, it is common for at least
a portion of the fees to be non-refundable. The issue is whether non-refundable advance payments for goods that will be used or for services that
will be performed in future research and development activities should be accounted for pursuant to FASB Statement No. 2, Accounting for
Research and Development Costs. We are currently assessing the impact of Issue No. 07-3 on our financial statements.

In February 2007, the FASB issued SFAS. 159, The Fair Value Option for Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities, (�SFAS 159�). SFAS 159
permits companies to choose to measure certain financial instruments and certain other items at fair value. The standard requires that unrealized
gains and losses on items for which the fair value option has been elected be reported in earnings. SFAS 159 is effective for the company
beginning in the first quarter of fiscal year 2009, although earlier adoption is permitted. We are currently assessing the impact of SFAS 159 on
our financial statements.

In September 2006, the FASB issued SFAS No. 157, Fair Value Measurement, (�SFAS 157�). SFAS 157 defines fair value, establishes a
framework for measuring fair value in generally accepted accounting principles, and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. This
statement does not require any new fair value measurements. SFAS 157 is effective for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007 and
interim periods within those fiscal years. We are currently assessing the impact of SFAS 157 on our financial statements.
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2.    PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

Property and equipment consists of the following:

June 30,
2008 2007

Computers and equipment $ 2,881 $ 2,187
Furniture and fixtures 132 164
Leasehold improvements 156 70

Total 3,169 2,421
Accumulated depreciation and amortization (1,939) (1,085)

Property and equipment, net $ 1,230 $ 1,336

Depreciation expense was $752,000, $646,000, $413,000 and for the years ended June 30, 2008, 2007and 2006, respectively. Disposal of fixed
assets was $2.1 million, $53,000 and $78,000 at June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006 respectively.

3.    RELATED PARTY NOTES PAYABLE

During fiscal year 2003, we entered into a note and warrant purchase agreement with Ashutosh Roy, our Chief Executive Officer, pursuant to
which Mr. Roy made loans to us evidenced by subordinated secured promissory notes and received warrants to purchase shares of our common
stock in connection with each of such loans. Each five year subordinated secured promissory note bears interest at an effective annual rate of
12% due and payable upon the term of such note. We have the option to prepay each note at any time subject to the prepayment penalties set
forth in such note. On December 31, 2002, Mr. Roy loaned us $2.0 million under the agreement and received warrants that allow him to
purchase up to 236,742 shares at an exercise price equal to $2.11 per share. These warrants expired in December 2005. In connection with this
loan, we recorded $1.83 million in related party notes payable and $173,000 of discount on the note related to the relative value of the warrants
issued in the transaction that will be amortized to interest expense over the five year life of the note. The fair value of these warrants was
determined using the Black-Scholes valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price
volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate of 2%, and a dividend yield of 0%. On October, 31, 2003, we entered into an amendment to the 2002
note and warrant purchase agreement with Mr. Roy, pursuant to which he loaned to us an additional $2.0 million and received additional
warrants to purchase up to 128,766 shares at $3.88 per share. In connection with this additional loan we recorded $1.8 million in related party
notes payable and $195,000 of discount on the notes related to the relative value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will be amortized
to interest expense over the five year life of the note. The fair value of these warrants was determined using the Black-Scholes valuation method
with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate of 2.25%, and a
dividend yield of 0%. On June 29, 2007, we amended and restated the 2002 and 2003 notes with Mr. Roy and he loaned to us an additional $2.0
million and received additional warrants that allowed him to purchase up to 333,333 shares at $1.20 per share. In connection with this additional
loan we recorded $1.8 million in related party notes payable and $187,000 of discount on the notes related to the relative value of the warrants
issued in the transaction that will be amortized to interest expense over the three -year life of the note. The fair value of these warrants was
determined using the Black-Scholes valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price
volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate of 4.28%, and a dividend yield of 0%. In addition, the amendment extended the maturity date of the
previous notes through March 31, 2009. The principal and interest due on the loans as of June 30, 2008 was $9.3 million. As of June 30, 2008,
warrants to purchase 462,099 shares of common stock issued in connection with these financing were vested and outstanding.
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On March 31, 2004, we entered into a note and warrant purchase agreement with Ashutosh Roy, our Chief Executive Officer, Oak Hill Capital
Partners L.P., Oak Hill Capital Management Partners L.P., and FW Investors L.P. (the �lenders�) pursuant to which the lenders loaned to us $2.5
million evidenced by secured promissory notes and received warrants to purchase shares of our common stock in connection with such loan. The
secured promissory notes have a term of five years and bear interest at an effective annual rate of 12% due and payable upon the maturity of
such notes. We have the option to prepay the notes at any time subject to the prepayment penalties set forth in such notes. The warrants allow the
lenders to purchase up to 312,500 shares at an exercise price of $2.00. These warrants expired in March 2007. We recorded $2.3 million in
related party notes payable and $223,000 of discount on the notes related to the relative value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will
be amortized to interest expense over the five year life of the notes. The fair value of these warrants was determined using the Black-Scholes
valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate
of 1.93%, and a dividend yield of 0%. The principal and interest due on the loans as of June 30, 2008 was $4.0 million. As of June 30, 2008,
there were no warrants outstanding related to this financing.

On September 24, 2008 we entered into an amendment that converts a portion of the outstanding related party debt under the prior notes into
shares of our common stock and extends the maturity date of the remaining outstanding related party debt to March 31, 2012 in addition to
providing warrants in consideration for the note extension (See Note 11 Subsequent Events).

4.    BANK BORROWINGS

On October 29, 2004, we entered into a loan and security agreement (the �SVB Credit Facility�) with Silicon Valley Bank (�SVB�) which replaced
the existing accounts receivable purchase agreement. The SVB Credit Facility provided for the advance of up to the lesser of $1.5 million or
80% of certain qualified receivables. The SVB Credit Facility bears interest at a rate of prime plus 2.5% per annum, provided that if we maintain
an adjusted quick ratio of greater than 2.00 to 1.00, then the rate will be reduced to a rate of prime plus 1.75%. In addition, the SVB Credit
Facility carries a $750 per month collateral monitoring fee. There are financial covenants under this agreement that require us to meet certain
minimum rolling three-month operating losses during the term of the SVB Credit Facility.

On December 28, 2004, we entered into an amendment to the SVB Credit Facility that revised the terms to allow for the advance of up to $1.5
million. On March 29, 2005, we entered into a further amendment to the SVB Credit Facility that revised the terms to allow for the advance of
up to an additional $750,000 to be used to finance equipment purchases (the �Equipment Line�). Interest accrues from the date of each advance,
under the Equipment Line, at a rate of prime plus 3% per annum. Each advance under the Equipment Line must be repaid in 24 equal monthly
payments of principal and interest, commencing on the first day of the first month following the date the advance is made, and continuing on the
first day of each succeeding month.

On January 27, 2006 we entered into an extension of our SVB Credit Facility with SVB. The amendment extended the termination date to
July 28, 2006 and the advance level under the Equipment Line was modified not to exceed $124,165, plus the unpaid principal balance of the
Equipment Advances outstanding as of January 25, 2006. On July 28, 2006 we entered into an extension of our SVB Credit Facility with SVB to
extend the termination date to October 2, 2006.

On December 22, 2006, we entered into an amendment to the SVB Credit Facility that revised the terms to allow for the advance of up to the
lesser of $2.0 million or the sum of 80% of certain qualified receivables and 50% of our unrestricted cash on deposit with SVB less the total
outstanding obligations to SVB and any outstanding letters of credit. The amendment also revised the interest at a rate of prime plus 1.75% per
annum,
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provided that if we maintain an adjusted quick ratio of greater than 1.40 to 1.00, then the rate will be reduced to a rate of prime plus 1.00%. The
SVB Equipment Line was also revised to allow for the advance of up to an additional $500,000 with interest accruing at a rate equal to prime
plus 2% per annum. SVB had agreed to forebear any financial covenants non compliance through June 30, 2007.

As of June 30, 2008, we had paid off all advances under the SVB Credit Facility and SVB Equipment Line. The Credit Facility and Equipment
Line terminated immediately following such payoff. As of June 30, 2007 the outstanding balance under the SVB Credit Facility was $2.0 million
and the interest rate was 10%. The amount outstanding under the SVB Equipment Line as of June 30, 2007 was $493,400 with a weighted
average interest rate of 10.30%.

On June 27, 2008, we entered into a Loan and Security Agreement (the �Bridge Bank Credit Facility�) with Bridge Bank, N. A. (�Bridge Bank�).
Our obligations under the Facility are secured by a lien on our assets including intellectual property. Holders of certain outstanding secured
promissory notes have subordinated their security interests to those of the Bank pursuant to a Subordination Agreement dated as of June 24,
2008. The Bridge Bank Credit Facility provides for the advance of up to the lesser of $3.0 million under a revolving line of credit, or the sum of
(i) 80% of certain qualified receivables, (ii) 75% of cash on deposit with Bridge Bank, (iii) the lesser of $1.5 million or 60% of eligible unbilled
license and hosting contracts, less (iv) the amount of any outstanding obligations to Bridge Bank. The revolving credit line has a maturity date of
June 24, 2010 and bears interest at a rate of prime plus 0.5% per annum, provided that we maintain an average monthly cash balance of $1
million (the �Required Balance�), or the rate will be increased to a rate of prime plus 1%. As of June 30, 2008 the outstanding balance under the
Bridge Bank Credit Facility was $3.0 million, and the interest rate was 5.5%. The Bridge Bank Credit Facility also provides up to $300,000 to
pay off existing obligations to SVB (the �Bridge Bank Term Loan�) and is payable in thirty six equal monthly payments of principal and interest.
In addition, the Bridge Bank Credit Facility allows for an advance of up to $300,000 to be used to finance equipment purchases (the �Bridge
Bank Equipment Line�) which must be repaid in 30 equal monthly payments of principal and interest, commencing on the tenth day of the first
month following the date the advance is made, and continuing for each succeeding month. Terms for both the Bridge Bank Term Loan and the
Bridge Bank Equipment Line include: (i) interest that accrues from the date of each advance at a rate of prime plus 1% per annum, provided that
we maintain the Required Balance, or the rate will be increased to a rate of prime plus 1.5% (ii) once repaid, amounts cannot be reborrowed and
(iii) a maturity date of June 24, 2011. There are financial covenants under this Bridge Bank Credit Facility that require us to meet certain
revenue performance and net loss excluding non-cash charges requirements. If we fail to comply with our covenants under the Facility, Bridge
Bank can declare any outstanding amounts immediately due and payable and cease advancing money or extending credit to us. As of June 30,
2008 we were compliant with these financial covenants. As of June 30, 2008 the amount outstanding under the Bridge Bank Term Loan Line
was $292,000 with an interest rate of 6% and there was nothing outstanding under the Bridge Bank Equipment Line.

The following table summarizes debt maturities during each of the next five fiscal years and thereafter on an aggregate basis at June 30, 2008.

Bank Borrowing
2009 $ 100
2010 3,192
2011 �  
2012 �  
2013 �  
Thereafter �  

Total Bank Borrowing $ 3,292
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5.    INCOME TAXES

Net income / (loss) before income taxes consisted of the following (in thousands):

June 30,
2008 2007 2006

United States $ (4,679) $ (6,348) $ (3,216)
Foreign 738 (1,215) (2,303)

Total $ (3,941) $ (7,563) $ (913)

The following table reconciles the federal statutory tax rate to the effective tax rate of the provision for income taxes:

June 30,
2008 2007 2006

Federal statutory income tax rate 34.0% 34.0% 34.0%
Current state taxes 0.2 3.4 3.0
Foreign taxes 1.5 (0.7) (13.0)
Permanent items 0.0 (0.8) (2.8)
Expired NOL (38.4) 0 0
Other items 0.7 0.8 (2.1)
Net change in valuation allowance (3.2) (38.1) (33.4)

Effective tax rate (5.2)% (1.4)% (14.3)%

The provision for foreign and state income taxes for year ended June 30, 2008 is $206,000. We recorded a provision for foreign and state income
taxes of $136,000 and $146,000 for the years ended June 30, 2007 and 2006 respectively.

The components of the income tax provision are as follows (in thousands):

June 30,
2008 2007 2006

Current:
Federal $ �  $ �  $ �  
Foreign 190 128 132
State 16 8 14

Total current 206 136 146
Deferred:
Federal �  �  �  
Foreign �  �  �  
State �  �  �  
Total deferred �  �  �  
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As of June 30, 2008, we had federal and state net operating loss carryforwards of approximately $205 million and $41.5 million, respectively.
The net operating loss carryforwards will expire at various dates beginning in 2009 through 2028, if not utilized. Partial amounts of the net
operating loss are generated from the exercise of options and the tax benefit would be credited directly to stockholder�s equity. We also had
federal
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research and development credit carryforwards of approximately $2.1 million as of June 30, 2008 which will expire at various dates beginning in
2015 through 2028, if not utilized. The California research and development credit carryforwards is approximately $2.7 million as of June 30,
2008. The California R&D credits have an indefinite carryover period. We also have UK net operating loss carryforwards of approximately
$17.1 million as of June 30, 2008.

Utilization of the net operating losses and credits may be subject to a substantial limitation due to the �change in ownership� provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and similar state provisions. The annual limitation may result in the expiration of net operating losses and credits
before utilization.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities reflect the net tax effects of net operating loss and credit carryforwards and of temporary differences between
the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting and the amounts used for income tax purposes. Significant components of
our deferred tax assets and liabilities for federal and state income taxes are as follows (in thousands):

June 30,
2008 2007

Deferred tax assets:
Net operating loss carryforwards $ 72,100 $ 71,900
Research credits 3,000 3,800
Capitalized research and development 500 500
Stock compensation 300 0
Other 300 500

Total deferred tax assets 76,200 76,700
Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets (76,200) (76,700)

Net Deferred Tax Assets $ �  $ �  

FASB 109 provides for the recognition of deferred tax assets if realization of such assets is more likely than not. Based upon the weight of
available evidence, which includes our historical operating performance and the reported cumulative net losses in all prior years, we have
provided a full valuation allowance against our net deferred tax assets.

The net valuation allowance decreased by $500,000 for year ended June 30, 2008 compared to the decreases of $2.9 million and $1.5 million for
year ended June 30, 2007 and June 30, 2006, respectively.

Uncertain Tax Positions

Effective July 1, 2007, the Company adopted the provisions of FIN 48. As a result there was no cumulative effect of a change in accounting
principle.

The aggregate changes in the balance of the Company�s gross unrecognized tax benefits during 2007 were as follows (in thousands):

July 1, 2007 $ 1,100,000
Increases in balances related to tax provisions taken during current periods $ 136,000
June 30, 2008 $ 1,236,000
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If the ending balance of $1,236,000 of unrecognized tax benefits at June 30, 2008 were recognized, approximately $146,000 would affect the
effective income tax rate. In accordance with the company�s accounting policy, it recognizes accrued interest and penalties related to
unrecognized tax benefits in the provision for income taxes. This policy did not change as a result of the adoption of FIN No. 48. The company
had accrued interest and penalties of $16,000 at June 30, 2008 as of the date of adoption of FIN No. 48.

We do not anticipate the amount of existing unrecognized tax benefits will significantly increase or decrease within the next 12 months. We file
income tax returns in the United States, and various state and foreign jurisdictions. In these jurisdictions tax years 1994-2007 remain subject to
examination by the appropriate governmental agencies due to tax loss carryovers from those years.

6.    LEASE COMMITMENTS

We lease our facilities under noncancelable operating leases that expire on various dates through fiscal year 2013. Rent expense for facilities
under operating leases was $1.4 million, $1.2 million and $962,000 for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. In
addition, we generated sublease rental income of $0, $0 and $14,000 for the fiscal years 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. A summary of future
minimum lease payments is as follows (in thousands):

Fiscal Year
Operating

Leases
2009 737
2010 931
2011 945
2012 790
2013 807
Thereafter 562

Total minimum lease payments $ 4,772

7.    EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS

We sponsor an employee savings and retirement plan (the �401(k) Plan�) as allowed under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code. The
401(k) Plan is available to all domestic employees who meet minimum age and service requirements, and provides employees with tax deferred
salary deductions and alternative investment options. Employees may contribute up to 60% of their salary, subject to certain limitations. eGain,
at the discretion of its Board of Directors, may make contributions to the 401(k) Plan. We have not contributed to the 401(k) Plan since its
inception.

8.    STOCKHOLDERS� EQUITY

Convertible Preferred Stock

On August 8, 2000, we issued 35.11 shares of non-voting Series A Cumulative Convertible Preferred Stock (�Series A�), $100,000 stated value
per share, and 849.89 shares of non-voting Series B Cumulative Convertible Preferred Stock (�Series B�), $100,000 stated value per share in a
private placement to certain investors. The Series B shares automatically converted into Series A shares upon stockholder approval on
November 20, 2000 at the annual stockholders meeting. In addition, the investors received warrants to purchase approximately 382,600 shares of
our common stock (the �Warrants�). These Warrants expired in August 2005. The total proceeds of the offering were $88.5 million. Accrued
dividends, representing the increase in liquidation value at the rate of 6.75% per
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annum, were charged against additional paid-in capital and are included in net loss applicable to common stockholders. For the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2008, 2007, and 2006, accrued dividends were $0.

Holders of a majority of our outstanding common stock approved a proposal to amend our certificate of incorporation resulting in the conversion
of all of the outstanding shares of 6.75% Series A into approximately 11.6 million shares of common stock at our annual meeting held on
December 15, 2004. The conversion of all outstanding Series A and accreted dividends into common stock was effective on December 23, 2004
and each issued and outstanding share of Series A, along with all accrued dividends thereon, converted into 13,097 shares of common stock.

Common Stock

We have reserved shares of common stock for issuance at June 30, 2008 as follows:

Stock Options:
Options outstanding 2,278,324
Reserved for future grants 441,966
Employee Stock Purchase Plan 106,488
Warrants 535,988

3,362,766

Common Stock Warrants

As discussed above, we issued 35.11 shares of Series A and 849.89 shares of Series B in a private placement to certain investors. The Series B
shares automatically converted into Series A shares upon stockholder approval on November 20, 2000 at the annual stockholders meeting. In
addition, investors received warrants to purchase an aggregate of approximately 383,000 shares of our common stock with a current warrant
exercise price of $56.875 per share. These warrants expired in August 2005.

On December 24, 2002, we entered into a note and warrant purchase agreement with Ashutosh Roy, our Chief Executive Officer, pursuant to
which Mr. Roy made loans to us evidenced by one or more subordinated secured promissory notes and received warrants to purchase 236,742
shares of the our common stock at an exercise price equal to $2.11 per share in connection with such loans. The fair value of these warrants was
determined using the Black-Scholes valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price
volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate of 2%, and a dividend yield of 0%. We recorded $1.83 million in related party notes payable and
$173,000 of discount on the notes related to the value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will be amortized to interest expense ratably
over the five year life of the note with conformed charges. These warrants expired in August 2005.

On October 31, 2003, we entered into an amendment to the 2002 purchase agreement with Mr. Roy in which he received additional warrants to
purchase 128,766 shares of our common stock at an exercise price equal to $3.88 per share. The fair value of these warrants was determined
using the Black-Scholes valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 75%,
a risk free interest rate of 2.25%, and a dividend yield of 0%. We recorded $1.8 million in related party notes payable and $195,000 of discount
on the notes related to the value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will be amortized to interest expense ratably over the five year life
of the note with conformed charges. Warrants to purchase 128,766 shares of our common stock remain outstanding as of June 30, 2008 which
were issued in connection with this loan.
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On March 31, 2004, we entered into a note and warrant purchase agreement with Ashutosh Roy, our Chief Executive Officer, Oak Hill Capital
Partners L.P., Oak Hill Capital Management Partners L.P., and FW Investors L.P. (the �lenders�) pursuant to which the lenders loaned to us $2.5
million evidenced by secured promissory notes and received warrants to purchase 312,500 shares of our common stock at an exercise price equal
to $2.00 per share in connection with such loan. The fair value of these warrants was determined using the Black-Scholes valuation method with
the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 75%, a risk free interest rate of 1.93%, and a
dividend yield of 0%. We recorded $2.28 million in related party notes payable and $223,000 of discount on the notes related to the relative
value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will be amortized to interest expense over the five year life of the notes. These warrants
expired in March 2007.

On June 29, 2007, we entered into an amendment to the 2002 purchase agreement with Mr. Roy in which he received additional warrants to
purchase 333,333 shares of our common stock at an exercise price equal to $1.20 per share. The fair value of these warrants was determined
using the Black-Scholes valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 75%,
a risk free interest rate of 4.28%, and a dividend yield of 0%. We recorded $1.8 million in related party notes payable and $187,000 of discount
on the notes related to the relative value of the warrants issued in the transaction that will be amortized to interest expense over the three year life
of the notes. Warrants to purchase 333,333 shares of our common stock remain outstanding as of June 30, 2008 which were issued in connection
with this loan.

On June 27, 2008, we entered into a revolving credit facility with Bridge Bank N.A. (�Bridge Bank�), pursuant to which Bridge Bank may
advance to us up to $3.6 million evidenced by a loan and security agreement and received warrants to purchase 73,889 shares of the our common
stock at an exercise price equal to $0.90 per share in connection with such credit facility. The fair value of these warrants was determined using
the Black-Scholes valuation method with the following assumptions: an expected life of 3 years, an expected stock price volatility of 80%, a risk
free interest rate of 3.14%, and a dividend yield of 0%. The warrants (i) are subject to anti-dilution provisions upon the occurrence of certain
events such as stock splits and stock dividends, (ii) vest immediately, (iii) expire on June 24, 2011, (iv) are exercisable at any time, (v) are not
required to be registered. The warrant contained a put option right that could be exercised by Bridge Bank upon the expiration date or an exit
event. Pursuant to the put option right, Bridge Bank has the right to require the Company to purchase the warrant at an amount specified in the
Agreement. The $168,000 fair value assigned to the warrant and put options was recorded as debt issuance cost as of June 30, 2008 and will be
amortized as interest expense over the term of the Agreement. As of June 30, 2008 no interest expense had been recorded related to these
warrants. The company accounted for the warrant and the put option rights as a compound financial instrument in the consolidated financial
statements at fair value.
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Activity is summarized as follows:

Warrants
Outstanding

Weighted

Average
Exercise Price

Warrants outstanding as of June 30, 2003 619,374 $ 35.95

Warrants issued per Amendment to Note & Warrant Agreement with Ashutosh Roy 128,766 $ 3.88
Warrants issued per Note & Warrant Agreement with the lenders 312,500 $ 2.00

Warrants outstanding as of June 30, 2004 1,060,640 $ 22.05

Warrants outstanding as of June 30, 2005 1,060,640 $ 22.05

Expiration of warrants assumed at August 2000 (382,632) $ 56.88
Expiration of warrants assumed at December 2002 (236,742) $ 2.11

Warrants outstanding as of June 30, 2006 441,266 $ 2.55
Expiration of warrants assumed at June 2004 (312,500) $ 2.00
Warrants issued per amendment to Note & Warrant agreement with Ashutosh Roy 333,333 $ 1.20

Warrants outstanding as of June 30 , 2007 462,099 $ 1.95
Warrants issued per Loan & Warrant agreement with Bridge Bank 73,889 $ 0.90

Warrants outstanding as of June 30 , 2008 535,988 $ 1.80

1999 Employee Stock Purchase Plan

The 1999 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (the �ESPP�), was terminated in May 2005 with a final issuance of 3,632 shares of our common stock in
2006. During the years ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006 there were 0, 0 and 3,632 shares issued under the ESPP, respectively.

2005 Management Stock Option Plan

In May 2005, the board of directors adopted the 2005 Management Stock Option Plan (the �2005 Management Plan�), which provides for the
grant of nonstatutory stock options to directors, officers and key employees of eGain and its subsidiaries. The Plan was increased by 500,000
shares in November 2007. Options under the 2005 Management Plan are granted at a price not less than 100% of the fair market value of the
common stock on the date of grant. Shares of restricted stock granted under the 2005 Management Plan are subject to eGain�s right of
repurchase, whose right shall lapse with respect to one-forty-eighth (1/48th) of the shares granted to a director or officer for each month of
continuous service provided by such director or officer to eGain. The options granted under this plan are exercisable for five (5) years from the
date of grant.
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The following table represents the activity under the 2005 Management Plan:

Shares

Available
for Grant

Options
Outstanding

Weighted

Average
Price

Balance at June 30, 2005 �  962,400 $ 0.64
Options Exercised �  (3,750) $ 0.64
Options Forfeited 50,850 (50,850) $ 0.64

Balance at June 30, 2006 50,850 907,800 $ 0.64
Options Exercised �  �  �  
Options Forfeited �  �  �  

Balance at June 30, 2007 50,850 907,800 $ 0.64
Shares authorized for issuance 500,000 �  �  
Options Granted (250,000) 250,000 $ 1.25
Options Forfeited 25,000 (25,000) $ 0.64

Balance at June 30, 2008 325,850 1,132,800 $ 0.77

2005 Stock Incentive Plan

In March 2005, the board of directors adopted the 2005 Stock Incentive Plan (the �2005 Incentive Plan�), which provides for the grant of stock
options to eGain�s employees, officers, directors and consultants. Options granted under the 2005 Incentive Plan are either incentive stock
options or non-statutory stock options. Incentive stock options may be granted to employees with exercise prices of no less than the fair value of
the common stock on the date of grant. The options generally vest ratably over a period of four years and expire no later than ten (10) years from
the date of grant. eGain received stockholder approval of the 2005 Incentive Plan at its 2005 Annual Meeting of Stockholders.

The following table represents the activity under the 2005 Stock Incentive Plan:

Shares

Available
for Grant

Options
Outstanding

Weighted

Average
Price

Balance at June 30, 2005 460,000 �  $ �  
Options Granted (199,250) 199,250 $ 0.99

Balance at June 30, 2006 260,750 199,250 $ 0.99
Options Granted (165,800) 165,800 $ 1.29
Options Forfeited 36,325 (36,325) $ 1.33

Balance at June 30, 2007 131,275 328,725 $ 1.11
Options Granted (117,250) 117,250 $ 1.11
Options Forfeited 61,911 (61,911) $ 1.33
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Balance at June 30, 2008 75,936 384,064 $ 1.07

2000 Stock Plan

In July 2000, the board of directors adopted the 2000 Non-Management Stock Option Plan (the �2000 Plan�), which provides for the grant of
non-statutory stock options to employees, advisors and consultants of eGain. Options under the 2000 Plan are granted at a price not less than
85% of the fair market value of the common stock on the date of grant. eGain�s board of directors determines the fair market value (as defined in
the
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2000 Plan) of the common stock, date of grant and vesting schedules of the options granted. The options generally vest ratably over 4 years and
expire no later than 10 years from the date of grant.

The following table represents the activity under the 2000 Plan:

Shares

Available
for Grant

Options
Outstanding

Weighted

Average
Price

Balance at June 30, 2005 11,909 186,707 $ 12.38
Options Granted (34,035) 34,035 $ 1.06
Options Exercised �  (769) $ 0.64
Options Forfeited 64,965 (64,965) $ 8.38

Balance at June 30, 2006 42,839 155,008 $ 11.63
Options Exercised �  (380) $ 0.64
Options Forfeited 23,121 (23,121) $ 5.36

Balance at June 30, 2007 65,960 131,507 $ 12.77
Options Granted (60,200) 60,200 $ 0.82
Options Exercised �  (2,622) $ 0.64
Options Forfeited 23,209 (23,209) $ 2.67

Balance at June 30, 2008 28,969 165,876 $ 10.04

1998 Stock Plan

In June 1998, the board of directors adopted the 1998 Stock Plan (the �1998 Plan�), which provides for grant of stock options to eligible
participants. Options granted under the 1998 Plan are either incentive stock options or non-statutory stock options. Incentive stock options may
be granted to employees with exercise prices of no less than the fair value of the common stock and non-statutory options may be granted to
eligible participants at exercise prices of no less than 85% of the fair value of the common stock on the date of grant. eGain�s board of directors
determines the fair market value (as defined in the 1998 Plan) of the common stock, date of grant and vesting schedules of the options granted.
The options generally vest ratably over a period of four years and expire no later than 10 years from the date of grant. Options are generally
exercisable upon grant, subject to repurchase rights by eGain until vested.
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The following table represents the activity under the 1998 Plan:

Shares

Available
for Grant

Options
Outstanding

Weighted

Average
Price

Balance at June 30, 2005 46,176 574,486 $ 7.15
Options granted (128,200) 128,200 $ 1.22
Options exercised �  (4,314) $ 0.67
Options forfeited 83,888 (83,888) $ 6.86

Balance at June 30, 2006 1,864 614,484 $ 6.00
Options granted �  �  $ �  
Options exercised �  (7,715) $ 0.69
Options forfeited 42,624 (42,624) $ 1.56

Balance at June 30, 2007 44,488 564,145 $ 6.41
Options granted (102,050) 102,050 $ 0.80
Options exercised �  (8,517) $ 0.68
Options forfeited 68,773 (68,773) $ 2.95

Balance at June 30, 2008 11,211 588,905 $ 5.92

In connection with earlier acquisitions, eGain assumed options to purchase 5,000 and 161,000 shares of common stock, of which none and
6,679, respectively, were outstanding as of June 30, 2008 and June 30, 2007 at a weighted average price of $59.77.

The following table summarizes information about stock options outstanding and exercisable as of June 30, 2008:

Options Outstanding Options Exercisable
Range of

Exercise

Prices Number

Weighted
Average

Remaining
Contractual

Life

Weighted
Average
Exercise

Price

Aggregate
Intrinsic

Value Number

Weighted
Average
Exercise

Price

Aggregate
Intrinsic

Value
$0.50�$0.50 36,350 9.47 $ 0.50 $ 10,542 �  �  �  
$0.64�$0.64 1,123,081 6.88 $ 0.64 $ 168,462 941,277 $ 0.64 $ 141,192
$0.70�$0.76 135,000 7.58 0.76 $ 4,050 82,082 0.76 $ 2,462
$0.77�$1.08 116,675 9.13 0.87 �  16,967 0.86 �  
$1.09�$1.20 156,657 8.95 1.11 �  14,479 1.15 �  
$1.21�$1.25 252,000 9.39 1.25 �  2,000 1.25 �  
$1.26�$1.55 152,720 7.23 1.39 �  78,783 1.39 �  
$1.56�$3.32 158,448 5.22 2.41 �  153,656 2.43 �  
$3.33�$86.75 131,900 3.16 24.32 �  129,837 24.64 �  
$86.76�$408.13 15,493 2.12 103.61 �  15,493 103.61 �  

$0.50�$408.13 2,278,324 7.16 $ 3.00 $ 183,054 1,434,574 $ 4.17 $ 143,654
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The aggregate intrinsic value in the preceding table represents the total intrinsic value based on stock options with a weighted average exercise
price less than our closing stock price of $0.79 as of June 30, 2008 that would have been received by the option holders, had they exercised their
options on June 30, 2008. The total intrinsic value of stock options exercised during fiscal year 2008 was $4,581.
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Stock-Based Compensation

We adopted Statement SFAS 123R effective July 1, 2005. SFAS 123R requires the recognition of the fair value of stock compensation in net
income. We recognize the stock compensation expense over the requisite service period of the individual grantees, which generally equals the
vesting period. All of our stock compensation is accounted for as an equity instrument. We have elected the modified prospective transition
method for adopting SFAS 123R. Under this method, the provisions of SFAS 123R apply to all awards granted or modified after the date of
adoption. The table below summarizes the effect of stock-based compensation:

Year ended
June 30, 2008

Year ended
June 30, 2007

Year ended
June 30, 2006

Non-cash stock-based compensation expense $ (318) $ (273) $ (262)
Income tax benefit �  �  �  

Net income effect of adoption $ (318) $ (273) $ (262)

Net effect earnings per share (basic and diluted) of adoption $ (0.02) $ (0.02) $ (0.02)

We utilized the Black-Scholes valuation model for estimating the fair value of the stock compensation granted after the adoption of SFAS 123R.
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006, there were 529,500, 165,800 and 354,805 options granted, respectively. All shares
of our common stock issued pursuant to the company�s stock option plans are only issued out of an authorized reserve of shares of common stock
which were previously registered on Form S-8. The weighted-average fair value of the options granted under our stock option plans for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006 was $0.78, $1.01 and $0.85, respectively using the following assumptions:

Year ended
June 30, 2008

Year ended
June 30, 2007

Year ended
June 30, 2006

Dividend yield �  �  �  
Expected volatility 80% 92% 92%
Average risk-free interest rate 3.95% 4.75% 4.63%
Expected life (in years) 6.25 6.25 6.30
The dividend yield of zero is based on the fact that we have never paid cash dividends and have no present intention to pay cash dividends. We
determined the appropriate measure of expected volatility by reviewing historic volatility in the share price of our common stock. The risk-free
interest rate is derived from the average U.S. Treasury Strips rate with maturities approximating the expected lives of the awards during the
period, which approximate the rate in effect at the time of grant.

In developing our estimate of expected life, we determined that our historical share option exercise experience does not provide a reasonable
basis upon which to estimate expected life. In addition, estimating life based on the expected terms of options granted by other, similar
companies with similarly structured awards was considered but data was not readily available to arrive at reliable estimates. We therefore used
the technique commonly referred to as the �simplified method.� In Staff Accounting Bulletin (�SAB�) No. 107, Share-Based Payment, (�SAB 107�)
the SEC staff described a temporary �simplified method� to develop the estimate of the expected life of a �plain vanilla� employee stock option.
Under this approach, the expected life would be presumed to be the mid-point between the vesting date and the end of the contractual term. In
December 2007, the SEC issued Staff Accounting Bulletin (�SAB�) No. 110 (�SAB 110�), an amendment of SAB 107. SAB 110 states that the staff
will continue to accept, under certain circumstances, the continued use of the �simplified method�. We are currently assessing the impact of SAB
110.
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Based on our historical experience of option pre-vesting cancellations, we have assumed an annualized 14% forfeiture rate for our options.
Under the true-up provisions of SFAS 123R, we will record additional expense if the actual forfeiture rate is lower than we estimated, and will
record a recovery of prior expense if the actual forfeiture is higher than we estimated.

Total compensation cost of all options granted but not yet vested as of June 30, 2008 was $216,000 which is expected to be recognized over the
weighted average period of 1.9 years. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, 11,139 options were exercised. There is no tax benefit related
to these options exercised.

9.    COMMITMENTS

We generally warrant that the program portion of our software will perform substantially in accordance with certain specifications for a period
up to 180 days. Our liability for a breach of this warranty is either a return of the license fee or providing a fix, patch, work-around or
replacement of the software.

We also provide standard warranties against and indemnification for the potential infringement of third party intellectual property rights to our
customers relating to the use of our products, as well as indemnification agreements with certain officers and employees under which we may be
required to indemnify such persons for liabilities arising out of their duties to us. The terms of such obligations vary. Generally, the maximum
obligation is the amount permitted by law.

Historically, costs related to these warranties have not been significant, however we cannot guarantee that a warranty reserve will not become
necessary in the future.

We have also agreed to indemnify our directors and executive officers for costs associated with any fees, expenses, judgments, fines and
settlement amounts incurred by any of these persons in any action or proceeding to which any of those persons is, or is threatened to be, made a
party by reason of the person�s service as a director or officer, including any action by the company, arising out of that person�s services as the
company�s director or officer or that person�s services provided to any other company or enterprise at the company�s request.

10.    LITIGATION

Beginning on October 25, 2001, a number of securities class action complaints were filed against us, and certain of our then officers and
directors and underwriters connected with our initial public offering of common stock in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New
York (consolidated into In re Initial Public Offering Sec. Litig.). The complaints alleged generally that the prospectus under which such
securities were sold contained false and misleading statements with respect to discounts and excess commissions received by the underwriters as
well as allegations of �laddering� whereby underwriters required their customers to purchase additional shares in the aftermarket in exchange for
an allocation of IPO shares. The complaints sought an unspecified amount in damages on behalf of persons who purchased the common stock
between September 23, 1999 and December 6, 2000. Similar complaints were filed against 55 underwriters and more than 300 other companies
and other individuals. The over 1,000 complaints were consolidated into a single action. We reached an agreement with the plaintiffs to resolve
the cases as to our liability and that of our officers and directors. The settlement involved no monetary payment or other consideration by us or
our officers and directors and no admission of liability. On August 31, 2005, the court issued an order preliminarily approving the settlement and
setting a public hearing on its fairness for April 24, 2006 (the postponement from January 2006 to April 2006 was because of difficulties in
mailing the required notice to class members). On October 27, 2005, the court issued an order making some minor changes to the form of notice
to be sent to class members. On January 17,
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2006, the court issued an order modifying the preliminary settlement approval order to extend the time within which notice must be given to the
class, which time had expired on January 15, 2006. The underwriter defendants filed further objections to the settlement on March 20, 2006 and
asked that the April 24, 2006 final settlement approval hearing be postponed until after the Second Circuit rules on the underwriters� appeal from
the Court�s class certification order (which appeal is briefed and awaiting oral argument). On March 29, 2006, the Court denied the request,
stating that it would address the underwriters� points at the April 24, 2006 hearing. On April 24, 2006, the Court held a public hearing on the
fairness of the proposed settlement. Meanwhile the consolidated case against the underwriters has proceeded. In October 2004, the district court
certified a class. On December 5, 2006, however, the Second Circuit reversed, holding that a class could not be certified. In re Initial Public
Offering Sec. Litig., 471 F.3d 24 (2d Cir. 2006). The Second Circuit�s holding, while directly affecting only the underwriters, raised some doubt
as to whether the settlement class contemplated by the proposed issuer settlement will be approved in its present form. A petition for rehearing
was filed January 5, 2007. The court of appeals denied a petition for rehearsing on April 6, 2007. On June 25, 2007, the district court entered a
stipulated order terminating the proposed issuer settlement. Plaintiffs are proceeding with discovery as to underwriters and issuers, although
principally with respect to focus or test cases that do not name the Company as a defendant. Defendants moved to dismiss the focus cases; on
March 26, 2008, the court largely denied that motion. The parties are briefing a new class certification motion, which is expected to be heard in
late 2008. We have not accrued any liability or expect the outcome of this litigation to have a material impact on our financial condition.

With the exception of this matter, we are not a party to any other material pending legal proceedings, nor is our property the subject of any
material pending legal proceeding, except routine legal proceedings arising in the ordinary course of our business and incidental to our business,
none of which are expected to have a material adverse impact, as taken individually or in the aggregate, upon our business, financial position or
results of operations. However, even if these claims are not meritorious, the ultimate outcome of any litigation is uncertain, and it could divert
management�s attention and impact other resources.

11.    SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

On September 24, 2008, eGain Communications Corporation (the �Company�) entered into a Conversion Agreement and Amendment to
Subordinated Secured Promissory Notes (the �Agreement�) with Ashutosh Roy, Oak Hill Capital Partners, L.P., Oak Hill Capital Management
Partners, L.P. and FW Investors V, L.P. (collectively, the �Lenders�). The Lenders previously loaned the Company an aggregate of $8,500,000 and
received promissory notes with maturity dates of March 31, 2009 (the �Prior Note�). As of September 24, 2008, the total outstanding indebtedness,
including accrued interest, under the Prior Note equaled $13,782,171. Pursuant to the Agreement and subject to the terms and conditions
contained therein, the Company and the Lenders have agreed to (i) convert a portion of the outstanding indebtedness under the Prior Note equal
to $6,535,977 into shares of the Company�s common stock at a price per share equal to $0.95 (the �Note Conversion�), and (ii) extend the maturity
date of the remaining outstanding indebtedness accrued under the Prior Note of $7,246,194 to March 31, 2012, as well as the period for which
interest shall accrue on the Prior Notes (the �Note Extension�). In addition, the Lenders have received warrants to purchase an aggregate of
1,525,515 shares of the Company�s common stock at a price per share equal to $0.95 as consideration for the Note Extension.
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ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE

None.

ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES
Evaluation of disclosure controls and procedures.    We maintain �disclosure controls and procedures,� as such term is defined in Rule
13a-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the �Exchange Act�), that are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed
by us in reports that we file or submit under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized, and reported within the time periods
specified in Securities and Exchange Commission rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our
management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required
disclosure. In designing and evaluating our disclosure controls and procedures, management recognized that disclosure controls and procedures,
no matter how well conceived and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance that the objectives of the disclosure controls
and procedures are met. Our disclosure controls and procedures have been designed to meet reasonable assurance standards. Additionally, in
designing disclosure controls and procedures, our management necessarily was required to apply its judgment in evaluating the cost-benefit
relationship of possible disclosure controls and procedures. The design of any disclosure controls and procedures also is based in part upon
certain assumptions about the likelihood of future events, and there can be no assurance that any design will succeed in achieving its stated goals
under all potential future conditions.

Based on their evaluation as of the end of the period covered by this Annual Report on Form 10-K, our Chief Executive Officer and Chief
Financial Officer have concluded that, as of such date, our disclosure controls and procedures were effective at the reasonable assurance level.

Changes in internal controls.    There was no change in our internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Rule 13a-15(f) under the
Exchange Act) that occurred during our last fiscal quarter that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal
control over financial reporting.

Management�s annual report on internal control over financial reporting.    Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining
adequate internal control over financial reporting, as such term is defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f). Because of its inherent limitations,
internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Projections of any evaluation of the effectiveness to future
periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the
policies or procedures may deteriorate. Our management, with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer,
conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting based on the framework in Internal
Control�Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. Based on our evaluation
under the framework in Internal Control�Integrated Framework, our management concluded that our internal control over financial reporting was
effective as of June 30, 2008.

This annual report does not include an attestation report of the company�s registered public accounting firm regarding internal control over
financial reporting. Management�s report was not subject to attestation by the company�s registered public accounting firm pursuant to temporary
rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission that permit the company to provide only management�s report in this annual report.

ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION
None.
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PART III

ITEM 10. DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The information required by this item (with respect to our Directors) is incorporated by reference from the information under the caption
�Election of Directors� contained in eGain�s Proxy Statement to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission in connection with the
solicitation of proxies for the Company�s 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders (the �Proxy Statement�).

The following table sets forth information regarding eGain�s current executive officers as of September 29, 2008:

Name Age Position
Ashutosh Roy 42 Chief Executive Officer and Chairman
Eric Smit 46 Chief Financial Officer
Promod Narang 50 Senior Vice President of Products and Engineering
Thomas Hresko 58 Senior Vice President of Worldwide Sales
Ashutosh Roy co-founded eGain and has served as Chief Executive Officer and a director of eGain since September 1997 and President since
October 2003. From May 1995 through April 1997, Mr. Roy served as Chairman of WhoWhere? Inc., an Internet-service company co-founded
by Mr. Roy. From June 1994 to April 1995, Mr. Roy co-founded Parsec Technologies, a call center company based in New Delhi, India. From
August 1988, to August 1992, Mr. Roy worked as a Software Engineer at Digital Equipment Corp. Mr. Roy holds a B.S. in Computer Science
from the Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi, a Masters degree in Computer Science from Johns Hopkins University and an M.B.A. from
Stanford University.

Eric Smit has served as Chief Financial Officer since August 2002. From April 2001 to July 2002, Mr. Smit served as Vice President,
Operations of eGain. From June 1999 to April 2001, Mr. Smit served as Vice President, Finance and Administration of eGain. From June 1998
to June 1999, Mr. Smit served as Director of Finance of eGain. From December 1996 to May 1998, Mr. Smit served as Director of Finance for
WhoWhere? Inc., an Internet services company. From April 1993 to November 1996, Mr. Smit served as Vice President of Operations and Chief
Financial Officer of Velocity Incorporated, a software game developer and publishing company. Mr. Smit holds a Bachelor of Commerce in
Accounting from Rhodes University, South Africa.

Promod Narang has served as Sr. Vice President of Engineering of eGain since March 2000. Mr. Narang joined eGain in October 1998, and
served as Director of Engineering prior to assuming his current position. Prior to joining eGain, Mr. Narang served as President of VMpro, a
system software consulting company from September 1987 to October 1998. Mr. Narang holds a Bachelors of Science in Computer Science
from Wayne State University.

Thomas Hresko has served as Sr. Vice President of Worldwide Sales since November of 2005. From July 2004 to October 2005, Mr. Hresko
served as Vice President, Worldwide Sales for Corrigo, an enterprise application software company. From April 2002 to October of 2003
Mr. Hresko served as Vice President of Worldwide Sales at Primus Knowledge Solutions, a software company specializing in knowledge
management and self service. From January 1990 to January of 2002, he served in sales management positions at Network Associates, an
enterprise software, security and anti-virus software company. In his most recent position, he served as Vice President Worldwide Sales for the
customer relationship management software division. From 1981 to 1987, Mr. Hresko served in marketing and sales management positions at
Sprint Communications, a telecommunications company. Mr. Hresko holds an M.B.A. from Harvard University and B.B.A from the University
of Michigan.

The information contained under the caption �Section 16(a) Beneficial Ownership Reporting Compliance� in the definitive Proxy Statement for
the Company�s 2006 Annual Meeting of Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference.
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ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
The information contained under the heading �Executive Compensation� and under the captions �Director Compensation,� and �Recent Option
Grants� in the definitive Proxy Statement for eGain�s 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference.

ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED
STOCKHOLDER MATTERS

The information contained under the heading �Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management� in the definitive Proxy
Statement for eGain�s 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference.

ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE
The information contained under the caption �Related Party Transactions� in the definitive Proxy Statement for eGain�s 2008 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference.

ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTANT FEES AND SERVICES
The information contained under the heading �Principal Accounting Fees and Services� in the definitive Proxy Statement for eGain�s 2008 Annual
Meeting of Stockholders is incorporated herein by reference.
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PART IV

ITEM 15. EXHIBITS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
(a)     1.    Financial Statements

See Index to Financial Statements in Item 8 of this Report.

         2.    Financial Statement Schedule

Financial statement schedule, which is included at the end of this report:

Schedule II�Valuation and Qualifying Accounts.

         3.    Exhibits

See Item 15(b) of this report.

All other schedules have been omitted since they are either not required, not applicable or the information has been included in the consolidated
financial statements or notes thereto.

(b)    Exhibits

The exhibits listed below are filed or incorporated by reference herein.

Exhibit
No. Description of Exhibits

  3.1 Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation filed as Exhibit 3.1(a) to eGain�s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the
quarter ended December 31, 2000.

  3.2 Certificate of Amendment of the Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation filed as Exhibit 3.2 to eGain�s Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2003.

  3.3(a) Amended and Restated Bylaws, as subsequently amended.

  4.1 Registration Rights Agreement dated as of August 8, 2000, filed as Exhibit 10.2 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K dated
August 15, 2000.

  4.2 Form of Warrant to Purchase Common Stock, filed as Exhibit 4.1 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K dated April 5, 2004.

  4.3 Form of Warrant to purchase Common Stock, filed as Exhibit 4.1 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K dated July 6, 2007.

  4.4 Form of Warrant to purchase Common Stock, filed as Exhibit 4.1 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K dated June 27, 2008.

  4.5 Form of Warrant to Purchase Common Stock, filed as Exhibit 4.1 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K dated September 24,
2008.

10.1(a) Form of Indemnification Agreement.

10.2(a)# Amended and Restated 1998 Stock Plan and forms of stock option agreements thereunder.

10.3(a)# 1999 Employee Stock Purchase Plan.

10.4(a) Golden Gate Commercial Lease Agreement dated as of July 21, 1998 between Registrant and Golden Gate Commercial
Company.

10.5(a)# Amendment to Common Stock Purchase Agreement dated as of June 24, 1998 between Registrant and Ashutosh Roy.

10.6(a)# Amendment to Common Stock Purchase Agreement dated as of June 24, 1998 between Registrant and Gunjan Sinha.
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Exhibit
No. Description of Exhibits

10.7# Amended and Restated Inference Corporation 1993 Stock Option Plan (assumed by eGain in connection with Inference
acquisition), filed as Exhibit 10.1 to Inference Corporation�s Registration Statement on Form S-1, No. 333-92386 and as Exhibit
10.4 to Inference Corporation�s Annual Report on Form 10-K/A for the fiscal year ended January 31, 1999.

10.9# Inference Corporation 1998 Non-Management Stock Option Plan (assumed by eGain in connection with Inference acquisition),
filed with the Commission on April 29, 1999 as Exhibit 10.6 to Inference Corporation�s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal
year ended January 31, 1999.

10.10# Inference Corporation 1998 New Hire Stock Option Plan (assumed by eGain in connection with Inference acquisition), filed with
the Commission on September 3, 1999 as Exhibit 10.7 from Inference Corporation�s Registration Statement on Form S-8, No.
333-86471.

10.11# Inference Corporation Private Placement Stock Option Plan (assumed by eGain in connection with Inference acquisition), filed
with the Commission on September 3, 1999 as Exhibit 10.7 from Inference Corporation�s Registration Statement on Form S-8, No.
333-86471.

10.12# Inference Corporation Fourth Amended and Restated Incentive Stock Option Plan and Nonqualified Stock Option Plan (assumed
by eGain in connection with Inference acquisition), incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to Inference Corporation�s
Registration Statement on Form S-1, No. 333-92386.

10.13 Securities Purchase Agreement, filed as Exhibit 10.1 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K dated August 15, 2000.

10.14 Note and Warrant Purchase Agreement by and between eGain Communications Corporation and Ashutosh Roy dated as of
December 24, 2002, filed as Exhibit 10.2 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K filed on December 27, 2002.

10.15 Form of Subordinated Secured Promissory Note, filed as Exhibit 10.3 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K filed on December
27, 2002.

10.16 Amendment #2 to Note and Warrant Purchase Agreement by and between eGain Communications Corporation and Ashutosh Roy
dated October 31, 2003, filed on eGain�s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended September 30, 2003.

10.17 Note and Warrant Purchase Agreement by and among eGain Communications Corporation, Ashutosh Roy, Oak Hill Capital
Partners, L.P., Oak Hill Capital Management Partners, L.P. and FW Investors V, L.P. dated as of March 31, 2004, filed as Exhibit
10.1 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K on April 5, 2004.

10.18 Form of Subordinated Secured Promissory Note, filed as Exhibit 10.2 to eGain�s Current Report on form 8-K on April 5, 2004.

10.18 Restructuring Agreement between eGain and each holder of Series A Convertible Preferred Stock, dated September 29, 2004,
filed as Exhibit 10.1 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K on September 30, 2004.

10.19# eGain Communications Corporation 2005 Stock Incentive Plan, filed on May 16, 2005 as Exhibit 10.2 on eGain�s Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2005.

10.20# eGain Communications Corporation 2005 Management Stock Option Plan, filed as Exhibit 10.1 on eGain�s Current Report on
Form 8-K on June 2, 2005.

10.21 Amendment #3 to Note and Warrant Purchase Agreement by and between eGain Communications Corporation and Ashutosh Roy
dated June 29, 2007, filed as Exhibit 10.1 to eGain�s Current Report on Form 8-K on July 6, 2007.

10.22 Form of Subordinated Secured Promissory Note, filed as Exhibit 10.2 to eGain�s Current Report on form 8-K July 6, 2007.
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Exhibit
No. Description of Exhibits

10.23 Restated Subordinated Secured Promissory Note by and between eGain Communications and Ashutosh Roy dated as of June 29,
2007, filed as Exhibit 10.3 to eGain�s Current Report on form 8-K on July 6, 2007.

10.24 Loan and Security Agreement between eGain and Bridge Bank, N.A. dated June 24, 2008, filed as Exhibit 10.1 to eGain�s Current
Report on Form 8-K on June 27, 2008.

10.25 Subordination Agreement by and among Ashutosh Roy, Oak Hill Capital Partners, L.P., Oak Hill Capital Management Partners,
L.P., FW Investors V, L.P. and Bridge Bank National Association dated as of June 24, 2008, filed as Exhibit 10.2 to eGain�s
Current Report on Form 8-K on June 27, 2008.

10.26 Conversion Agreement and Amendment to Subordinated Secured Promissory Notes by and among eGain Communications
Corporation, Ashutosh Roy, Oak Hill Capital Partners, L.P., Oak Hill Capital Management Partners, L.P. and FW Investors V,
L.P, and filed as Exhibit 10.1 to eGain�s Current Report on form 8-K on September 24, 2008.

10.27 Restated Subordinated Secured Promissory Note by and between eGain Communications and Ashutosh Roy, Oak Hill Capital
Partners, L.P., Oak Hill Capital Management Partners, L.P. and FW Investors V, L.P., and filed as Exhibit 10.2 to eGain�s Current
Report on form 8-K on September 24, 2008.

21.1 Subsidiaries of eGain Communications Corporation.

23.1 Consent of Burr, Pilger & Mayer, LLP, Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm.

23.2 Consent of BDO Seidman, LLP, Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm.

24.1 Power of Attorney (see Signature Page).

31.1 Rule 13a-14(a)/15(d)-14(a) Certification of Chief Executive Officer.

31.2 Rule 13a-14(a) /15(d)-14(a) Certification of Chief Financial Officer.

32.1 Certification pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 of
Ashutosh Roy, Chief Executive Officer.*

32.2 Certification pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 of Eric
Smit, Chief Financial Officer.*

(a) Incorporated by reference to eGain�s Registration Statement on Form S-1, File No. 333-83439, originally filed with the Commission on
July 22, 1999, as subsequently amended.

 # Indicates management contract or compensation plan or arrangement.
 * The material contained in this exhibit is not deemed �filed� with the Securities and Exchange Commission and is not to be incorporated by

reference into any filing of the company under the Securities Act of 1933 or the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, whether made before or
after date hereof and irrespective of any general incorporation language contained in such filing.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

eGAIN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

Date: September 29, 2008 By: /s/     ASHUTOSH ROY        

Chief Executive Officer
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENT, that each person whose signature appears below constitutes and appoints Ashutosh Roy and Eric
Smit, and each of them, his true and lawful attorneys-in-fact and agents, each with full power of substitution and resubstitution, for him and in
his name, place, and stead, in any and all capacities, to sign any and all amendments to this annual report, and to file the same, with exhibits
thereto and other documents in connection therewith, with the Securities and Exchange Commission, granting unto said attorneys-in-fact and
agents, and each of them, full power and authority to do and perform each and every act and thing requisite and necessary to be done, as fully to
all intents and purposes as he might or could do in person, hereby ratifying and confirming all that each of said attorneys-in-fact and agents or
their substitute or substitutes may lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue hereof.

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, this report has been signed below by the following persons on
behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.

Name Title Date

/s/    ASHUTOSH ROY        

Ashutosh Roy

Chief Executive Officer and Director (Principal
Executive Officer)

September 29, 2008

/s/    ERIC N. SMIT        

Eric N. Smit

Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

September 29, 2008

/s/    MARK A. WOLFSON        

Mark A. Wolfson

Director September 29, 2008

/s/    DAVID BROWN        

David Brown

Director September 29, 2008

/s/    GUNJAN SINHA        

Gunjan Sinha

Director September 29, 2008

/s/    PHIROZ P. DARUKHANAVALA        

Phiroz P. Darukhanavala

Director September 29, 2008
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SCHEDULE II�VALUATION AND QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS

(in thousands)

Balance at

Beginning
of Period

Additions

Charged to
Expense

Amounts

Written

Off, Net of
Recoveries

Balance at
End of Period

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts:
Year ended June 30, 2008 $ 221 $ (7) $ (10) $ 204
Year ended June 30, 2007 $ 120 $ 101 $ �  $ 221
Year ended June 30, 2006 $ 266 $ (22) $ (124) $ 120
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